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Tu-Pos26
FACTORS AFFECTING SINGLE-VESICLE AMPEROMMETRIC
SIGNALS: A THEORETICAL STUDY. ((Chow, R.H. and Ch. Helnemann))
Max Planck Inst. for blophysikalische. Chemie, Am FaRberg, D-3400
Gottingen, Germany.

Recently carbon-fiber microelectrodes have been used for
electrochemical detection of catecholamine release from single vesicles of
adrenal chromaffin cells (Wightman et al, 1991, PNAS 88:10754-
10758; Chow et al, 1992, Nature 356:60-63). Using Monte Carlo simu-
lations incorporating realistic geometry, we have analysed some of the
factors Influencing the shape of the oxidation current transient: the
diffusion constant D, the distance x from the release site to the detecting
surface, and the time course of release. The main part of experimental
traces were readily fit assuming Instantaneous release of molecules from
the cell surface, but required either that x > 1 pm (larger than expected)
or that D >> 5.5 x 10-6 cm2/s (D of freely diffusing catecholamine). This
observation points to either 1) Irregular carbon fiber sufaces or cell
infoldings, 2) retarded diffusion, perhaps due to a slowly diffusing
complex, or 3) non-instanteous release, perhaps reflecting the kinetics of
dilation of the fusion pore or escape from a matrix. When D was adjusted to
3 x 10-7 cm2/s to fit the main part of the data traces, the simulations still
did not show the siow initial onset seen in many of the experimental trces.
This slow "foot' signal was previously suggested to be due to the siow leak
of molecules out of the narrow fusion pore that initialy connects the
vesicle lumen with the outside, and that later dilates to complete
exocytosis. Simulatins of altered time courses for release of molecules
confirmed that details of the release time course are best appreciated near
the detector, with the shape of the rising phase being most Informative.

Tu-Poe328
VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT SWELLING OF A SECRETORY GRANULE
MATRIX. ((Chaya Nanavati and Julio M. Fernandez)) Dept. of Physiol. and
Biophys., Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN 55905.

Nature has designed the secretory granule matrix for the rapid delivery of
biologically active peptides and transmitters. This matrix is a miniature
biopolymer consisting of a polyanionic polymer network which traps peptides
and transmitters when condensed, and releases them upon exocytotic
decondensation. The physical mechanisms that triger matnx swelling and
secory product rclease are, however, sdt unknown. Upon exocytotic fusion
the secretory granule matrix is transiently subjected to strong electric fields.
Therefore, we designed experiments to study the effects of an electric field on
the polymer matrix from the mast cell secretory granule and discovered a host
of novel, unexpected properties. The matrix responded to positive and
negative voltages by condensing or swelling. These condensing and swelling
cycles were reversible and could be repeated several hundred dmes. The
swelling was accompanied by a large increase in conductance. Thus,
electrically, the matix embled a diode with a conductance which was at least
a hundredfold higher at negative potentials. This conductance was super-
Ohmic, and up to six times greater than that predicted by simple
electrodiffusion. In addition to passing a current, a swollen matrix exerted
pressures on the order of a hundred pounds per square inch. All these
responses took place within a few milliseconds of application of the electric
field. We propose that this voltage-dependent swelling of the secy granule
matrix may play a role in the exocytoic release of secretory products.

Tb-Poe7
WHAT HAPPENS TO A FUSION ZONE AFTER FUSION PORES ARE
CREATED IN IT? ((Y.K Wu, R.A. Sjodin, K.Foster+, and A.E. Sowers))
Dept. Biophys. Univ. Maryland Sch Med, Baltimore, MD 21201, and
'Dept. Bioengineering, Univ. Penn., Philadelphia, PA 19104.

We have shown by thin section electron microscopy (BJ 60:1026-1037) that
in a contact zone induced between erythrocyte ghosts by dielectrophoresis,
the use of an electrofusion protocol converts the contact zone into a fusion
zone (FZ) containing from 1-225 fusion pores per an-'. Also, after creation,
both the i) FZ stability, and ii) the time-dependent diameter expansion rates
of the fusion zone are strongly dependent on an intact spectrin network.
Using computer-assisted analysis on video-recorded phase optics images of
fusion zone diameters, we have found that the FZ diameter vs. time
dynamics has two, or three, distinct phases (I-III) in ythrocyte ghosts with
an intact or heat-disupted (42 oC, 20 min), respectively, spectrin network.
These phases, revealed by FZ diameter vs. time measurements under some
combinations of various electric pulse parameers, temperatur (4-33 OC)
during measurements, heat treatment temper (39-50 OC), and
dielectrophoretic force (E., = 3.25, 4.25, & 5.25 V/mm), and under certain
conditions, were remarkably independent from one another, yet the durations
of Phase I (1.0-1.2 sec) and Phase II (4.0 sec) were remarkably invariant
regadless of the variable studied. This suggested the existence of a complex
but dissectable interplay of biomechanical factors (see also other abstract by
Sowers, et al.). Supported by ONR and NSF.

Tu-Pos329
COMPARTMENTALIZATION OF ATP WITHIN CHOLINERGIC NERVE
TERMINALS. ((Dixon J. Woodbury and Marie Kelly)) Department of
Physiology, Wayne State University School ofMedicne, Detroit, MI 48201.

Within nerve terminals of the electric organ of Torpedo, acetylcholine (ACh)
is distributed between at least two compartments. About 60/ is "bound", i.e.,
trapped within sub-cellular organelles such as synaptic vesicles, and 40%/ is
"free." The free ACh is generally believed to be cytosolic ACh. Solsona et al.
have shown that the distribution of ATP within nerve terminals is similar to
that ofACh [Solsona, Salto, and Ymbern, 1991, BBA 1095:57-62]. In synap-
tosomes, the bound population is distinguished from free because it is not
released into solution following a frea and thaw (F/T) cycle. The F/T cycle
factures cel membranes but, synaptic vesicles (SVs) are thought to be too
small for rupture. Nevertheless, free ATP and ACh represent cytosolic
amounts Qnly if SVs do not release ATP or ACh during the freeze/thaw cycle.

We have found that synaptic vesicles, isolated from electric organ of
Torpedo, release significant amounts ofATP (and presumably ACh) following
F/T. In solutions low in Ca++ and high in sucrose about 15% of the ATP is
released following each initial F/T cycle, but about 500/o of the total trapped
ATP is not released even after 8 F/T cycles. When SVs are're-suapended in
torpedo ringer, about 30%/. of the trapped ATP is released after each F/T cycle,
with less than 15% remaining after 8 F/T cycles. Based on these data,
previous estimates of cytosolic ATP and ACh should be decreased from about
halfofthe total pool to less than a fourth.

INTERCELLULAR COMMUNICATION

TU-Poe3SO
NOVEL EFFECTS OF DEUTERIUM OXIDE ON NlTRIC-OXIDE
RELATED VASODILATIONAND [CAJ2+ INVASCULAR ENDOTHEIAL
CELLS. ((R. Wang, L Oster, J. de Champlain and R. Sauv6)) GRSNA and
GRTM, D6partement de Physiologic, Universit6 de Montial, Montial,
Qu6bec, Canada H3C 3J7. (Spon. by G. Roy)

Intake of deuterium oxide ()0) in drinking water has been reported to
prevent or attenuate the development of hypertension in spontaneously
hypertensive rats. The possibility that D20 might alter [CaC1, in vascular
endothelial cells, which in turn could modulate the release of nitric oxide
(NO), was investigated in the present study. It was observed that D20 relaxed
pre-contracted rat mesenteric arterial beds in an endothelium-dependent
manner. This effect of D20 could be inhibited by a NO synthase inhibitor, L-
NAME. In cultured bovine aoric endothelial cells, D20 induced a biphasic
increase in [Can,1 with a characteristic initial transient increase followed by
various patterns of sustained [Ca3i increase. TIe sustained phase was
entirely dependent on the extracellular calcium entry. These data
demonstrated a direct effect of D30 on [Caei, in vascular endothelial cells,
which may be responsible for the endothelium-dependent, presumably NO
mediated, vasodilatation induced by D20 in precontracted vessels. A putative
use of D30 as a novel tool for the functional study of the endothelium-
dependent regulation of the vascular tone can be envisioned since the D30
effect would be independent of receptor binding mechanisms at the cell
membrane leveL

1UPo331
CAGED NITRIC OXIDE (NO): RUTHENIUM NITROSYL TRICHLORIDE AS A
PHOTOSENSITIE PRECURSOR OF NO AND ITS BIOLOGICAL
APPLICATIONS.
Nadir Betache, John E. T. Corrs, Tom Cauer, John WIllIms, David
Ogden, Tim V. P. Bls and David R. Trenthm. N nal InstRule for M.r
ReefehA H,? Lon, NW7 1A, U.K
Ruthnum nrsyl bthodde (R(NOrI3) Is a phtosenvsIve precwsor of nit
we (NO). an khUp mediator in seveal physIlgIcal processes.
Hemoobi n b D was used to nwnor serophotometrcafy th relea
of NO from Ru(NONCI3 alter
Eumnafton at pH 7 and 21-C. As
shown In the fgure. repetve ° oxy Hb
eposure of ceged NO to Eght
X-3O35O nm) conveted deoxy
Hb to nltrosyl Hb. Folowing a laser
puls. NO bound to deoxy Hb wnin o
5 ms. The NO pmdud quantum nitr HbylNb
yied was estimated to be 0.012 atd
320 nm. Photole of 10-25 nM /
NO from 5-10 pM caged NO os0
induced half-maxImal relaxon of .Y
rabbit aoft. The rat hippocampal 0
slice was also used to study the 04
effed of NO. Pht e of NO 0.4
from 100 ,uM Ru[NOO3 produced
a depreon of NMDA receptor- so 560 Sao
mediated synaptic responses ixt did Wavelength (nm)
not induce long4tem potentiation.
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Tbe32
MODULATION OF CONNEXIN43 DURING THE CELL CYCLE
OF CLTUREDTSMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
(( . Huu K L Merch NW M. L Pessa int enst e Of
cuiology kder University&Roudebush VAMC, htdlwapols,IN

Ateralons In gap junction (GJ) communication may be involved
In o n of smooth muscle (SM) ols from a contractie to a
proliferatve phenotype. We previously reportd that cell coupling is
Interrupted during mitosis. We now report localization of
connex1n43 (CX43) during the cell cycle using immunocytochemisty
combined wih flow cytometry.. Cultured bovine aortic SM (BASM)
cells (s 7 passages) were examined at various times after serum
repletion and compared to cells blocked In S and M phases by
aphldcolhn (3 %M) and demecolcdne (0.34 MM) respecdvely. During
the cell cycle, there were sequential changes in Tmmunoreactive
CX43. In GO/GI cells, CX43 was observed In a speckled pattern
over the membrane and cytoplasm. During S phase, little CX43
was found In the membrane but instead localized to perinuclear
vesicular strctures. During metaphase-tebphase, immunoreactive
staining of CX43 virtually disappeared only to reappear several
hours after oell dMsion. Preliminary studbes show co-localization of
CX43 and clathrin In some of the vesicular structures. The results
suggest that the mechanism of uncoupling during mitosis may
nvolve uptake of CX43 into cytoplasmic vesicles.

TUPoeM
TISSUE SPECFIC REGULATION OFGAP JUNCTION FUNCTIONAND
EXPRESSION BY OLEIC ACID ((XKX Hirci, B.N. Minnich, ACV. Olsen and
J.MK Burt)) Dept. of Physiology, Univ. ofArzona, Tucson, AZ 85724.

The presnt study eamined the long-term effect of oic acid (OA) on gap
junction (GJ) mediated coupling (measured via Lucifer Yelow dye tranfer
tchnique) and connexin ecpression (by Northern analyis) in neonatal rat heart
and A7r5 celis (aortic smooth muscle celi line). Extent ofcouplingws assesed in
both celi types incubated at 37OC for 4, 8 and 24 h with various concentrations of
OA in media containing 10% fetal calf serum. Coupling between A7r5 cells was
dose-dependently derased from 90 to 54% by 0-25.uM OA. Higher
concentrations ofOA (50-15OM OA) did not furtherdecae coupling in A7r5
celis In heart cells, couplingwas dose-dependently decreased from 95 to 0% with
0-150MM OA, with 25SM OA reducingcouplingto only 84%. For both cell
types, the efficts ofOAwere maximal at 4 h and sustained throughout 24 h. The
different effects of OA in these two celI types could not be attributed to
differential incorporation ofOA into cellular membranes. The effects of 25 and
100MM OAon couplingbetween A7rS cells was fully reversed after vigorous
washingwith .5% BSA. Coupling between heart cells was only partially restored
in similarly treated celli With regard to connedn expression, there was a dose-
dependent increase in Cx40mRNA levels in A7r5 cells treated for24 h with 25,50
or 100MM OA (23, 100 and 266%, respectively). Cc43 mRNA lvels in A7r5 and
heart cclls were not consistently affected byOA although we occasionally saw a
small increase at high OA concentration. These data suggest that OA affect
coupling in a tissue- and connexin-specific manner and mRNA levels in a
connexin-specific manner. Supported by: Am. Heart Assoc. Az. AffiL G2-2992,
Az. Dis.Contr. Res. Comm. and HL3100B.

Tu-oe4s
TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE OF EMBRYONIC CARDIAC GAP
JUNCTION CHANNEL ACTIVITY. ((Y.-H. Chen and R.L. DeHan))
Departmen of Anatomy and Cdl Biology, Emory Univerity School of Medicine,
Atta, GA 30322.

Theeffect of temrture on the conductance and voltage-dependent kinetics of
cardiac gap junction channels between pairs of 7-day embryonic chick venicle
myocytes have boen investigated over the range of 14-27C, using the whole-cell
double patch-clamp technique. At 22-2TC junctional channels had a maximal
unitary conductance state near 240 pS and five smaller sub-conductance states in
40 pS increments (Chen and DeHamn, J. Membr. Biol. 127:95, 1992). Cooling
decrased junctional conductance (G), reduced the frequency of channel opening,
and shifted the openings from larger to smaller conductance states. The mea slope
of the cdange in GJ with temeare was 300 pSrC, yielding a temperatue
coefficint (Qw) of 4.3+1.8 (n=12). Teure also affected the voltage-
dependen kinetics of the channels. At 22-2TC Gj decayed in response to an 80
mV stop in trnjunctional voltage with a bi-exponential time cours, and
recovered along a symmetrical bi-exponential curve. Cooling reduced the fast
decay time consmtantbut increased both recovery time constants. Thae data indicate
that the large conductance states (160, 200, 240 PS) are more sensitive to cooling
than the smaller states, and that the activation energy required to open channels to
the larger states is greater than that needed fbr smaller openings. (Supported by
Grant NIH POI-HL27385 to RLD).

SPECIES DIFFERENCES IN CARDIAC CONDUCTION VELOCITY.
MODULATION OF XPRESSION OR DI1STrBUTION OF CX43?
((.N. M ster, C.A. Brdhex r, G.E. Sadusk & M.L. Pressler))
Krnet Instue of Cardiolo & Roudebush VAMC, Indiana Univesity
and LUlly Ruearch Labs, Indlanpofs, IN 4202

We have previously reported that cardiac conduction velocity (0) in
mammalian Purkinjo strands varies with the species size: small animals (e.g.
cat) have 2.4-fold slower conduction than large animals (e.g. sheep). These
interspecs differences in e may be a natural example of the functional effects
of chane in number and/or distribution of gap junction channels. We used an
affinity-purified antibody to residues 367-379 of connexin43 to determine 1) the
amount of immunoreactive CX43 per mg total protein and 2) the distribution of
CX43 in sections of ventricular muscle (VM) and Purkinje fiber bundles.
Western blots of 100 Zg samples of VM extract revealed similar amounts of
CX43/mg protein in mouse, dog and sheep. However, immunohistochemical
staining of these same species showed changes in the distribution of CX43 as
one ascended the phylogenetic scale: in larger animals, more CX43 localized
in end-end junctions than side-side junctions. In addition, larger animals (e.g.
sheep) had denser staining of CX43 betwoen Purkdnje myocytes. Studies are in
progress to provide further details of the factors which determine the site of
localization of the CX43 channels in the myocyte membrane.

Tboe33m
PROTEIN KINASE C REGULATION OF JUNCTIONAL CONDUCTANCE
BETWEEN CELL PAIRS EXPRESSING EXOGENOUS CONNEXIN43.
((Gregory E. Morley, Raisa Perzova, Justus Anumonwo, Jose F. Ek, Steven
Taffet, Mario Delmar and Jose Jalife)). SUNY/Health Science Center. Syracuse
NY 13210.
Junctional conductance (Gj) of connexin43 (Cx43) channels expressed in cclls
such as cardiac myocytes is known to be modulated by a variety of intracellular
factors, including protein kinases. Activation of the protein kinase C (PKC)
phosphorylation pathway has been reported to cause an increase in Gj of
cardiac cell pairs. Yet, recent studies have shown that PKC activation decrases
mean unitary junctional conductance in cell pairs expressing Cx43; in the
absence of changes in open probability or channel number, the latter result
would syggest that macroscopic Gj may actually decrease upon PKC
stimulation. The purpose of the present study was to identify the effects of
PKC activation on macroscopic Gj of cells expressing exogenous Cx43.
Communication-deficient neuroblastoma cells (N2A) were transfected with
Cx43 cDNA and cell pairs were patch-clamped in the dual voltage-clamp
configuration. Gj was measured by holding both cclls at -40 mV and pulsing
cell 1 to -90 mV for 1 sec once every 20 seconds. PKC was activated by
continuous superfusion of 200 nM of 12-0-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate
(TPA). PKC activation led to a 30-100% decrease in Gj. The experiments were
repeated in Xenopus oocyte cell pairs injected with Cx43 mRNA. The results in
the oocyte system were very similar to those obtained from N2A cells. Overall,
the data show that TPA leads to a decrease in macroscopic Gj. Experiments
under way will assess the effect of TPA on a Cx43 mutant lacking the
intracellular PKC consensus sequences. Our results should lead to a better
understanding of PKC-mediated regulation of intercellular communication in
the heart.

TulPosW
INSIDE-OUIDE ANDTRANSJUNCTIONAL VOLTAGEDEPENDENCEOFRAT
CONNEXIN 43 CHANNELS EXESSED IN PAIRS OF XENOPUS
OOCYTES.((L.C. Barrio, A. Handler and M.V.L. Bennett)) Neurologfa Experimental,
Hospital Ram6n y Cajal, 28034-Madrid, Spain, and Neuroscience, AECOM, Bronx, NY-
10461, USA.

cRNA of rat connexin 43 (Cx43) was injected in pairs of Xenopus oocytes which
endogenous expression was previously blocked with an antisense oligomer (30mer) of
Xewopus connexin 38. After 12-48 hours, electrical coupling was measred using double
voltap clamp technique. As a consequence of the peculiar architectre of interellular
channels they are under the influence of two electrical fields, i.e., the inside-outside (V)
and trsajunctionsl (V) potentials, changes of either one may moduate the junctional
conductane (.&) Varymg simultmeously the holdigg potential (VI.) in both oocytes which
wore clamped at sam membrne potential (i.e., Vj-0), the gj increased with
hyperpol tions and decreased with depolarizations of membrane potential, jumping VW
from -80mV to 20mV reduced the &i to its half value; the time courses of lbchanges
followed a single exponential fashion with slow time constants (c.Ss). Grsded
tranajunctional voltage steps (up + 100mV) applied in each cell of the pair increased and
decreased slightly the instantaneowus gj (defined with a clamped timing c.5ms) for positive
and negative polarities, respectively. Boltzmann parameters were A-0.03 and G
G=O. 1. A slow gjdecay was also present for Vjsteps,as Vj magnitude incrsed sedy-
state s, fell to lower level and was reached with faster time constant. was reduced to
35% of its maximum level for Vj-1±OOmV with time constant of several hundred of
milliseconds (.SOOms). Boltzmann parameters were A=0.07 and V.=e65mV. When the
same V steps were delivered at different holding potentials, the relationship of steady-state
gj to was unaffected. In pairs with higher levels of electrical coupling (.5-lOuS), a
progresive reduction of voltage sensitivity of g was a persistent finding.

In summary, i) gj of rt connexin 43 junctional channels showed V and V,
dependence; ii) the sensitivity to V was more pronunciated than to V@; iii) bot" types of
voltagedependence may operate indep tly; iv) two types of gating may be present each
of them with its specific voltage dependence, i.e., Vj or V,, and with different kinetics
properties, and v) the increase of coupling degree over determined gj level reduced its
voltage sensitivity. Supported by FISS 92/0440 grant to L.C.B.
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TuPos338
SINGLE-CHANNEL ANALYSIS OF A TRANSIUNCTIONAL VOLTAGE
DEPENDENT GAP JUNCTION CHANNEL EXPRESSED IN SCHWANN
CEL*

Chanson M.. Rook M.B. Chandrosa KJ.. Kessler JA. and Sp D.C.

Under dual whole cel recording conditons, gap junctional acrents
measured between Schwann cells m culture exhibit a steep volbge dependence to
transjunctional potentia Indeed, when a difference of potential is applied between
two coupled cell, the junctional current decreased with time to a steady-state leel
that is equal to zero for driving forces > 40 mV. Since most of these cell pairs
sowed low juni conductane, recording of single gap juncfon channel acdivity
at various driving forces and under equilibrium conditions was possible without the
use of uncoupling agents. Amplitude distribution of trnitions between open and
dosed states at different transjunctional potentials indicated that 80% ofthe Schwann
cells were connected by a single population of gap junction channels with an unitary
conductance (y) of 40 pS; yj was not affected by volag. The prbabi of one
channel to be open (P,) out of the total number of channels present in thejunctional
membrane was determined by using a binomial distnbution. P. decreasd with
increasing driving force following a Boltzmann reiation with Vo (the transjunctional
potential at which half of the channels dosed) 15 mV. According to the best fit, P,
in the absene of drMng force could be estimated to be 0.435. The decrea in P, is
associated with a decrease of the mean open time of the channels, the time constants
rangin from 1.62 sec at a driving force of20 mV to 036 sec at 60 mV. These results
indicate that the 40 pS gap junction channels exprssed by Schwann cells behaved
independently and that their gating can be described by a first order kinetic model
of channel transitions between open and dosed stateL

lb-Pos4
CROSSLINKING STUIES OF RAT AND MOUSE LIVER CONNEDXNS
IN PURlFIED FORM AND IN PLASMA MEMBRANE. ((M. Kordel,
BJ. Nicholson2 & A.L. Harris')) 'Dept. Biophysics, Johns Hopkdns Univ.,
Baltimore, MD 21218, 2Dept. Biol., SUNY, BufflMo, NY 14260

Connexin32 (Cx32) and connexin26 (Cx26) co-localize to the same gap junctional
areas in mouse liver, as sbown by immumoh itry (Naur 329:732). We use
chemical crosslinking in combination with immunon purification of Cx32 to
investigte whether these two conein are present in the same chand structure.
When Cx32 is immuoaffty purified from octylglucosidesolubilized liver mem-
branes using a monocloal antibody specific for Cx32, Cx26 co-purifies with the
Cx32 (always for mouse, variably for rat), sugget that C26 in preet in the
same structures that contain Cx32. lb confirm thin, the affinity-puified o in
was incubated with the deavable lysinespecific crosslinker dithiob(sucinimldyl-
propionate) (DSP). Western blots of SDS-PAGE stained with connein-pcific
antibodies showed that with increasing incubation times with DSP, the amount of
hexameric connexin increased and the amount of monomeric and dimeric connexin
decreased. Under reducing conditions that cleave DSP, Western blots showed the
reappeaance of monomeric Cx32 and Cx26, with concomitant reduction in hexamer-
ic connexin. lb address the possibility of connin monomer exchage between
oligomeric structures during the time between membrane solubiization and affinity
purification (-I hr @4'), plasma membranes were exposed to DSP, and then solu-
bilized with octylglucoside and affinity purified for Cx32 as before. Western blots
showed hexameric connexin as previously. Cleavage of the DSP resulted in reap-
peaance of monomeric Cx26 and Cx32 along with reduction in hexameric connexm.
These data strongly suggest that in mouse liver Cx32 and Cx26 a present in the
same channel structure. Supported by NIH grants GM36044 & BRSG S07 RR07041
and ONR grant N00014-90J-1960.

Tu-Pos342
DIFFERENTIAL REGULATION OFCONNEXINS IN VASCULAR
SMOOTH MUSCLE BYSEROTONIN (5-1h ((LK. Moore, M.V. Olsen, and
J.M. Burt)) Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85724

Gap junctions (G1) form low resistance pathways between neighboring cells and
thereby provide for coordination of tisue functson. In vascular smooth muscle
(VSM) these channels are believed to be important in maintenance of and
coordination of changes in vessel tone and consequently may be of critical
importance invascular pathophysiology. 5-HT affects vessel tone ina bed specific
manner and has been linked to the occurrence of vasospasm and other disese
processes which may also involve abnormal GJ function or expression. VSM cells
from human and pig coronary, rat mesentery, rat aorta and the A7rS VSM cell line
expressed different connexina and formed channels with distinct unitary
conductances. VSM from mesenteric vessels expressed Cx43 and a 7OpS channel
(patch solution for all experiments contained 67mM Csa and 67mM ICglutamate
as the principle current carrying ions). A7r5 cells expressed Cx43 and Cz40 and
channels with conductances of 70, 108, and 141pS. Rat probes for CM43 and Cx40
suggested the presence of both Ca40 and Cx43 messages in Pig coronary, but
sometimes revealed two bands. The coronary CellS e ibited70pS channels. Brief
exposure (<10min) to 1pUM 5-HT resulted in a substantial although sometimes
tranSient increase, on the order of 30%, in macroscopic conductance in all cell
types. Treatment of cells in culture with 5-HT for 24 hours resulted in an increase
in Cx43 and CX40 mRNA levelS in A7r5 cells and an increase in Cx43 mRNA in
the pig coronary cells. However, in treated mesentery cells CI43 mRNA levels
were decreased. Such differences inconnexin expression and GJ channel function
between these VSM celi types may contribute to the differences in susceptibility
of these vessel types to vasospasm and to the abnormal function associated with
different vascular diseases. Supported by: HL31008, Am. Heart Assoc. Az. Affil.,
and Az. Dis. Control Res. Comm.

Two4S08
INTERCELLULAR COMMUNICATION IN MOUSE LEYDIG CELLS
((W.A. Varanda & A.C. Campos de Carvalho)) Dept. of
Physiology, USP, 14049 RibeirBo Preto, and Institute of
Biophysics, UFRJ, 21941 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Leydig cells can be dissociated into clusters and
pairs of cells by gentle mechanical disruption of the
mouse testes. Lucifer yellow injected into one cell of
a cluster readily difuses to other cells. Use of the
double whole cell patch-clamp technique indicates a
high degree of electrical coupling between cell pairs.
In 60 pairs studied 30% displayed junctional
conductance (gj) in the range of 1-6 nS, 31% had gj
between 6-12 nS, and 30% between 12-30 nS. Eventhough
in several pairs voltage dependence could not be
detected, in general, junctional conductance was
voltage dependent for transjunctional voltages
exceeding 50mV. Inside-out voltage dependence of gj was
not present. As expected octanol uncoupled the cells.
Cell pairs tend to uncouple spontaneously making
possible recordings of single channel currents. Channel
mean open time is around 1 sec. Several levels of
conductance can be distinguished in the records,
ranging from 11 to 60 pS. The most frequent values
correspond to conductances of 34 and 45 pS. Western
blotts of Percoll gradient purified Leydig cells using
connexin specific antibodies indicate that Cx43 is
expressed in these cells, while Cx26 and Cx32 are not.

TuPoe341
DOPAMINE INCREASES DYE COUPLING IN
FIBROBLASTS OVEREXPRESSING CONNEXIN43.
((M.A. Segerberg. A. Hotz-Wagenblatt, G.A. Weiland))
Dept. of Pharmacology, and Dept. of Biochemistry, Cell
and Molecular Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
14850

NIH3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblast cells which were
induced to overexpress connexin43, the heart gap junction
protein, were examined for permeability to the fluorescent
dye Lucifer Yellow. The average number of permeable
interfaces in overexpresser cells was two to three times
higher than in control NIH3T3 ceUs. Dopamine, 10 gM
incrased coupling approximately two- to three-fold in both
controls and overexpressers. The effect of dopamine was
blocked by 100 nM haloperidol, a dopamine antagonist. A
mutation in the connexin43 gene which eliminated nearly
all the intracellular C-terminus, thus preventing
phosphorylation(s) of serines or tyrosines in this portion of
the molecule, was also introduced into 3T3 cells. Cells
with mutant connexin43 showed increased dye
permeability compared to control cells, but were
unresponsive to dopamine. We conclude that
phosphorylation of C-terminal tyrosines or serines may be
required for dopamine sensitivity.

Th-POs3
cAMP ENHANCING MANEUVERS INCREASE CALCIUM-
DEPENDENT GRANULE EXOCYTOSIS IN PANCREATIC 3
CELL.S. ((K Gillis and S. Misler)), The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis,
St. Loui's, MO 63110.

Enhanced cytosolic cAMP is associated with increased glucose-
induced, Ca2+-dependent insulin secretion by pancreatic islet 0 cells.
We have reinvestigated this cffectby measuring membrane capacitance
increases (AC..) from single rat I cells. (1) Using the perforated patch
variant of whole cell recording, bath application of the
phosphodiesterase inhibitor isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX) results in
larger AC.,'s in response to widely spaced single voltage clamp pulses
(0.033 Hz). This is associated with a 20% average increase in the
inciting Ca2i current. Also, the depression of AC., responses seen
during a short train of voltage clamp pulses (0.2 Hz) is reduced. (2)
Using conventional whole cell recording with a free Ca2+ concentration
of - 1.5 M in the pipette, and the cell clamped at -70 mV to prevent
depolarization dependent Ca2+ entry, the rate of rise of C,, after cell
"pop-in" was enhanced by the presence of 150 AM cAMP in the
pipette. These results suggest that maneuvers which raise cytosolic
cAMP may contribute to the enhancement of depolarization induced
secretion by mobilization of granules into an available pool, as well as
by enhancing Ca2+ entry. (Support: NIH DK37380).
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TU-Pos344
CONDUCTION BLOCK IN ISOLATED PURKINJE FIBERS AFTER
SLIGHT LOCAL INCREASE OF INTERNAL RESISTIVITY.
((P. Daleau and J. D6l1ze))Laboratoire de Physiologie Cellulaire, U.A.290
CNRS, Universit6 de Poitiers, Poitiers, France.

Coupling between cardiac cells influences conduction velocity which may
lead to reentrant excitation. Therefore, studies were undertaken to determine
the value of Purkinje fiber internal resistivity (Ri) at which conduction block
occurs. When an uncoupler (heptanol or oubain) was superfused in the central
compartment of a three compartment single mannitol gap, kinetics of the
increase in Ri were measured using a sub-threshold current clamp method.
Substitution of mannitol by Tyrode in the central compartment enabled us to
study conduction through the central gap of an action potential fired in a side
compartment. We verifyed whether inhibition of IN. or a 3OmV depolarization
in the middle compartment was not able to block conduction, and determined
the time to block due to application of uncouplers. 3.5 mM heptanol produced
a conduction block in about 1 min (depolarization being less than 5 mV).
Although 3.5mM heptanol strongly increased Ri to a maximum value of
892±239% from baseline (mean±SD; n=6) in 5 to 10min, the time to block
corresponds to an Ri value of only 140 to 180% of control. Conduction was
restored during washout of heptanol when Ri was in the range of 140 to
240% of baseline. I0'M ouabain produced a three fold increase in Ri in 4 to
5 hours. As with heptanol, Ri had reached only twice its baseline value at the
time corresponding to conduction block. Thus, we have shown that a
conduction block may be produced by a slight local increase in Ri. We
speculate that increased Ri in cardiac fibers, as occurs during ischemia, may
rapidly lead to Ri discontinuity and conduction block.

IMPORT INTO INTRACRILULAR ORGANELLES

Tu-PoS45
AN INTACr N-TERMINAL SEQUENCE OF RHODANESE IS NOT
REQUIRED FOR MITOCHONDRIAL BINDING AND IMPORT. ((B.
Hu, JIM. Chirgwin, and P.M. Horowitz)) U. Texas Health Science Center,
Dept. Biochemistry, San Antonio, TX 78230.

Rhodanese is a mitochondrial matrix enzyme which is biosynthetically
imported from the cytoplasm without amino teminal cleavage. Wild type
rhodanese (abeled in vitro by traniptontansaton of bovine rhodanes
cDNA in a pET vector) was added to purfid yeast mitood Import
was judged succssful by resistance of the labled rhodanese to proteinase
K, unless the m i were lized with deoxycholate.
Trcatmnt of the mitochondria with valinomycin abolished import A
series of deletion mutants, A-10, Al-16, and A1-23, retaining the initiator
mcthioninc at -1, all bound -to mitochoria as judged by cosed on,

but only Al-10 was successfully impotd. Th results indicatc that the
amphipathic oc-helix soen in the X-ray stucture from residues 11 to 22 is
necessary for import but that the preceding nonelical residues are
nonessential.

Tu-Pos347
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF CALCIUM UPTAKE INTO THE ENDOPLASMIC
RETICULUM OF PERMEABILIZED COS-1 CELLS MEPRSSING A
SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM CALCIUM PUMP. ((M.G. Klein, C.M.
Sumbilla and M.F. Schneider)), Dept. of Biological Chemistry,
Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21201

COS-1 cells were transfected with DNA for the chick
sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca-ATPase (SERCAl of Campbell et al, J.
Biol. Cheo., 266, 1991) and plated on microscope cover slips.
The cells were heavily loaded with fura-2 by exposure to 3 pM

fura-2-AM for 0.5-1 hr, 30 C in phosphate-buffered saline. The
surface membrane was then permeabilzed by 0.005X saponin in an
'intracellular' solution. All of the cytoplasmic and nuclear
fura-2 diffused away, leaving behind fura-2 trapped inside
internal stores. An image intensifier and video camera/frame
grabber were used to record fluorescence images at excitation
wavelbngths of 380 and 358 na. The resulting Ca' images showed
uniformly low (Cae] in all regions where the [fura-21 was high
enough to measure reliable ratios. Upon exposure to solutions
containing 1-10 aM free [Cae] and 5 Mg-ATP. peripheral
regions of the cell accumulated Ca" non-uniformly, as indicated
by a decrease in the fluorescence at 380 nm and no change in
the 358 nu signal. The accumulated Ca' could be released by 5
pM ionomycin; 10 pM Mn' did not quench the fluorescence. Non-
transfected and mock-transfected cells never exhibited
appreciable Ca2 uptake. This procedure thus provides a means
for monitoring and imaging the calcium content in internal
stores of perseabilized cells. Supported by NIH.

T1-Pos346
COOPERATIVE EQUILIBRIA BETWEEN TRANSFERRIN AND IRON ACCEPTOR
SITES OF RETICULOCYTE ENDOSONES. ((F.R. Dellacroce, J.J. Lorio,
Y.C. Ho, J.K. Abdul-Rahman, J.A. Watkins, and J. Glass)) Center
of Excellence for Cancer Research, Treatment, and Education,
Hematology/Oncology Section, LSUMC-Shreveport, LA 71130.

Transferrin (Tf) binds iron (Fe) with a very high affinity
(K.) and serves to deliver Fe to cells via an endocytic process
during which the K of Tf for Fe, when Tf is bound to its
receptor (RTf), muAt be greatly diminished. To directly measure
the apparent IC of Tf for Fe upon formate,gp of the Tf-R?f
complex, ndocytic vesicles enriched in ""I labeled Tf 'bound to
RTf were isolated from rabbit reticulocytes. TRe vesicles were
permablized with 0.1% CRAPS to preservk the 1 I-Tf-RTf complex,
and were incubated to equilibrium with Fe citrate (1:1000
Fe:citrate) in equilibrium dialysis chambers with 140 mM NaCl,
2 mm NaHOCX, 20 mN HEPES, 0.025% CHPS, pH 6.0. At pH 7 0 the
binding affinity eof _he Tf-RTf complex for Fe was 5x1018 M
compared to 1x102 IM for pure Tf with cooperativity constants
of 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. The pinfing affinity of tke Tf-RTf
complex for Fe at pH 6.0 was 4xlO M' compared to lxlO K'
for pure Tf with cooperativity constants of 0.05 and 0.08,
respectively. The difference among binding constants between Tf
at pH 7.0 and Tf-RTf at pH 6.0 indicates iron dissociatipn is
made more favorable by 6.25 kcal for the N-terminal site and
8.7 kcal for the C-terminal site. Using conitiqu for
endosome preparation which yield the intact Fe, "I-Tf-R f
complex, the 2-3 intravesicular iron pinling site, paf Tf had
anl apparent binding constant of 7x101' If, 2 8x106 IN', 1 4x1016
Ml with a cooperativity constant of 1.6. The negative
cooperativity for the Tf-RTf complex and the positive
cooperativity for the acceptor sites suggest that iron
dissociation from Tf in vesicles is highly favorable.

CALCIUM ACCUMULATION BY ORGANELLES WITHIN
PERMABILZD RAT BRAIN SYNAPTOSOMES IS AFFECrED BY
EGTA CONCENTRATION. ((I.E. MOORE, K. NUTT, AND R.P.
ABERCROMBIE)) Department of Physiology, Emory University School of
Medicine, Atlanta, GA 30322.

Because calcium uptake into intular organeles is dependent on free
calcium ion concention, mot stdies ave ed calcium chelators lile
EAtoA ldiree caldum constant We examined whether EGTA had any
effedt on Ca, uptae. Perneabilizd synaptosomes (.25mg/ml saponin)
were incubated in an itracelular ionic media at pH 7.4 (20mM Heps),
370C, and 3mM ATP for either 1, 10, 30, or60 secondin the presence of
four different EGTA c trations (0, 10, 100, or 1000pM). In all cases,
free calcium was held at -0.7#M whic was checked with calcium sensitive
mini-electrodes. We found that SCa + uptake increased with time up to 30
seconds, and that this increase could be abolished by the addition pftth
calcium ionophore A23187. With no EGTA, ionopore sensitive 4Ca'+
upte incrased 0.02+ 0.003 smol/g protein. In presence of 10pM
EGTA, uptake increased 0.1i 0.014 pmol/g protin; in 100pM EGTA,
uptake increased 0.25± 0.05 pmol/g protein; and in 1000pM EGTA,
ionophore sensitive calcium up increased 1.0 0.25 pmol/g protein in
30 s. This uptake was ATPd t and not affected by KCN plus
oligomycin-B. Our interp tion is that a mobile buffer lie EGTA may
enhance calcium uptakoe by overcoming diffusion limitations in the space
surrounding the uptakce sites. Supped by NIH NS-19194.
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lbPoS49
CHLORIDE ACTIVITY IN THE ENDOSOMAL COMPARTMENT OF
SWISS 3T3 FIBROBLASTS MEASURED BY RATIO IMAGING
MICROFLUORIMETRY ((. Biwersi,K Zen, L-B. Shi and AS. Verkman))
Cardiovascular Research Institute, UCS.F., San Francisco, CA 94143

It has been proposed that inward movement of Cl accompanies proton
pump-induced acidification in endocytic vesicles. To test this hypothesis,
we have developed a ratio imaging method to measure a activity in indi-
vidual endocytic vesides in living cells. A fluorescent dextran was synthe-
sized containing the chromophores 6-phenylquinoline (Cl sensitive) and
lucifer yellow (Cl insensitive). The indicator was internalized by fluid-
phase endocytosis. Cl activity was measured by a ratio imaging method
using hardware and software developed recently to measure pH in indi-
vidual endocytic vesicles (Zen, Biwersi, Periasamy & Verkmun, J. Cell. Biol.
119:99-110,1992). When calibrated in endosomes in intact cells using
digitonin, the ratio (R) of phenylquinoline-to-lucifer yellow fluorescence
decreased from 1.0 to 0.47 as [Cl1 was increased from 0 to 100 mM; the [ClI
when R = 0.75 was 18 mM. The time course of endosomal [ClI was meas-
ured after pulse labeling Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts with the dextran (15 mg/ml)
for 1 min at 37 'C. [ClI was 6mM at 1 min after labeling and increased to
24 mM with a half-time of -5 min. Endosomal pH decreased to -5.5
during this time as measured by CF-TMR-dextran. After steady-state [Cli
was reached, addition of the electrogenic protonophore CCCP rapidly
decreased endosomal [lC to 7 mM. These studies represent the first
measurement of ion activity in a subcellular compartment in a living cells.

ThoaS5O
PHOSPHORYLATION OF CARDIAC CALSEQUESTRIN IN ATRIAL
TUMOR CELLS AND TRANSFECTED COS-1 CELLS ((Steven E. Cala,
Jeffrey J. O'rIan: Adil L Daud, and Larry R. Jones)) Knanert Institute of
Cardiology, Indiaa Urdversity School of Medicne, Indianapolis, IN 46202
and * on M P'harnmceutical Company, Wilmington, DE 19880

Casuestrin (CSQ) is the major ntralumal rcoplasmic reiculum (R
Ca2binding protein and is enrIhin SR ermnal dsne. Cardiac CSQ
Is phosphorylatd by casein kinase II on a cluster of three seine residues
(Ser278t46) in vitro and in vivo. Several other htrabunenal SR and ER
proteins are also phosphorylated by casein kinase II, however a
physiological role for casein e II phosphorylation of these proteis
remais to be established. To futher investigate the in viw phoprylation
of cardiac CSQ, we have metabolically-labeled transformed atrlal cell
(ATi), as well as COS-1 cells transientuy expressing recombinant cardiac
CSQ. Immunoprecipitation using affinity-purified CSQ antibody revealed
that CSQ was phosphorylated in both cell types, giving phosphopeptide
maps which were Indistinguishable from that produced after
phoephorylaton by casein kinase IL Pulse-chase perents showed that
t;Q phosphorylatlon peaked at a few hours post-labelng and decayed at a
rate much faster than the CSQ protein half-life. CSQ phosphorylatlon in
ATI cells was largely inhibited by cydoheximide. These data suggest that in
vivo CSQ phi porylation occurs directly following protein synthesis.
Phosphorylation by casein kinase II may confer targeting information to
i n SR and ER protein

TU-Po031
INTRACELLULAR OLIGONUCLEOTIDE HYBRIDIZATION
DETECTED BY FLUORESCENCE RESONANCE ENERGY
TRANSFER (FRET) iSiou21U £Chin . A. Gmen 3,iLaiL3 Ei.
7o EDI kSzoh 1 School of Pharmacy, University of California, San
Francisco, CA 94143, 2The Agouron Institute, La Jolla, CA 92037, 3 Lynx
Thepeutics, Foster City, CA 94144.

We have demonstrated intracellular hybrid formation between
complementary oligonucleotides by FRET, following microinjection of the
oligos into cultured cells. Hybrid formation between a 5'-fluorescein labeled
28-mer oligonucleotide (F-PT) and its complementary strand, labeled at the 3'
end with rhodamine (R-PD) can be detected by FRET. In solution, the hybrid
formed with a half-time of less than 1 minute at 37°C and had a melting
temperature of 65C. When one of the strands was a phosphodiester, the
complex could be degraded by DNase I. In addition, the oligos did not
interact with non-sequence specific DNA and, once formed, were stable to
displacement of the complementary strand by an equal amount of labeled
oligonucleotide. To learn about the intracellular hybridization and
degradation ldnetics of oligonucleotides, the fluorescein labeled oligos were
microinjected either as the preformed duplex or as individual strands. As
previously described (Chin et al., The New Biologist, 2: 1091), the
oligonucleotides rapidly accumulated in the nucleus and the half-life of a
preformed duplex between a phosphorothioate and a phosphodiester
complementary pair is about 15 minutes at 37°C in BSC 1 cells. Sequential
microinjection of the F-PT and the R-PD (25 minutes delay) resulted in a
rapid appearance of energy transfer in the nucleus between the F-PT and R-
PD suggesting that hybrid formation of the complex conjugate occured in the
cell. This work has been supported by grants from NIH GM30163 (FCS),
NIH (DJC) and from 'Association pour la Recherche Thdrapeutique' (SS).

PROTEIN SECRETON AND SORTING

FLUID PHASE ENDOCYTOSIS BY ATRIAL MYOCYTES IN SITU: A
NOVEL RYANODINEINSENSITIVECALCIUM COMPARTMENT. ((E. Page
ad D. A. Hanck)) Universty of Chago, Chicago. IL 60637.

We Invesdgated fluid phase enocytos (FFE) mocted witi recyclng of hsed
pl lem s y e membranes during asial nairiuretic pepdde (ANP)
secreton by cardac myocyWts ofIntact no ng lt rat atrial prepartons In
vitro. M u e Included (a) VI, the volume of the myocyt e Ic vedsle
compsntmnent (S) whch inalize UC urose but ws I ble t 3H-
methoxyloulin; (b) Idnetcs of MC-sucrse eflux fom S; (c) mo ephomery of light
and electron lcrgn to shiow that en by snmyo conibutes
negligibly to Vt. In psence of 10 pM ryaoine and over a wide rge of ANP
secrtoy rafts, Vt wa t sgficndy dier from Its contol valueIn unstetd
atra at 37°C (0.31 ± 02 ml/g dry atium (me * SE, n = 12)), emaining unchanged
In stedced and unstekd atra In 0.2 mM ad 1.4 mM [Ca , and In soludons
whose osmldaity ws vared from the lsooonic by from -58 mosmoles below to +100
msanoles above the Isomolar value Vt was lnueased by 40% In 3 mM neomycin
an deasd by 40% after apha-l-adenergc stmulton. Assuming S Inrnalizes
Ca at the exrceDiular concentraton of 1.4 mM, Its Cae content In eadocyRic
vedcls) would e 0.43 pmoes/g dry aium, wchiappoximately equals the
publHdsed total Ca cotent of atial granes (Somlyo et al, 1988). We suggest that
eadocytic vedcles, Intr&Wng with nasoe atrial granules, serve as the source of
aial granule Ca contet, theeby craing a novel ryanodine-Ins ldtive Ca pathway
whose Inward loop consists of FME vesicls and whos outward loop Includes
externizaion of Ca duing exocytos of ANP from strial granues. Supported by
USPHS HL-10502.

EFFECTS OF THE MEMBRANE BARRIER, MASS ACTION AND
INTERNAL BINDING ON RELEASE OF PROTEIN FROM SECRETION
GRANULES ((K.K. Goncz, M.M. Moronne and S. S. Rothman)) UCB,
Beakey,CA 94720; LBL, Beakey. CA 94720; UCSF, San rnco, CA 94143.
It has been known for many years that proteins contained in isolated scretdon
(zymogen) granules extacted from pancreatic acinar cells are rekased into the
suspending medium in response to mass action*. In the current study we
explore the permeability properties of the enclosing membrane to these
proteis Granules suspended in isologous medium imm ately after isoladon
were imaged over a period of up to 4 hours, without the use of stains or
fixative, with 3.64 nm X-rays at 0 nm resolution using scannng nsisson
X-ray mirscoy. From the X-ray absorpdon data, the protein content and
rate of protein efux from individual granules were calculated. While
maintaining their structural integrity, on average, granules continuously
decrased in size and protein mass towards a final protein concentraton value
characteristic of each preparaton. We can calculate the protein meability
coefficients (P) for individual granules using the relationship: FmP*A*Cjimn -
[C]out): (F) protein efflux, (A) granule membrane area and (C) free protein
concentration (activity). However, to do so we must determine [C]u. It is
known that much of the intragranular protein is held in an aggregated,
"inactive" form and therefore the calculated total protein concentration does
not provide an accurate measure of [CJia. To obtain this information we must
know the partition coefficient (PC) between bound and free in ular
protein at equilibrium. From previous data we calculated PC-104. Applying
this value, a permeability coefficient value of 2-6 x 106 cm/soc was obtained.
This is a lae value ofP for proteins and suggests a ane ter or
pore to facilitate movem:nt.Goncz eL aL. Blocim. Biophys Acta 1109:7-12 (1992).
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pH-Dependent Association of Chromogranin A with
Secretory Vesicle Membrane and A Membrane
Binding Region of Chromogranin A. Sieng Hyun Yg
Laboratory of Cellular Biology, National Institute on Deafness
and other Communication Disorders, National Institutes of
Health,Bethesda, MD 20892

Chromoganin A is a low affinity, high capacity Ca2+ binding
protein, postulated to b responsible for the Ca2+ buffering role of seceory
vesicles and has been found only in the soluble pordons of the vesicular
protdns. Contrary to the generally accepted notion ofchromogranin A
existing as a frec-floating soluble protein, chromogramn A bound tothe
secry vesicle membrane at the intravesicular pH of 5.5 and freed from the
membrane when the pH was raised to a more physiological H of 7.5.

Toidentify the vesicle membane bindingregioninmchnani A,
chromogranin A peptidesrepsenting various portions of theprotein were
synthesized and used for the vesicle membrane binding studies. A segment
in the N-terminal region (residues 18 to 37) was shown to bind tothe vesicle
membrane in apH-dependentmanner. This pH-dependent vesicle
membrane binding property of chrmograin A appears to be of fundamental
physiologicalimportan- c with regard to therols ofchn nin A in
se yvesicebiogenesis, particularly in segregating secretry vesicle
membranes fromothers in the rans-Golginetwcr and also in transmitting
extravesicular signals such as inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate or inositol
1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate for Ca2+ release or uptaketo the inside of
vesicles.

Tud51
NON.QUANTAL SECRETION DURING TRANSIENT VESICLE FUSION
0. Alvwaz d. Toldo*, R. Frnindez-Chacdn* &J.M. Frdozt tDonatamto do
FisiologaMddics y Bioffica Univesidad do Sevill. 41009 Svilla. SPAIN. Deprutent
of Physl & Biophysics. Mayo Clinic. Rochedr, MN5S90S. USA

During ouocytoticfsioc, wae-filld pore conects thelumIn of sowecory vesicle with
toextracellularevi_rmnent, providiaga path fortorelease ofnetraumiw and other

scretory product. Patch-ca experme hv hwn tht veecle filiendo otoccur
a an allor-eone ent, but can dvelop slowly in a fl_uctuatng r or ca be transient.
Them obsrvation rised the possibdit that ac quanal relese, on p
peom of cannacn occurre in synaptic tbreasion, migt he drin
ch inoompletriet fusio ven. To eat this hy-

pothesis we hve combine patch cm of A
the actvity of singleesocytotcfusio pore in beigemo
ust cOlls withthe eoChemical decti of soeretoy
producs rlad dwin th zocytic events. Our rslts
sow tht the rlas dat a soon sa fsi pore form,
being lie byrelbaed to the pore conductance (Fig. A).

i I

Furhrmo, we ao obeved a gnficat releas during_trnin fusion ewm (Fig.B)The rat of elem during
trnsit adbiresb hfsionevet wa vey simil, B
uggesting tha the mehanismudying cistion are
vey silr for boh of events. These results
dmonatrat, for th fiat tme,the rea ofscreoy
product by a vesicle without undegoing compete fuson a A
ad my represn the basis for a non-qnsmecwanism
of releas of scretorypc.

TUFPOW35
EFFECT OF COATOMER COMPLEX ON INOSITOL HEXAKIS-
PHOSPHATE BINDING OF ISOLATED GOLGI MEMBRANES
((J.-P.Xie and B. Fleischer)) Dept. of Mol. Biol., Vanderbilt Univ.,
Nashville, TN 37235. (Spon. by S. Nath)

Binding ofinositol polyphosphates by clathrin assembly protein AP-2
is associated wih potasiumion-selective channel activity of this
protein RAP. Timerman et aL., Proc. Nat'l. Acad. Sci.. USA 9. 8976
(1992)]. Coatomeris a distincttype of non-clathrin coat protein
oomplex involved Inthe formaion of specific Golgi interdstemal
transport vesidles. Treatment ofisolated ratliver Golgi membranes
with a bovine brain cytosolfraction in the presence of 2 mM Mg2+,
0.25 mM ATP, an ATP regenerating system, and1 mM guanosinetri-
phosphate (GTP) resultsin a small (20%) increase in inositol hexa-
kisphosphate(I1P) binding of the reasolated Golgi membranes. A
greater(150%) Increase ofIP. binding is obtained when 20 pM GTPyS
is substituted for GTP in the reaction mixture, acondition known to
cause accumulation of coated transport vesicles. A paraUlel increase
inj8COP, a component of the coatomer complex, was foundin the
treated Golgi.fiCOP was estimated on Westem blots of treated mem-
branes using a specific monoclonal antibody (mAb3A5, kindly provid-
ed by Dr. T. Krels). These studiesindicate that formation of transport
vesicles from Golgi membranes involves inositol polyphosphate

binding proteins. (Supported by NSF Grant DCB-8908128)

SINGLE SECRETORY EVENTS RECORDED BY ELECTROCHEMICAL
METHODS FROM RAT PINEAL CELLS.
((A. Maria ad L. Tabares)) Dept of Physiology ad Biophysics, School of
Medicine. Uveity of Seville (Spain). (spnsor J.L. Lpez-Berneo).

Indolamine releas from sgle isolsdrat pinl clls worn stxdi usg a carbo-fiber
electrode as an detector. Te fiber was subjected to a potential of +650
mV and posidonad very clos to the cel surface. In order to detct on line chage on the
oxidation curmt at de tip surfc, the electrode sigal was continouy monitored by an
I-V convertsr. An etracellular puls of acotlcholino (ACh) w asapplied through a patch
piptts to stimulat se nin socrtion. Afr a deay (sverl minuts), one or more
traiets of elecrnic curuwats wew detected. Tho signals appeared as spike-lke
chnge with a fast rising phse and a slower dcay to the base limo. Th ris time of the
fasst tansients wao about 100 me, and th width of the spike at half amplitude varied
between 200 and 1200 me. Typically, the amplitude of the spika with fast rising phae
wore betwoee 100-250 pA. Some spikes were preceded by a slower and smsller current
(foot), which electronic chage represeted only a sml fration of tho recorded charg
during the spike (i.e. 6%).
The posibleoffect of ACh on the iaoic pailitis of pineal cells wa also investiaed
by means of the pac clp tecniique. When a sngle pulse of ACh (20 #M) was applied
to a oell under whole cell, clamped at 0 mV, with a delay of about 15 a one or more
outwad K trient acurrn weo recorded. Te curent started todovop slowly and
rewched a meuimeum amplitudo of 70-90 pA in 3-4 s. Aftr the peak, the current dowly
deceasd in 10-14 a.
These experiments show tat ACh promotes the ouflow of K+, and triggrs the secretion
of oxidablo substances fom pineal cels. Thoe data may represet the finrt evidence for
exocytotic rtonin relea from rat pineal cells.

MULTIPLE COMPONENTS OF EXO- AND ENDOCYTOSIS IN SINGLEMELANOTI3O?HS OF THE RAT P1TUrrARY. ((W.Almer ,P.Thomasl
J.G. Wongo') 'Max-Planck-Inst. f. Med. ReseaRch, Heidelberg, Germa-
ny,2 Univ. of Californiia, Davis and Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA

To study final steps in thesecretory paty, we have montored exocyto-
sis after step increasesin cytosolc[CaJ. Themembrane capacitance, C,
was used as an assayof cell surface area. [Ca] was measured with fura-2
or furaptra, and increased by flash photolysis of 10mM DM-nitrophen + 8-
9 mM Ca. Mg-ATP was absent, hence Mg-ATP dependent enzymes are
not expcted to function. 5tepping [Ca] from 0.1 toS0 M caued two
wavesof exocytosis. First,C dI by 200fF (representing 300 vesi-cles) with a time constant of about4) ms. As in neurons, a small subset of
vesiclesis prepared for rapid exocytosis. This exocytic burst depended
steeply on [Ca], was half-maximal at 30 MM, and unaffected bymternal pH
6.2. Next, C continued to increase by 0.8-1.5 pF (1200-2500 vesicles) with
timeconsiants of the order of a few s. Half-maximal at 10-50 M [Ca],
this component was shifted to 20 fold higher [Ca] by internalpH 6.2. At
[Ca] <100MM, noslowphasewasseen. Instead Cfellrapidly (time
constant < Is), often below the value measured before the [Ca] step, in a
rapid, excessive burst of endocytosis. When [Ca] increased transiently,
excess endocytosis folowedony the first transient; after later transients,
endocytosis exacdy removed the membrane added during the exocytic
burst. Excess endocytosis probably removes membrane added durng
previous,undetctd episodes of exocytosis. Evidendy, the plasma mem-
brane can accumulate membranemarked for rapid endocytosis. The app-
roach descnbed here provides a way to follow Ca-stimulated membrane
traffic in single cells at millisecond resolution.

Tu-o359
RECOMBINANT DOPAMINE BETA-HYDROXYLASE WITHOUT
SIGNAL SEQUENCE IS BOTH MEMBRANE-BOUND AND
SOLUBLL
((K. R. Gibson, P. G. Vanekt, W. D. Kaloss*, G. B. Collier*,J. C.
Connaughtont, M. Angelichiott, G. P. Livit* and P. J. Fleming*))
*Georgetown University Medical Center, Deparutent of Biochemistry,
3900 Reservoir Rd, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007; *Laboratory of
Molecular Oncology, National Cancer Institute, Frederick, MD 21701;
tOncor, Inc., 209 Perry Parkway, Gaithersburg, MD 20877; #SmithKine
Beecham, 709 Swedeland Road, King of Pmssia, PA.

The endogenous signal sequence for bovine dopamine beta-
hydroxylase was replaced with a heterologous signal sequence.The
expression of the recombinant enzyme in Drosophila melanogaster
Schneider H cells was verified by Western blotting and enzyme activity.
Subcellular analysis showi that the recombinant enzyme exists as both a
soluble and amembrane-bound form in these cells. N-teminal sequence
analysis of purified recombinant enzyme demonstrates complete removal
of the signal sequence. These data demonstrate that the endogenous
uncleaved signal sequence is not required formembrane binding.

This project was supported in part by PHS grant GM 27695 (to
PJF). KRG was supported byresearch fellowship MH 10223.
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Tb-Po3OM
HIGH-LEVEL EXPRESSION OF A K+ CHANNEL FUSION
PROIEN FOR RAPID PURIFCATION FROM MA MMAUAN
CEL.s ((RH 9pencer+, J Aiyar, S Grissmer, 0 Beske, GAGutmxm, and
KG Candy)). PhyoL & Biophys. and +Dept MicrobioL & MoL
Gen, UC ine, a 92717.

Although mutagenesis strategies have defied fuonal domains in K+
channels, the biochemical haraization of these proteins, a
prerequisite for physiocmical analysis of the 3ensional stucure,
has been larger ignored. In order to develop a rich source of
homogeneous K channels for subseqnt purificatiom, we have employed
a vaccia viral vector (pTM1) to e+xress a K+ channel fusion protein,
Kv13/His/G0l in mammalian cells. he fusion constut consists of a
histidme repeat (His6), a sequence from gene 10 of the T7 phage, and an
enterokcinase cleavage site, ued in-frmme to the NHtermn of the
Shaker-related Kvl3 protein. The pTM1 vector provi the p ter
and terminaor from 17 as well as sequences for capinpndent
translation. Transfection of the construct into rat basophil leukemic cells,
followed by infection with a recominant vaceima virus conaini T7
RNA polymerase, resulted in high level expression of the chanel protein

(15,0&per/cell). The expressed Kvl3fHs/G1O avated at
-30 mV, was use-dependent, and was halfbloced by 10mM TEA or -5
nM CIX, like the native Kv13 channeL The Hisc repeat of the fusion

protein will enable purification u metal chelate chromatography, while

anti-GIO antibodies could be used-or im ffnty ffic Tis

don system potentially offers an efficient and rapid means for
K~channel purification. Suptd byAJ24783,AHA/92-59, CacResearch Inst,

UCL, and a grant firm Pfizer Inc.

TU-PPS
EXAMNATION OF K+ CHANNEL BIOSYNTHESIS: EVIDENCE FOR GLYCOSYLA-
TION AND COTANSLATIONAL SUBUNIT ASSEMBLY OF Kvl.l. ((Karen K.

Deal, David M. Lovinger, and Michael M. Tamkun)) Depts. of Molecular
Physiology & Biophysics and Pharmacology, Vanderbilt Medical SchooL
Nashville, TN 37232

While the integration of electrophysiological and molecular techniques have pro-
vided great insight into structure/fnction relationships, K+ channel cell biology
is only in its infancy. To examine mechanisms involved in Kvl.1 biosynthesis,
immune precipitations were conducted on Triton X-100 extracts of P5S]met-
labeled mouse L-cells expressing 1,000-8,000 functional channels. Immune pre-
cipitation of Kvl.l protein from tunicamycin treated cells yielded acorepeptide
of 53kD, while control cells produced a tightly associated 57-59kD doubleton
SDS-PAGE. The 57kd band is the major species present in cells metabolically
labeled for 20', the 59kd band is first observed at 40', and the two proteins are
equally present beyond 2 hrs. Only the 59kd band is Endo H sensitive. Pulse-
chase studies reveal that both species have an identical half-life of-12 hrs. Iso-
lation of cell surface chamels viaa biotinylation approach produced a diffuse
band (57-59kD) suggesting additional glycosylation was not required to move to
the cell surface. Subunit assembly was addressed utilizing an in vitro translation
system and taking advantage of the ability of Shaker-like K+ channels to fonn
hetetmers. When Kvl.l and Kv1.4 were cotanslated in a microsomal
system, isoform specific antisera against cither channel coprecipitated both
proteins. Such coprecipitation is an operational definition of subunit assembly.
Assembly was detected at early time points (15') and the ratio of coprecipitated
isoforms was constant during the synthesis period.Together these results suggest
that 1) in transfected L-cells mature Kv1.1protein is glycosylated but this pro-
cess is slower, less complete than for other proteins expressed in these cells and
2) assembly of heteromeric channels is cotranslational, taking place in the ER.

TbPos36
THE ARABIDOPSIS KATI cDNA CONFERS FUNCTIONAL
EXPRESSION OF AN INWARD-RECTIFYING POTASSIUM CHANNEL
IN XENOPUS OOCYTES. ((J.I. Schroeder', D.P. Schachtman', W.J.
Lucas2, J.A. Anderson3 and R.F. Gaber3)). 'Dept. of Biology and Center for
Molecular Genetics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA
92093-0116. 2Dept. of Botany, University of Califomia, Davis, CA 95616.
3Dept. of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology and Cell Biology, Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL 60208.

Inward-rectifying K+channels located in the plasma membrane of higher plant
and animal cells play an essential role in excitability and cellular homeostasis.
The cDNA's, KATI and AKT1, have recently been cloned from the higher
plant Arabidopsis thaliana by the complementation of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae mutants deficient in K+ uptake. Despite some structural similarities
of KATI and AKTI to outward-rectifying K+ channels, these plant genes
completely restored K+ uptake to yeast mutants. Research on guard cells has
shown that K+ uptake into higher plant cells can be ascribed to proton-pump
driven K+ influx through inward-rectifying K+ channels. We show that a
single messenger RNA transcript from the Arabidopsis thaliana KATI cDNA
confers the functional expression of hyperpolarization-activated K+channels
in Xenopus oocytes. The time- and voltage-dependence of KAT1-induced K+
currents is similar to inward-rectifying K+ channel currents in higher plant
cells. The channels encoded by KATI are highly selective for K+ over other
monovalent cations, are blocked by tetraethylammonium (TEA+) and barium,
and have a single channel conductance of 28±7 pS with 118 mM K+ in the
external solution. These functional characteristics, typical of inward-
rectifying K+channels in eukaryotic cells, demonstrate that KAT1 encodes a

function al inward-recfifyingK+channeL

Tu-Pos361
RAPID TURNOVER AND GLUCOCORTICOID-INDUCED
EXPRESSION OF A VOLTAGE-GATED K+ CHANNEL IN CLONAL
PITUITARY CELLS.
((KTakimoto, R.Gealy, J.S.Trimmer, and E.S.Levitan)) Dept. of
Pharmacology, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA15261, and *Dept. of
Biochemistry and Cell Biology, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY11794

We have been testing the hypothesis that hormones and neuro-
transmitters can produce long-term changes in cell excitability by
regulating K+ channel gene exresion. Previously, we reported that
glucocorticoids rapidly increased Kv1.5K6 channel mRNA in donal and
normal pituitary cells. Here we present the mechanism and
consequence of this change in channel mRNA in GH5 rat pituitary
tumor cells. Using nuclear run-on assays, we found that
dexamethasone induced gene tramuscription -2.5 fold. This increase in
gene trncription was also observed in the presence of cycloheximde,
an inhibitor of protein synthesis. Antibodies pecific for Kv1.5
polypeptide were used to measure expression of Kv1.5 protein.
Immunoblots indicated that the level of the 76 kD immunoreactive
protein decreased with cycloheximide with a half life of -4 h. In
contrast, dexamethasone increased the inmunoreactive protein -3 fold
within 12 h. Thus, dexamethasone rapidly incream Kv1.5 protein by
directly activating channel gene transciption. Hormonal regulation of
K+ channel gene expression constitutes a novel mechanism for
producing long-term changes in the electrical activity of excitable cells.

Tu-Pos363
HETERLOGOUS EXPRESSION OF THE HUMAN POTASSIUM
CHANNEL Kv2.1 IN CLONAL MAMMALLIN CELLS BY DIRECT
CYTOPLASMIC MICROINJECTION OF cRNA.
((Deborah L. Lewis, Fernando Soler, Roger D. ZUihlke, Rolf H. Joho &
Stephen R. Ikeda)) Department of Pharmacology & Toxicology, Medical
College of Georgia, Augusta, GA 30912-2300 and Department of Cell
Biology and Neuroscience, University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas, Dallas, TX 75235-9039.

The cloned human delayed rectifying K+ channel Kv2.1 (DRK1) was
expressed in clonal mouse fibroblasts (L-cells) and rat basophilic leukemia
cells (RBL-1) by direct cytoplasmic microinjection of complementary RNA
(cRNA). Within six hours, cells microinjected with Kv2.1 cRNA expressed
a large sustained outward current as determined from whole-cell patch-
clamp recordings. Nearly 100% of cells injected with cRNA expressed
outward current. Cells which were not injected, injected with water, or
injected with 0.1% fluorescein dextran alone (the co-injection marker) did
not express overt time-dependent outward currents. Current density was 30-
70 pA/pF when measured at a potential of +50 mV. Steady-state activation
and inactivation parameters for Kv2.1 were similarwhen expressed in either
L-cells or RBL-1 cells. These results are the first to demonstrate that
functional ion channel proteins can be expressed in mammalian clonal cell
lines by direct cytoplasmic microinjection of cRNA.

Tu-Posc65
HIGH-LEVEL EXPRESSION OFWILD TYPE AND C-TERMINUS CHIMERIC HUMAN K'
CHANNEL GENES (HPCN-KV1.5) IN STABLE MAMMALIAN CELL LINES
CHARACTERIZATION OF CHANNEL FUNCTION, DETECTION OF THE GENE
PRODUCT AND FLUORESCENCE-ACTIVATED CELL SORTING USING TWO SITE-
DIRECTED ANTIBODIES, ((A. Malayev, LH. Philipson, A. Kuznetsov,C Chang, and DJ.
Nelson)) University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637

We have recently reported the doning and expression of a delayed rectifier K channel
(hPCN1/Kv1.5) isolated from a human insulinoma cDNA library which is also present in
normal human islets, brain, and heart (Philipson, L, t al.PNAS 8si53 (1991). The hPCNI
cDNA driven by the CMV promoter was co-transfected into CHO cells with a neomycin
resistance gene. One of several stable clones (8C4) positive forhPCN1messageby Northern
blot analysis of total cellular RNA was further analyzed. Using whole cell voltage-damp
technique a large outward K' current was observed in 8C4 cells but not controls after
depolarization to voltages more positive than -25mV. Activation kineticswere similar to
that reported after microinjection of cRNA into Xenopus oocytes (Philipson et al, ibid);
however, in contrast to the non-inactivating current observed in the oocyte, time-dependent
current inactivation was observed in outside-out patches from the CHO cells.A chimeric
gene (hPCN1-cp) was constructed by fusing a cDNA encoding an 32-amino add epitope,
the human proinsulin c-peptide, to the 3' end of the coding region of hPCN1. The resulting
hPCN1-cp construct was also expressed in a stable CHO cell line (C33) which exhibited
levels of outward current indistinguishable from the 8C4 line. Specific immunochemical
detection was observed with anti-human c-peptide antibody at dilutions to 1:16,000.
Western blots of membrane proteins from C33 cells revealed two bands of approximately
82 and 78 kd. The upper band was entirely eliminated by digestion with N-glycanase,
suggeating that the hPCN1-cp protein was incompletely glycosylated in these cells. Cells

expressing the hPCNI channelcould also besorted by FACSfromnon-expressing cells
using a specific anti-peptide antibody directed at the first extracellular loop. Supported by
NIH Grants R01 GM36823 and P01 NS24575 (DJN).
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TU-Pos366
INACTIVATION OF HETER0MULTIMEIC POTASSIUM CHANNELS COMPOSED OF
INACTIVATING AND NON INACTIVATING SUBUNITS. ((T.ELee, A. Kuznetsov, L
Philipson, D. Nelson)) University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637

We have examined inactivation rates of heteromultimeric K+ channels expressed by micro
injection of cRNA for a human Ik (hPCN1/Kvl.S) and a human IA (hPCN2/Kv1.4) into
Xenopus oocytes. We also constructed and characterized a tandem cDNA which was
formed by linking the 5' end of hPCN1 to the 3' end of hPCN2. From the simple ball and
chain model for inactivation one would predict that the inactivation rate is a function of
balls per tetrameric channeL A channel formed from hPCN2 message contains four balls,
a channel formed from the tandem construct or from a 1:1 co-injection contains two balls,
and a heteromultimeric channel formed in a 32:1 (hPCN1:hPCN2) co-injection ratio should
contain only one ball. Voltage damp protocols were devised to isolate heteromultimeric
current which took advantage of differential inactivation and steady-state inactivation. We
found that, as predicted, our tandem construct (n=8) inactivated at half the rate of hPCN2
current (n=6). Unexpectedly, we found that heteromultimeric current isolated from 1:1
(n=2), 2.1 (n=7), 4:1 (n=5), 8:1 (n=6), 16:1 (n=4), and 32:1 (n=9) hPCN1:hPCN2 co-injections
inactivated at the same rate as the tandem construct. It was dear that protein expression
ratios reflected amounts of RNA co-injected since no pure hPCN2 current could be detected
and the amount of pure hPCN1 current increased as predicted with increasing injection
ratios (hPCN1 was 14% of total current for 1:1 (n=3), 28%*2 for 2:1 (n=6), 39%*2 for 4:1
(n=5), 50%*4 for 8:1 (n=6), 68%*8 for 16:1 (n=4), 70%±2 for 32:1 n=6) ). Evidence that the
heteromultimer dchracterzed in the 32:1 co-injection is different from the tandem was
provided by steady-state inactivation experiments. The half inactivation voltage was -45.2
mV*0.7 (n=11) for the tandem and -8.7mV*0.3 (n=5) for fast inactivating current from a
32:1 co-injection. Therefore, heteromultimers formed from hPCNI and hPCN2 which
should have one ball per functional tetramer inactivate similarly to those which should have
two balls, and do not show a linear decrease in inactivation rate as might be expected from
the ball and chain modeL Supported by NIH Grants ROI GM36823 and PO1 NS24575
(DJN).

l-Pos36B
MODULATION OF K+ CHANNEL mRNA IN PRIMARY HUMAN T LYMPHOCYTES.
((M. Price, B. Freedman, R. Swanson, K. Folander and C. Deutsch)) Dept. of
Physiology, University of Pennsylvania, Phila., PA and Merck Sharp & Dohme
Res. Labs., West Point, PA.

The voitage-gated K+ current observed in whole-cell patch-clamp of human
peripheral T lymphocytes first increases following stimulation with mitogen
(Matteson and Deutsch, 1984; Deutsch at al., 1986) due to increased number of
channels (Deutsch et al., 1991), and then decreases. We have used a single-
stranded DNA probe to investigate the steady-state levels of K+ channel (Kvl.3)
mRNA in human peripheral blood T cells. The predominant transcript is 9.5 kb.
This message is maintained at a maximal steady-state level for the first few
hours of stimulation with phytohemagglutinin and declines by 30 hours,
consistent with the findings of Cai et al.,1 992. Similar results were obtained
using phorbol ester and ionomycin stimulation. While K+ channel mRNA
decreases, IL2 receptor mRNA increases monotonically to a maximal steady-
state level by approx. 36 hours, reflecting tVpical kinetics of cell cycle
progression. Steady-state levels of K+ channel transcripts are modulated by
charybdotoxin and high extracellular [K+], both of which depolarize T cells
(Grinstein and Smith, 1990; Leonard et al., 1992) and inhibit stimulated
proliferation and IL2 production (Price et al., 1989; Freedman et al., 1992).
Supp. by GM 41467.

TU-Pos370
THE L401V MUTATION IN Kv3.1 DOES NOTALTER SINGLE CHANNEL
CONDUCTANCE OR K+/Rb+ SELECTIVITY. ((J. Alyar, S. Grbsamer,
and K. G. Chandy)). Dept. Physiol. & Biophys. Univ. Ca. Irvine, CA
92717.

The lop between branmembne segments S5 and SE (P-)gion) has
been proposed to form the pore of volage-gated K d ds
Harm at al, Sciec 251.142,1991. In a Kv2.1/Kv3.1 chimwra
contining Fthe Kv3.1 pore, lKrsch eta. euron 8:409,1992; Bhphs. J.
62:138,1 S2)showed that subsuiono a inge eucine to vhn In Xt
pore greaiyar ingle chdal co-nductan(ce4) and K+/Rb+9-TEA (TEAN weeribuot M oditoy rdW TEAftEI H-%towhe, reWdbx
that appear to be mportnt in m not have the same
signicance in ntive p . To a a Iwhe tisihded was Xt

case we gmutation in native KV3.1, and examined
various cnnel propertes. Unlike the chimea, the L401V Kv3.1 mutant
channel had a v of 27pS and a K+/Rb+ selcyt ratio of 0.5;
properties identical to the nraie Kv3.1 Channel. Fur , unlike the
chimera,*senSiti cof the L401V Kv3.1 mutant to TEA crea
substanialy afibck 3 mM) comrpared to the TErs n native
Kv3.1. These data suggest that residue(s) out Ithe PIregion, present
in te chimera, but not in native Kv3S1 may be crical detarminanta of
single channel conductanc and K/Rb+ selbct y. Studies are in
progress to fnd these residues. Supported by gr*t fom PfIer Inc, A1247
and f11 Amercan Hert on 92-0.

Tu-PoS367
DI L MODULATION OF 2 HUMAN POTAssIuM CHANNES (Kvl.4,
KV1;5) BY CAMP AND THEOPHYLLINE. ((S. S. PO, M. M. Tamkun, D. J.
Snydess, P. B. Bennett)). Department ofPharmacology, Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine, Nashville, TN 37232-2171.
The effects of theophylline (IH) and 8Br-cAMP on two potassium channels
cloned from human heart (hKv1.4 and hKvl.5) were investigated in Xenopus
oocytes by 2-electrode voltage clamp methods. Kvl.4 rapidly inactivates,
probably by an N-type mechanism. Kvl.5 is pedominantly a delayed rectifier
exhibiting C-type (S6) slow inactivation and lacks the amino acid sequences
corresponding to the proposed "ball" inactivation region. Incubation with 3
mM TH for 24 hours followed by recording in TH-free solutions increased the
recovery time constant of Kvl.4 from 4.2 ± 0.3 to 7.7 ± 0.3 sec. (n=23, p <
0.05). Kvl.5 recovery was increased by 265% (%,, = 154 ± 31 (C) and 563
± 99 (TH) msec, n=15, p< 0.05). However, levels of expressed current for
Kvl.4 decreased (8 ± 0.75 iA/pF --> 5.7 ± 0.87 gA/F, n=23) while Kvl.5
increased (14.8 ± 0.1.5 pA/4F --> 25.8 ± 3.7 pAftF, n=16). In contrast, acute
exposure to 8-Br-cAMP (100 LM) increased the recovery time constant of
Kvl.4 by 53 ± 15 % (-120 mV; paired, n=4, p < 0.05) and decreased that of
Kvl.5 by 32 ± 9 % (-120 mV; paired, n=4, p < 0.05). Slope factors and V.
of inactivation curves of both Kvl.4 and Kvl.5 were unchanged. The rate of
apparent macroscopic inactivation of Kv1.4 at all voltages was unchanged. Our
results suggest both short and long term regulation of channel kinetics and
expression levels, and that these two human potassium channels are regulated
in at least two distinct ways. Supported by HL40608 and HL46681.

TUh-Pos
IS A DEFECTIIE K+ CHANEL GEN (KV3M) RESPONSIE FOR THE
LONG OT SYNDROME? ((RL Wymore, N. Jenkins, C Waper-MqersoM , J.
W _muth, T. Wymore, G. Gutuin, KLG. Chandy)) Departm of Physidlg and
Bioph s, UC Irvine, CA 9M7

The long OT syndrome (LOT) is an autooal dmiantdeas m which
reporiioms after a cardiac acton potenta is akered such that the OT interal,
ob ed an au EKG of apait, is lagthen d TTitervalk can lead to
ar h , d sudd death (Ward, I. In Me Asoc. S4L,1964; Romano,
Lacet 1658,1965). Tih genc locus of LQT hs been mayppd to within -110 cM of
the H-mr on human chromome llpl.5 (Keating, etaL Sdnce
252:704,991). Since delayd recfie voltge-gtd potam (K+) channels
conbte to membne repolrizatio after a cadiac acto potential, and bcamue
dam M sntiLrrytmica, and othe cardiac K channel blockers, ghe OT
terval, we hav attempted to diacern if any of the 14 known K channel gee

(Chandy et aL Nauv 352:26,1991) are plau e candidates for the deectie LOT pne.
We have locarld the Shaw-related Kv3.1 ge to han crnoe 11, and to
moue 7 in a region with human c mel p15.4. Ried et ad
(Gaois m pes 1992) hae sbcizd KV3.1 to bma Upi5, whih would plae
it w 8 cm Of H-mw. Thus, Kv3.1, a deayted rocfir which e have shown by
PCR anasis to be expessd in the heart, isa possUble cndidate for the deective LOT
gene. he only other K* chanl gene on huma 11, KvA.4, is cxaled in the moue
to a regon ho to huan lUp3, and is therefore uulkl to be a candidate.
F'urtherm , the KvL4 gene product ecxp sa an A-type K current whi wod not
be expected to contibute agncandy to the OT intaL Sthes are r way to
more prcsely locate Kv3.1 m relt to H-mr and odter markers near the LOT lock
In additionwe are attempting to ientifyKv3.l-rlated p ism which wouldbe
useful for lig studies. Supported byA124783.

TU0SV371
4-AP BLOCK OF RCK1 KV CURRENTS EXPRESSED N SOL-8 CELLS:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BLOCK AND CHANNEL ACTIVATION.
((N. A. Castle, D. E. Logothetis' and G. K. Wang')) "Anesthesia Research Labs.,
Brigham & Women's Hospital; tDept Cardiology, Childrens Hospital; Boston, MA

4-aminopyridine (4-AP) block of K' channels has been reported to be state
dependent. We examined the blockdng action of4-AP on the cloned delayed rectifier
K+ channel RCKlexpressed in sol-8 cells. 4-AP was superfised onto the cell 2 min
before applying a 500 ms pulse to +50 mV (HP -70 mV) to activate the channels.
During the first pulse after application of 4-AP there was a small reduction in peak
cwrent amplitude and an apparent increase in the rate of inactivation (Fig A pulse

A.ONS T A 1). However, subsequent pulses (2,3) applied every 15 a
showed maximal block throughout the pulse. During the first

Control pulse following a 10 min washout of4-AP in the absence of
channel activation, the current at the beginning of the

0.3mM4-Ap depolarizing pulse was similar to that observed during
maximal blocL However, during the pulse the current

2,3 _ increased in an exponential manner to an amplitudo similar
B.WASHOUT to that seen in the absence of 4-AP (Fig B pulse 1).

Control Subsequent pulse (2,3) elicited currents with profiles similar
to that observed in control. These results suggest that 4-AP

j <-i-" xrequrs the channel to open before block can occur and that
4-AP can be trapped when the channel close. Thus, both

I1 block and unblock of4-AP require wild type RCK1 channels
,X to be activated. The mode of 4-AP block of mutant RCK1
.0.3 mM 4AP channelsli prenty being investigted.
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Th-Pos372
STATE OF EXPRESSION AFFECTS BIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
IsK EXPRESSED IN XENOPUS OOCYTES.
((A.E. Busch*, M.D. Varnum#, J.P. Adelman# and J. Maylie*)) *Dept. of
Obstet. & Gynecol. and #Vollum Institute, Oregon Health Sciences
University, Portland, OR 97201 (Spon. by JJ. Faber)

The slowly activating, voltage-dependent potassium current ISK is encoded
by a protein with a molecular structure very different from other voltage-
gated potassium channels. The potassium channel proteins out of the
Shaker, Shab, Shaw and Shal families (and their mammalian homologues)
contain six membrane-spanning regions, while the IsK-protein has only one
putative transmembrane domain. Although regulation of IsK by second
messengers has been well characterized, nothing is known about how this
protein forms a channel and the mechanisms involved in channel activation.
Furthermore there is no understanding about the subunit stoichiometry of
the IsK channels. The very different molecular structure as well as activa-
tion kinetics of ISK suggest a fundamentally different gating mechanism,
which may involve subunit assembly. In such case the biophysical proper-
ties of ISK should be affected by the density of the ISK protein expressed in
the membrane. Here we show that expression of ISM protein increases from
day 2 to day 7 after mRNA injection, reflected by an increase of the maxi-
mal conductance. Concurrent with the increase of the maximal conductance
the conductance-voltage relationship is shifted to more negative potentials,
while the activation of IsK is accelerated. For the Shaker related rat potas-
sium channel RBKI, however, the activation linetics and conductance-volt-
age relationship are not affected by the state of channel expression. These
results are consistent with the hypothesis that ISK channel formation and
activation might involve subunit assembly.

TU-Pos374
EXPRESSION OF THE ISK POTASSIUM CHANNEL PROTEIN IN RAT
MYOMERUM AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF PREGNANCY STUDIED BY
WESTERN BLOTTING. ((M.B. Boyle, L.A.M. Heslip and L B. MacKay)) The
University of Texas Medical Branch, 301 University Blvd., Galveston, Texas
77555-1062.

Expression of the ISK protein was studied in myometuial tissue from pregnant
and non-pregnant estrogen-treated rat myometrium. When ISK mRNA is injected
into Xenopus oocytes, it induces the expression of a slowly activat K curat
detectable after a few days. In the rat uterus, the expresdon of this mRNA is
higher at term an at mid gestation and is stimulated by esrogen. We now report
that the expression of ISK protein may increase between mid-gestaon and late

pregnancy. Using an antibody made ainst a fusion protein containing the C-
tenninus of the ISK protein we detea 21 kD prtein on Westen blots of rat
uteine dssue. When total homogenates ofuteus from tee-day-estrogen-treated
and estrogen-deprived ovariectomized rats were compared on Westem blots, the
intensity of the 21 kD band was similar for the two treatments. This finding
contrasts with earlier studies of the mRNA, in which it was shown that the ISK
mRNA is much more abundant in uterus from estrogen-treated rats. The ISK
protein appeared to be present in similar amounts in myometrium and
endometrium from estrogen-treated rats. In order to examine ISK protein levels
during pregnancy, microsomal fractions were prepared from rat myometrlum
dissected from the uterus at different stages of pregnancy. The 21 kD band was
detected on blots of pregnant rat myometrium at day 16 and at day 22 (delivering
rats). The intensity of the band was similar in all samples from day 22 . The

intensity of the 21 kD band tended to be lower in the samplaes from day 16 rats,
but this result was variable. In five out of seven day-16 rats, the inensity of the
21 kD band was less than in the day 22 rats (n-6). These findings suggest ta the

ISK protein is regulated in the rat myometrium during pregnancy, beng more
abundant at tenn when estrogen would be expected to incease.

Tu-Pos376
THE TOXIN HELOTHERMINE FROM IMXICAN BEADED LIZARD AFFECTS K
CHANIELS IN RAT CEREBELLUM GRANULE CELLSC(V. Iagnelli, M. Mobile
G. Prestipino, L. Lagoatena, J. Mochca4-oralesa and L.D.
Possani*)). Istituto di Cibernetica e Biofisica, CNR, Genova,
Italy . Instituto de Biotecnologia/UNAM, Cuernavaca, M5lxico.

A novel toxin has been recently isolated from the venom of the
mxican beaded lizard Heloderma horridum horridum. We tested
this toxin on K channels from newborn rat cerebellum granule
cells with patch-clamp technique in whole-cell configuration.
Currents were evoked from -80 aV holding potential with test
pulses from -60 to 60 m. Bath application of HLTX in concentra-
tion values ranging between 0.08, 1 and 1.6,( reduced both peak
and steady-state currents with different percentage>. The effect
wam voltage dependent with a blocking percentage higher for more

depolarized potentials. The effect yas completely reversible
after washing HLTX out of the bath and it occurred within 4
minutes. Dose-response curve showed a sigmoidal course

(Kj =0.4,34M). The major effect on peak current, suggests the use

of HLTX as a possible tool for descriminating different
components of K current. Experimnts with classical K channel
blockers are in progress to determine HLTX role.

Tu-PO73
CHEMICAL CROSSLIKING INDUCES PERSISTENT ACTIVATION OF
ISyK EXPRESSED IN XENOPUS OOCYTES.
((M. D. Varnum*, A. E. Busch#, J. Maylie# and J. P. Adelman*)) *Vollum
Institute and #Dept. of Obstet. & Gynecol., OHSU, Portland, OR 97201.

MinK is a voltage-dependent potassium channel remarkable for its succinct
structure and slowly activating current, IsK. In order to investigate the quater-
nary structure of this unique channel and how its structure may relate to slow
activation, we have engineered rat minKcDNA to encode the FLAG antigenic
sequence at the COOH-terminus of the channel protein. MinK-FLAG mRNA
expressed in Xenopus oocytes elicited currents which closely resembled those
of wild-type ISK. We applied a membrane impermeable crosslinking agent
dithiobis(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate) (DTSSP) which covalendy links pri-
mary amine groups. Repetitive depolarizations in the presence of DTSSP (250
pM) gradually increased the quasi-instantaneous current-voltage relation and
decreased the time-dependence of IsK. Subsequently, channels remained
persistently activated, independent of membrane voltage, even after prolonged
washout. This current was inhibited by specific channel blockers. In addition,
the DTSSP-induced effect was dependent upon depolarization. When the
membrane potential was held at -100 mV during application of the crosslinker
and washout, no change in ISC was observed. DTSSP had no obvious effect
on oocytes expressing a divergent K channel, RBK1. Acylation without
crosslining, using the related compound Sulfo-NHS-ester, also produced no
significant change in I8&K. These results suggest that activation of I8K may in-
volve a mechanism that is substantially different than that of Shaker-like K
channels, and that this conformational change can be stabilized by chemical
crosslinking. We are currently examining possible subunit interactions of
DTSSP-treated channel proteins by immunoprecipitation and SDS-PAGE.

TYu4375
Charybdotoxin (ChTX) and TEA Sensitive K Currents in Highly
Ca2+ Dialyzed Vascular Myocytes. Robert H. Cox and Martin
Morad, The Graduate Hospital and Dept. of Physiology, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 19146.

In enzymatically dispersed rabbit portal vein myocytes dialyzed
with lOmM BAPTA, whole cell K+ currents were measured. These
currents activated around -2OmV, had a characteristic noisy
appearance at potentials above +2OmV, and increased with
increasing voltage. Whole cell currents measured at test potentials
between 0 and +6OmV from holding potentials of -40 or -8OmV
were inhibited by both 0.5mM TEA (by 58±12%) and by 5OnM ChTX
(by 65±11%). Difference currents were obtained by subtraction of
individual current traces at various voltages. They activated
around OmV, increased rapidly with voltage, were independent of
holding potential, and showed little inactivation. Whole cell K+
currents decreased 11±7% with only 0.1mM Cd2+ (ICa blocked) and
63±12% with 0.1mM Cd2+ plus 0.5mM TEA. These currents
decreased 42±12% with only 5mM Ni2+ (block ICa and Na:Ca
exchange blocked) and 69±13% with 5mM Ni2+ plus 0.5mM TEA.
Cytoplasmic free [Ca2+] in cells dialyzed with 10mM BAPTA plus
0.1mM Fura-2 yielded values below 10nM. These results provide
evidence for the existence of a voltage dependent, TEA and ChTX
inhibited K+ current under conditions of low cytoplasmic [Ca2+]
(< lOnM) in portal vein myocytes.

TU-Pos377
DENDROTOXIN INHIBITS SODIUM AND TRANSIENT
POTASSIUM CURRENTS IN MURINE HiPPOCAMPAL NEURONS.
((X.Y. U and J.J. McArdle)) Dept of Pharmaology & Toxicology,
New Jersey Medical School-UMDNJ, Newark, NJ 07103-2714. (Spon.
by J.J. McArdle)

Dendrotain (DTX) is believed to block the delayed
rectifier potasum current of rat ippocampal neurons. We used the
wholecell conpuration of the patch voltage-clamp technique to
emmine the effects of DIX on sodium current (IN.) as well as fast
(IA) and slow (IA) inac ting tanent potassium currents of
hippocampal neurons isolated from adult mice. As expected, 1IM
TIX compltely inhibited IN Surpriingly, 2.8 nM DTX also inhibited
IN. by S7 ± 14 % of the control amplitude (n9). For 3 neurons in
which the transient K current ws dominated by IA, 5.6 nM DIX
caused a 65 ± 17 % decline of this current. In contrast, for 4 neurons
in which the transient current was dominated by IA, 5.6 nM DTX had
no s nt effect. For 6 neurons having both IA, and IAM DTX
selectewly suppre-sed IAs. IA and IAf were also selecdvely inhibited
by 10 mM TEA and 5 mM 4-AP, repectively. Our data demonstrate
that DTX inhibits IN, as well as IA,,su a DIX binding site on
both the Na and dowly inactivating trandent K channe. The channel
responsible for IA_ may lack this site or psess one which does not
influence function. NIAAA AA08025 and NIH NS31040.
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TWe78
CALCIUM-ACTIVATED K CHANNELS AS MODULATORS OF HUMAN MYOMETRIAL
CONTRACTLI. ((C Obert, ILAnwKr, B. IL Sanbor, E SteC and L Toro)) Dept. Mel
Pk"L A Blopbw BCA, Dept. atlochem AMdec. BIoL UTMed Sci. loumnTau,77M0O
Th rbe of Ca2+ aied potaum OW dc e ithb regulto oftte_mem poetiK

aellulDareecamcium (a62 ) and contacton In uterne smeotb mucle was Ivestsed. In
tacbed pItche froma bumn mUleella eNot. bratledepoheionacdtiv ea 179 s

4 pS6 chane wi ws semitiP to IeaC(n=2+ The charel actiwt bl ced by
ernal Iberlowscue (IbTX, a pot dsolectve blocer of 4 hnnls (nm4). Ts bcbap
bed importnt pyloical q bIXd l the es by 9.8 ± 2.8 mV (n-3), n

meuured%twthhoei.sUtiVedyF blmaooLIn ara-2loadedeeDs, blkag ofJCcbas
whIbiX caued a d ondInre- In (Ca2+k with an ECSO d 0.79mM and a maIm
Ines of 152 a 38%. Bl of tee canneb acced cotrati activty In both human and
esogn-prmed rat myomtusul strip. lblXcatued pbaadcPn cdntrioan boomamrnmpunsrbeps

and Inrased both the fReuqec and forc of spntneus contrctma in estrognpimed eat
myomerid strip (n-3) Ireld -i
lar d KCoa h a
channel actiely
participae In tbe contrdof - p
mnmbrne poteoNWaand2
(Ca+) in mlauneslum.

-4iia role on fth

Supported by NIH and bxwhu
AHA-NatL CenterrSan

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOLECULAR COMPONENTS OF THE
CHARYBDOTOXIN RECEPTOR FROM SMOOTH MUSCLE. ((H.-G.
Knaus, M. Garcia-Calvo, K. Glanglacomo, O.B. McManus, G.J.
Kaczorowsld and M.L. Garcia)) Merck Rtesearch Laboratories, Rahway, NJ
07065

In both vascular (Garcia-Calvo, et al., 1991, Blochem., SQ. 11157) and
tracheal smooth muscle sarcolemmal membrane vesicles, 1251-
charybdotoxin (1251-ChTX() can be specifically cross-linked to a membrane
protein that has an apparent molecular weight of 31 kDa. Treatment of
these preparations with N-glycosldase F causes a time-dependent
conversion of the original cross-linked material Into an Intermediate form of
27 kDa, and subsequently to a final product of 22 kfla. Thus, it appears
that the 31 kDa subunit is heavily glycosylated at two diffrn Jpstons by
N-linked sugars. When the soiublifzed ChTX receptor from bttrachea
and aortic smooth muscie Is subjected to purification procedures, a
~reparatIon can be obtained which Is enriched ca. 3000-fold In ChTX
Inding activity Bolton-Hunter radlolabellilng of the final preparationfolwdbSDS&-PAGE analysis indicates the presence of two subunits
,MWsoT 62 and 31 kDa) that fractionate vAth binding actIvity.
elcosylation studies demonstrate that the behavior of the purified 31

kDa subunit upon SDS-PAGE Is Identical to that of the protein to which
ChTX is cross-iinked, suggesting that they are the same entity. Fuily
functional Maxi-K channels can be reconstituted fromn both purified ChTX
receptor preparations, suggesting that this channel Is composed of two
subunits.

Tl-Pes3S
ANION-ACTIVATED K+ CHANNEL ROLE IN THE TEMPERATURE-
SENSITIVITYV OF THE CORNEAL ENDOTHEEIAL RESTINGPOETA
((NM.A Watsaky asnd J.L Rae)) Dept& ef Phaln a BdDophyskes and

Ophlsls.lay,Maye Feuadaole, Rochester, MN 55905.

Previous studies have shown that the resting potential (E..) of the corneal
endothefiun hyperpolarizes following an increase in temperature ahove 240C In
the current study, whole-cell perforated patch and on-cell single channel studies
were employed to eammine the influence of ion channels in this temperature
sensitive response.. Wholecell studies comparing currents at 240C and 32?C
revealed a small, outwardly rectfying slowly activating currentwith a small degree
of voltage dependence and a reversal potential showing K+ selectivity (F,,= -5
mV). Thi current had features similar to the whole-cell current seen following
addition of HC03' to these cells. Single channel studies found the only change
in channel activity following an elevation in temperature to be an increase in the
open probability (PO) of a K+ channel previously reported in this cell type to be
activated by external anions. P0 (-3OmV) at 24C and 320C =0.003 -and 0.06,
respectively. Increases in P0 were found at all voltages examined. T'he increased
P0 for this channel at elevated temperatures is more than enough to account for
the magnitude of the hyperpolarization seen in these cells following temperature
elevation. Addition of HC03- along with elevated temperature produced a
synergistic effect on the increase in P0 along with an inceased hyperpoLarixation
of the cell (Supported by NIH grnts EY09673,EY03282,EY06005).

TUPosm
DETERMINATION OF THE TARGET SIZE OF THE CHARYBDOTOXIN
RECEPTOR FROM BOVINE AORTIC AND TRACHEAL SMOOTH
MUSCLE BY RADIATION INACTIVATION ANALYSIS. ((M. Garcia-
Calvo, H.G. Knaus, G.J. KaczorowskW, M.L. Garcia, and E. Kempner))
Merck Research Laboratories, Rahway, NJ 07065 and The National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892. (Spon. J.P. Reuben)

Radiation inactivation analysis was employed to determine the target size
of the charybdotoxin (ChTX) receor which is pt of the Maxi-K channel
in bovine aortic and tracheal sarcolemmal membrane vesicies.
[1251]ChTX binding follows a mono-exponential relaftonship vs. dose of
radiation and loss of activity Is due to a decrease in the site density of
ChTX receptors. The calculated minimum target size for the membrane-
bound receptor in each of these tissues is 88 kDa. Similar experiments
with the digitonin-solubilized ChTX receptor from aorta yield a minimum
target size of 96 kDa. In the same membrane preparations, the minimum
target sizes of 5' nucleotidase and of the al subunit of the L-type Ca2+
channel are 70 kDa and 207 kDa, respectively. These values correlate
well with the molecular weights previously determined for these proteins.
Since in previous experiments [125iJChTX was specifically cross-linked to
a 31 kDa glycoprotein (of which 22 kDa is protein), the current data are
consistent with a subunit composition of the Maxi-K channel of either a
tetramer of 22 kDa proteins, or of proteins of 22 and ca. 60 kDa. Recent
data from this laboratory support the second hypothesis.

TU-Poe381
AN ULTRA-RAPIDLY ACTIVATING DELAYED RECTIFIER CARRIES
SUSTAINED OUTWARD CURRENT IN HUMAN ATRL MYOCYTES.
((Z. Wang, B. Fermini, S. Nattel)) Montreal Heart Institute, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, HIT IC8.
Depolarization ofhuman atrial cells activates a tramient outward current, which then
inactivates rapidly leaving a sustained current (I,). To determine the ionic mechanism
of 1, we applied the whole-cell patch-clamp technique to isolated human atrial
myocytes. When I,, was inactivated by a conditioning pre-pulse to +40 mV,
depolarizingstepsfrom -50 mV elicited Is, which appeared inantneousat 360C but
was time-dependent at 25'C with activation t varying from 18±3 ms (-10 mV) to
2.0±0.2 ms (at +50 mV). I, activated at the plateau voltage range, and its size
increased at more positive potentials. The activationcurve determined froml current
tails was well fitted by a Boltzmann distribution with midpoint and slope factor of
-5.0±3.5 mV and 10.0±1.5 mV (n= 10), respectively. Partial inactivation of I, was
observed at potentials positive to +40 mV in 67% cells (20/30, 25% reduction after
500 ms at +60 mV). I, was highly sensitive to 4AP, with an IC,o of 49.6±1.6 isM,
compared to 2.0±0.1 mM for I,,. 50 FM 4AP sdectively blocked I,, and increased
API) by 66± 11%. The current blocked by 50 IpM 4AP had the same kinetics and
voltagedependence as revealed when Is was evoked after I, was inactivated by a
conditioning pulse. The dependence of I. reversal potenial (determined from I, tails)
on [K+L (55 mV/decade), along with the fact that no I was seen with Cs+
substitution for K+ in the inteal solution, confirm its K+ selectivity. The tail
envelope test was saisfied, indicating a single population of channels. The
pharmacologic, kineidc, and voltage-dependent properties of I, indicate that it is an

ultra-rapidly activating delayed rectifier, which has many similarities to previously
cloned K+ channels (HK2, HBK2, hPCN1 , and RK4), as well as currents expressed
in guinea pig myocytes (1[K) and rat atrium (RK. This widely-expressed K+
channel may play an important role in repolarizing human atrial tissue.

Tu-Po
NA-ACTIVATED K CHANNELS, LOCAL ANESTHETICS AND
MEMBRANF,,POTENTIAL IN MYELINATED AXONS. ((W. Vogel, D.-
fi Koh and P. Jonas)) Physiol hst, Aulweg 129, W-6300 Giessen and
MPI, Jahnstr. 29, W 00 Heidelberg, Gemany
Using the method of Jonas et al. (PNAS 86:7238-7242, 1989) single-

channel recodings from ampibian myeinated axons have been obtained
showing among other potassium channels (Pflfugers Arch 418:68-73, 1991) a
K channel type which was steeply activated (Hill coefficient 2.6) by internal
Na+ ions (KD=33 mM) at Em=-90 mV. Its single-channel conductance was
90 pS in symmetrical 105 mM-K and 34 pS in external Ringer solution. The
channel was slective for K+ over Na+ (PNa/P'=0.02). Open probability
of the channel was 0.59 at E=40 mV and ).37 at E=-90 mV with
[Nai]= 100 mM. A typical feature of its gating were frequent subconducale
states (about nine). The channel was inhibited by external Cs+ and Baz+
ions at millimolar concentrations but it was comparatively insensitive to
tetraethylammonium (IC50=21 mM TEA) Cs+ and TEA+ reduced the
apparent singlechannel current, where Ba2+ blocked by reducing the open
probability. The block by Cs+ and Ba'+ was more pronounced at negative
potentials, whereas the block by TEA was potential-independent. Density of
the Na-activated K channels was much higher at the node than at the paran-
ode. Thus Na+ influx especially during periods of increased nepronal
activity may influence the activity of the Na-activated K channel and thereby
change membrane potential. 40 FM lidocain also clearly activated this K
channel which may explain clinically well-known antafrhythmic effects of
this local anesthetic on heart cells.
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TuPos384
POTASSIUM CHANNELS IN THP-1 HUMAN MONOCYTES.
((R. Grygorczyk and I.W. Rodger)) Merck Frosst Centre for Therapeutic
Research, Kirkland, Quebec, Canada.

Human monocytic leukemia THP-1 cells after treatment with phorbol esters
differentiate into macrophage-like cells. Compared to other human myeloid cell
lines (HL-60, U937, KG-1, HEL) they behave more like native monocyte-
derived macrophages (J. Auwerx, Experienta 47:22-31, 1991). Therefore, the
THP-1 cell line represents a useful model for studying the mechanisms
involved in macrophage differentiation and for exploring the physiological
role(s) of different ion channels. Two types of K channels were characterized
in this study cells using whole-cell and excised patch configurations. A
depolarization-activated outward K+ current was observed, which showed half-
maximal activation at -15 mV and slow inactivation during depolaizing voltage
steps. This current was Cae-independent and insensitive to charybdotoxin
(ChTx, 100 nM). A second K+ current was observed in whole-cell and cell-
attached configurations after stimulation with the calcium ionophore A23187
(2 pM). In excised patches, in symmetrical 150 mM K+, this Cae-activated
channel displayed an inwardly rectifying single-channel I-V relationship (30 pS
and 15 pS at -100 mV and +100 mV respectively). The channel activity was
voltage-independent and was blocked by extracellular ChTx (5 to 20 nM).
These two K+ currents in THP-1 cells display similar characteristics to those
reported for human blood monocyte-derived macrophages.

Tu-Pos386
CONTRIBUTION OF A DELAYED RECTIFIER CURRENT TO THE
MEMBRANE PROPERTIES OF TYPE I SEMICIRCULAR CANAL
HAIR CELLI. ((K.J.Renniel and MWJ.Correiai Depts. of
Otolaryngology and Physiology and Biophysics2, University of Texas
Medical Branch, Galveston, TX 77555-1063.

We have studied the membrane properties of type I semicircular
canal hair cells, enzymatically dissociated from the crista of the ldng pigeon
and Mongolian gerbil. Using perforated patch, whole-cell voltage-clamp,
four membrane currents have been identified in type I cells; a delayed
rectifier-type potassium current IK1, a calcium-activated potassium current
(4KCa), a cation current and a calcium current. I.I is the dominant
conductance at zero-current (-7OmV) and deactivates at potentials
hyperpolarized to -9OmV. The type I input resistance ranged from 25-
14OMfl in gerbil and pigeon cells. This variation appeared to be due to a
variation in the size of IK1 between cells, because when IKl was
pharmacologically removed using 5mM external 4-aminopyridine, or
internally applied 20mM tetraethylammonium ions, the input resistance in 9
cells was increased to a mean value of 0.4 (L0.05Gf) and the zero-current
potential depolarized by approximately 3OmV. In current-clamp, during
small positive current steps (<400pA), the membrane potential reached a
peak and then decayed with an exponential time course. Current clamp
responses did not resemble the voltage oscillations we have observed in type
II semicircular canal hair cells under the same recording conditions, or those
reported in conventional ruptured patch whole-cell current clamp.

Supported by NIH grant DC01273

Tu-Poe38S
ATP-yS MODULATES A CLONED Ca2+-DEPENDENT K+
CHANNEL. ((M. Esguerra, C.D. Foster, and I.B. Levitan.))
Graduate Department of Biochemistry and Center for Complex
Systems, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.

The recent cloning of the Slowpoke family of Ca2+-dependent K+
channels (Atkinson et al., 1991; Adelman et al., 1992) has made
possible molecular investigations of the regulation of these channels.
The C-terminal cytoplasmic motif of Slowpoke contains several
consensus amino acid sequences for phosphorylation, and
phosphorylation is a ubiquitous mechanism for modulation of K+
channels. We examined whether Slowoke channel activity can be
modulated in membrane patches detached from Xenopus oocytes
expressing the A1C2E1G3 Slowpoke variant In 4 of 4 patches,
application of the ATP analog ATP-yS (100-200 pM) to the inside
face of the patch led to a twofold increase in channel open
probability. These effects did not reverse up to 1 hour after washout
of the ATP analog. Our results are consistent with modulation of
channel activity by a protein kinase that comes away with the detached
patch.

A VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT, CALCIUM-ACTIVATED POTASSIUM
CURRENT IN RABBIT CORONARY ARTERY VASCULAR SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS ((George, M.J., Volk, K.A., Shibata, E.F.)) Dept. of
Physiology & Biophysics, University of Iowa, IowaC, IA 52242.

Vascular smooth muscle oells enzymatically isolabed from the mbbit coronary
artery show lare outward currnts upon depolarization. One coponeat of this
outward current is a lare K+ efflux. Prev studies fronm our lab have
charactized a voltage-depdnt delayed rectfier K+ acrt in this cell tpe thiat
has a snall condctce and finctions in y of inacellular Ca++
conentton. In addition to this curent, we have observed a Lre, Ca++-activated
outward cumat. The properties of this curnt are consistt with the Ca++-
acidvated potassium current soen in other tissues in regard to its lare cond
levels (>lOpA at +40mV) as well as its voltage- and Ca++-dependence. Using the
inside-out and oell-atached patch clamp techniques, we have demnined the slope
conductances of this current to be 140 pS with 140mM intracelular and 4.5mM
extracellular K+ and 202 pS with symnmtrical (140 mM) potassium.
Calcium-dependence was determined by washing on EGTA-bufired calcium
solutions of concentrations within the 0 nM to 1 pM range to imnsid patches.
Calcium concentrations of the 10 to 50 nM range were needed to activate this
potasium current throughout voltages of 60 to -40 mV. Open times for the chanel
increased markedly as the calcium concentation increased. Likewise, the open time
for the current increased upon depolarizations to more positive potentials.
Supported by NIH HL4103 1 and an EI ofAHA to EFS.

TU PoSW
MACROSCOPIC (CUT-OPEN OOCYTE) AND RECONSITUTED
(BILAYER) SINGLE CHANNEL CURRENTS OF SLOWPOKE Ca-
ACIlVATED K CHANNELS ((R Oloese, L Tom, G. P6rez, M. P.
Kavanaugh*, R. A. North*, J. P. Adelman & EL Stefani)) WVollum It.,
Oregon Health Sc. Univ., Porland, OR 97201 & Dept Molecular Physiology &
Bidphysics. Baylor College of Medicine, Houston,TX77030.
Slwpoke calcium-activted K channels wee reorded from oocytes injected
with RNA transcribed from cloned cDNA encding the sbwpoke locus of
D ophia. Injected oocytes did not show voltage dependent outward currents
when stimulated from a V I - 90 mV to +50 mV. However, outward currents
we suc l reco acfter injection of intracellular calum pulses (5 ma)
through the recording pipette which contained 1.5 M NaMES and 40 mM
CaMES2. These currents reached a maxmum (10-100IA) 20-30 s after caldum
injecon- Thereafler, they spontaneously declined to the basal level due to the
calcium buffer capacity of the oocyte. After several calcium injections steady
currents could be recorded which were bocked in a dose dependent manner by
TEA (1 mM) and were unafet by charybdotain (100 nM). Single channels
could be recorded after incorporation into lipid bilayers of oocyte membranes
banding at 20-50% sucrowse interface of a discontinuous sucrose gradient.
Experiments were performed using a 250/50Ka gradient in the presence of 100
AeM free Ca2+. Under thce conditions, K channels had a conductance of240 pS
and were sensitive to internal calcium. Supported byAHANational Center and NIH
grantL

Tl-Pos3
POTASSIUM CHANNEL ACTIVATION CAN BE SLOWED BY
MUTATIONS IN THE S4 AND S4-S5 LINKER REGIONS. C.J. Smith-
Maxwell. M. Kanevsky and R.W. Aldrich.. Dept. of Molecular and Cellular
Physiology and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305.
Several studies have suggested involvement of the S4 and S4-S5 linker regions
in the acdvadon process. We are studying two mutations that slow activation
kinedcs in a Shaker B K channel deledon mutant in which inactivation has
been removed . The first is a chimera generated by replacing the S4 of Shaker
with the S4 of the fly Shaw K channel. There is a large positive shift in the
conductance-voltage relation of the chimeric channel and a decrease in
apparent voltage-dependence of activation. Activation kinetics are greatly
slowed, much like the parent Shaw K channel, and appear to have a single
exponential time course without the normal delay seen in wild type Shaker
channels, possibly indicating that a single rate-limidng step underlies the
opening of this channe. Mutations in the first, second and seventh positively
charged residues of Shaker that mimic Shaw at those posidons alter the voltage
range of channel acdvation in a qualitatively similar fashion to the Shaw S4
chimera but do not contribute to the slowing of activation kinetics. The second
mutation of interest is at position 385 in the S4-S5 linker region. Several
hydrophobic substitudons for the highly conserved leucine at this position,
including replacement with phenylalanine, lead to modest depolarizing shifts in
the voltage range of channel activation and decrease the apparent charge
moved during activation. Tyrosine at this posidon leads to similar changes in
the voltage-dependence of channel function but also slows channel activation
approximately 5-fold. Since the only difference between these two channels is
the -OH group of tyrosine, this result argues that the -OH group plays a role in
slowing activation.
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Tu-Pos39O
AMINO TERMINAL ACIDIC RESIDUES INFLUENCE THE DEACTIVATION
RATE OF THE I CHANNEL ((R.E. Hice K Folander R. Swanson and M.C.
Sanguinett)) PhI&macology Dept., Merck hesearch Labs, W. Poirt, PA 19486

Human, mouse, and rat Iw proteins were expressed in Xenopus oocytes by
iniection of their cRNAs. Despite extensive primary sequence homology

(>76% amino acid sequence identity) the human and rodent currents differed

In both activation and deactivation rates with no differences in activation
threshold (- -50 mV). Activation continued throughout very long (100 s)
depolarizations at room temp; isochronal currents (3Us depolarzations) were

therefore, compared. Currents elicited by depolariations to> -10 mVrequired

3time constants for exponential fits. The human channel activatedmore
rapidly than did the rodent variants (eg., human rl= 577 * 122, 92= 2587 +
220 a 20005 1014 vs. ratc 966 138 =3993 * 158, :3=34266
1298 emsec * sem at 0 mV; n=5)). Deactiviti&t rates were fit with 2 time
constants and were also more rapid for human currents (T1= 278 11$x=
705 56; rat 1= 373± 32, o= 1530* 296; mouse x = 365± 21,-: 1495±
39 (msec sem at -60 mV; n=6-8)). One striking difference b;efween the
human and rodent I Kproteins is that the rodent variants have a higher density
of negative charge i their NH terminal domains. Mutations were, therefore,
made in the human cDNA tS introduce 4 acidic residues into positions
corresponding to those in the rat sequence (V21 D, Q22E G29D, S38D).
These mutations slowed the deacivation rates of the human chiannel to values
similar to those of the rat and mouse channels (eg., =389 4, -1449 58
at -60 mV; n=5). These results provide evidenc6 for seque(ce specific
changes in the kinetics of the expressed I K currents and specifically
demonstrate that acidic residues in the NH9 terminal domain of the protein
influence the rate of deactivation of the chanrnl.

TU-Pos392
FILTER-INDUCED ERRORS IN ESTIMATING THE CONDUCTANCE
OF SINGLE CHANNELS WITH NONSTATIONARY FLUCTUATION
ANALYSIS. ((S.D. Silberberg and K.L. Magleby)) Department of Physiology
and Biophysics, University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami FL
33101-6430.

The stochastic nature of channel activation contributes to the fluctuations in
whole-cell currents. Assuming a homogeneous population of independent
channels with a single conducting state, it is possible to estimate the number of
channels (N) and the magnitude of the unitary current event (i) underlying the
whole-cell current by using nonstationary fluctuation analysis (Sigworth F.J., J.
Pysiol. 307; 97-129, 1980). We have investigated the effects of filtering on the
estimation of i and N from the analysis of simulated whole-cell currents.
Filtering lead to an under-estimation of i and an over-estimation of N. For
example, with 1 kHz filtering and a mean channel open time of 0.2 ms, i was
under-estimated by 47% and N was over-estimated by 37%. Decreasing the
filtering to 5 kHz reduced the errors to 14% and 2%, respectively. These errors

were found to be due to both the attenuation and broadening of the unitary
current induced by the filtering. Some guidelines for minimiig errors with
nonstationary fluctuation analysis will be presented. Supported by grants
AHA-9lG1A/743 and NIH-AR32805, and by The Muscular Dystrophy
Association.

Tu-Poe394
QUARTZ PIPETTES FOR SINGLE CHANNEL RECORDING
((J.L. Rae and R.A. Levist)) Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN
55905" and Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL 60612t

Dielectric loss of the glass used to fabricate patch pipettes is
a significant source of noise in single channel recording. The
power spectral density of dielectric noise is given by
4kTDC4(2zf), where D is the dissipation factor, Cd is the
capacitance of the dielectric, and f is the frequency in Hz.
Since quartz has a far lower dissipation factor than any other
material yet used to fabricate patch pipettes and also has a low
dielectric constant, it should produce pipettes with the lowest
amount of dielectric noise. Here we describe practical aspects
of quartz pipette fabrication with a Sutter P-2000 laser based
puller and describe the sealability of such pipettes to membranes
with and without fire polishing. We demonstrate that quartz
pipettes produce significantly less noise than pipettes
fabricated from other glasses, although, as anticipated, Sylgard
coating is still required for low noise. Noise increases which
occur with increasing depth of ilmersion of the pipette are
described and analyzed, and comparisons between quartz and other
glasses used for pipette fabrication are presented. Other
expected noise sources are analyzed. In addition, we show
approaches using silicone (dimethylpolysiloxane) fluid which can
further reduce background noise levels below that which can be
achieved with quartz pipettes alone.
Supported by NIH Grants EY03282 and EY06005.

Tu-Pes31
INTERACTIONS OF SHAKER INACTIVATION PEPTIDES WITH S4-S5
CHIMERAS. R D. Murrell-Lagnado. M. Przetak and R.W Aldrich. Dept. of
Molecular and Cellular Physiology and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305.
Inactivation in Shaker K channels occurs by at least 2 structurally and
pharmacologically distinct mechanisms termed N- and C-type Inactivation. N-type
inactivation Involves the NH2-terminal region acting as a tethered particle and
binding near the internal mouth of the pore. Structure-function studies using a range
of synhetic peptides have been carried out to demonstrate the features of the NH2-
terminal regions that provide for their interaction with a site near the channel pore.
These synthetic peptides are now being used as probes to look for residues on the
rest of the channel protein which when mutated affect the association and
dissociation binding rates In a predictable way based on the mechanism proposed.
These residues will be likely candidates for forming the binding site for the
Inactivation particle. Initially we have focused on the S4-S5 linker region of the
channel which has been proposed as a putative 'receptor for the Inactivation
particle (Isacoff et al., 1991). This region Is highly conserved amongst K channels In
the Kvl,2,3 and 4 subfamilies. We have made a number of chimeric channels using
the ShBA6-46 background and substituting the S4-S5 linker regions of K channels
from each of the 4 families for the S4-S5 linker region of Shaker. These Include the
S4-S5 linker regions from drkl, Shab, Shal, Shaw and RKShillA (Kv3.2). The
binding affInities of the peptides to these chimeric channels are compared to their
affinities for the native channels. Shaker and drkl differ In this region by 6 out of the
15 residues. The NH2-terminal peptides from Shaker B, C and Raw3 had a much
lower affinity for binding to drkl than for binding to ShBA6-46. The association rates
were 100-fold lower in each case. The dissociation rates were actually slightly
reduced compared to ShBA6-46. The binding affinity of ShB peptide to the drkl
linker chimera was also much lower than for ShB&6-46, whereas the peptides
bound to the Shaw-linker chimera with very similar affinities to ShBA6-46.
(Isacoff et al., 1991. Nature:353, 86-90)

Tb-Pos393
RECTIFICATION OF INWARDLY RECTIFYING POTASSIUM
CHANNELS IN THE MURINE MACROPHAGE CELL UNE J774.1:
DEPENDENCE ON INTERNAL MAGNESIUM AND CHANNEL GATING
((K.L Coulter and C.A. Vandenberg)) Dept. of Biological Sciences and
Neuroscience Research Institute, University of Califomia, Santa
Barbara, CA 93106.

The mechanism of recifcation of the inwardly rectifying potassium
channel in the macrophage-like cell line J774.1 was examined using
single-channel recording techniques. Voltage ramps and voltage jumps
applied to single inward rectifier channels in cell-attached patches
produced currents that rectified strongly with a marked reduction in
current at a potential near EK and no detectable current at more
positive potentials. Single-channel rectificaton was eliminated upon
excision of inside-out patches into a magnesium-free (but not
magnesium-containing) solution, suggesting that intemal block by
magnesium causes rapid, single-channel rectification. In the absence
of intemal magnesium, a slower, time-dependent dosing of the channel
was observed at positive potentials. This slower gating process also
appears to contribute to the rectification of this channel.
(Supported by NIH grant HL 41656 and the American Heart Assoc.,
Califomia Affiliate.)

TuPOS395
BROWNIAN DYNAMICS REPRESENTATION OF A
"POTASSIUM-LIKE" CHANNEL ((Eric Jakobsson))
Department of Physiology and Biophysics, National Center for
Supercomputing Applications, University of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois 61801

The behavior of a multiply-occupied cation-selective channel
has been computed by Brownian dynamics. The length, cross-
section, ion-ion repulsion force, and ionic mobility within the
channel are all estimated from data and physical reasoning.
The only free parameter was a partition energy at the mouth of
the channel, defining the free energy in the channel compared
to the bath. Varying that parameter alone, keeping all others
fixed, gave the full range of single channel conductances seen
experimentally for potassium channels. Setting the partition
energy at -12 kT made the computed channel look much like a
squid axon potassium channel with respect to magnitude of
conductance, shape of the I-V curve, Ussing flux ratio
exponents, decrease of current with extracellular ion
accumulation, and saturation at high ion concentration in the
bathing solution. The model included no preferred binding
sites (local free energy minima) for ions in the channel.
Therefore it follows that none of the above-mentioned
properties of potassium channels are strong evidence for the
existence of such sites. Partially supported by NIH.
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b-Poe396
Calcium-dependent inactivation of cardiac calcium channel a, subunits
and a deletion mutant of a, expresed in Xenopus oocytes. ((A. Neely, X.
Wei, L. Bimbaumer & E. Stefani)) Dept. of Molec. Physiol. & Biophys.,
Baylor Coll. of Med. Houston, Texas 77030.

Dihydropyridine sensitive Ca2e channels inactivate by Ca2e binding to a yet
unknown intracellular site. In an attempt to identify the site and further
clarified the mechanisms involved we developed the experimental conditions
to study Ca2e-induced inactivation from expressed calcium channels. In Ca2"
buffering conditions which prevent activation of endogenous Ca2e-dependent
Cl' currents, cardiac a, and P2 subunit expressed in Xenopus oocytes induced
inward currents that rapidly inactivates in 5 mM Cae2 but not in 10 mM Ba2'.
Intracellular Ca2' was buffered by pre-injecting the oocytes with 35 nl of 55
mM BAPTA-K. Currents were further isolated in C1--free recording solutions
and recorded under voltage-clamp using the cut-open oocyte technique. Rates
of inactivation increased with peak currents in single and paired pulses
experiments. This Ca2'-dependent inactivation was also dependent on voltage.
During single depolarizing steps comparable peak inward currents had a faster
inactivation rate at more negative potentials (0.02 ms-' at -10 mV and 0.005
ms"' at +20 mV). This anomalous voltage-dependence together with its
persistence with BAPTA puts the Ca2e binding near the channel inner mouth.
Moreover, using a deletion mutant of the a, subunit which carries larger
current that the parent form (A. Neely et al., this meeting), we are able to
show that Ca2e-induced inactivation does not depend on the presence of
auxiliary subunit.

VENTRICULAR CALCIUM CURRENTS FROM A HIBERNATOR SHOW
LESS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE.
((X. Gongt, G.L. Floranttt, and RIL. Whitet)) Depts.tPhysiology &
ttBiology, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19140.(Spon. by L. Horn)

Hibernation involves a reduction in body temperature to near ambient (often
about 2- C in winter). As body temperature falls, the heart slows but resting
potential is maintained and the heart continues to contract in hibernating
mammals. We compared L-type calcium currents (Ic.), recorded from
voltage-clamped ventricular myocytes isolated from either rat or marmot
(Manwmta). At 25 C, ICs decayed with a time constant near 1.9 msec in eitier
rat or marnot cardiac myocytes. When temperature was lowered to 15 C, IC.
in marmot decayed with a significantly faster time constant (2.43±0.18 msec)
than in rat (3.37±0.23 msec). These data suggest a differential temperature
sensitivity in ICs kinetics.

normalized 'Ca at25 C |normnLized ICa at 15 C

marmot 5 msec

at

ns-O"w0
SINGLE L-TYPE Ca2+CHANNELS IN HUMAN VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE
MODULATION BY INTRACELLULAR NUCLEOTIDES AND Ca2+
K.Groschner and W.RKukovetz,
Dept of Pharmacology und Toxicology, Univ. of Graz, Austria.

L-type voitagepndent Ca2+channels were studied in the membrane of smooth muscle

cels isolated from human umbilcal vein. The effects of kntracellular nucleotides and Ca2+
were studed at the level of single channels using the inside-out configuratlon of the patch
damp technique. With Ba2+(80 mM) as charge carrying catlon in the pipette and 140 mM

KCI, 1 mM MgCl2and 0.1 ;,M free Ca2+(buffered with EGTA) In the solutlon facing the

cytoplasmic side of patches, channels Initially exhibied a behavir simiar to those In on-cell

patches i.e. actvation started at potentials above .30 mV, sbpe conductance was 22 pSand
reversal potential was about +50 mV. However, channel activity in inside-out patches
showed slow rundownresulting in sientpatches within 5to 10min. Additon of Bay K 8644 to
either the bath or pipette soiution enhanced channel activitybut didnot prevent rundown.

Additon of GTP(200 gM) to the bath solution clearly slowed rundown, whereas ATP (1mM)
did not. Administration of ATP (1mM) in the presence of GTP (200 ILM), however, enhanced
channel activiy In insie-outpatches. The oombined presence of both nucleotd resuited in

fairl stable channel activiy over up to 30 min. Under these conditions, channel activity was
clearly dependent on the free Caz+concentration at the cytoplasmic face of the patches.
Elevation of fres Ca2+ up to 100 gtM reversibly reduced open probablity and clearly
enhanced Inactivation of the channels. Our resuits demonstrate significant modulatory
effects of intracellular ATP, GTP and Ca2+on L-typa Ca2+channels of human vascular
smooth muscle.

1>PoeS97
Fast and slow activation in a modified cardiac calcium channel a, subunit
expressed in Xenopus oocytes. ((A. Neely, X. Wei, L. Bimbaumer & E.
Stefani)) Dept. of Molec. Physiol. & Biophys.,. Baylor Coll. Med., Houston,
Texas 77030.

The cardiac Ca2e channel a, subunit is sufficient to express voltage-
dependent Ba2ecurrents. Co-expression of 3 subunit increases current density
and accelerates current onset (Wei et al., J Biol. Chem. 266, 2194-21947,
1991). Using the cut-open oocyte clamp technique, we characterized the
activation kinetics of Ba2e currents (10 mM) through Ca2" channels for a,
subunit expressed alone or combined with the R2 subunit. Currents from a,
alone activate following a single exponential with a time constant of about 10
ms and maximum inward currents at +30 mV. In contrast, currents potentiated
by co-expression of 12 subunit, activate at more negative potentials with a
time constant of 1-3 msec. In some cases, in a,-132 expression, a slow
component was resolved. This may be tentatively explained by a fraction of
a, channels lacking 12 subunit. We also studied and a, subunit with a deletion
at the carboxy terminal which expressed ionic currents significantly larger than
parental a,. This deletion exhibits both slow and fast kinetics of activation. At
+10 mV, the fast component accounts for about 50% of the current while at
+30 mV, a component of about 20 ms could be as much as 3 folds larger than
the fast component. In summary, Ca2` channels can express 2 activation modes
(fast and slow) and the co-expression of a, with 12 subunit favors the fast
mode. Furthermore, the dual mode of activation is encoded in the a, subunit
and kinetic heterogeneity may reflect a modulation process sensitive to the 12
subunit.

THE FATrY ACID DOCOSAHEXAENOIC ACID INHIBlTS L-TYPE CALCIUM
CURRENT. ((A.R. Rttenhoue, H. Halaq, A. Lea & P. Hess)) Dept of Cllula and
Molecular Phyolo, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 02115.

Docosahexeaoic acid (DHA), a C22:6 w-3 fatty acid found in high in fish
oA, protects cardiovascular tiss om ygtotoicity during periods of acute ischemi
though the exact mechanism bywich this is accomplised is unear. Recently Hallaq et
aL (PNAS, 1992, 89 1760) reported that concentratiom ofDHA without efeds of its own
blockd the aonit and antaon effects odf dopidi (DHPa) on cardiac muscle
contraction. I aho n o tv inhibited the binding of 3H-nitre-dipine to cardiac
myoctes, indicating that it ste of acdto mybe the LtpeCa channel Here, we report
that DHA acts ass moduator of L-type Ca current i undiffe ed PC12 cl a
po_ro m cell line that contain mainlyLp Cahanels Bath appltion of
5PM ad10puM DHA decreased whole ce Ba curents 36 ±7% (a- 10) and 78± 4%
(an-3) respcti . A idonic acid (5 pM; Ck0:4 w-6) also decrased the peak current
64± 6% (n-7) whil oleic acid (10pM; CI&I1-9) had no significan effect (n-3).
Unie the DHP n nist (-)+202-791, the abi ofDHA (5pM) to inhibit L-type
current appeas ind et of holding potentiah, the inhitn of the Ba curen was not
significanty different when cel were held at -90 mV (46 ± 7%; a - 7) or -60 mV (31±711%;n - 9). In addiion, neither I M, aencentra dwt hd no effect of it ow,
no SpM DHA blocked the effects of the DHP ugoit (+).202.791 (100 nM).
The effects ofDHA at the single channel kwel wre coatet with its effects at the whole
cellleveL 10pM DHA puffed onto cel dcreased the mean avera cuaret(67% ± 7%)
and the open prbab (67 ± 11%) ofm l pthes (n-6) recorded in the cel-
aced patch onfigurn in the presence of500 aM (+)-202-791. Mode 1and2

activity decased mthe presence ofDHA, but were still apparent. Similar re were
observed when the DHP agonist was absent These results indicate that partcular faty
acis maybe endogenous modulatorsof the L-type Ca channeL

TnPO401
Ca-DEPENDENT FACILITATION OF Ca CURRENT IN CARDIAC
MYOCYTES IS REVERSED BY PROTEIN KINASE INHIBITORS.
((Weilong Yuan and Donald M. Ben)) Loyola Univ Chicao, Maywood, IL 60153.

Repedtive activaton of Ca curret (Ice) from E.--90 mV in rabbit ventricular
myotes induca faclitaion or a 'starcae' of Ic. which depeds on Ca enry
(rather than voltage) and taks sv seconds to le d dissipae (e.g.
Hryshho & Ben, Am. J. PhysWo. 2Z2:H951-H961, 1990). That is, IC.at the 10
pulso at 1-2Hz(1o)isgrgerh natthe 1 (11, see Fip). Iisis party due to
more rapid Ic atn a Ii (e.g. rT -5 ns at I, and 15 ms at Ilo). We
udIed the ffects of rdativdy slective inhibitors of the calmodulin- and cAMP-
depenn_ protein kinae on hs IC.sarcase (KN-62 for CaMK and H-89 for
PKA). Both KN-62 and H489 (at 1-2 IJM) Inhibited
or reversed the Ice staice (i.e. hlo < II), but the
effect differed. the derease in IC.amplitde with 1 2
KN-62 (e.g. at Ilo) was attitable prImarily to a
progreive decrs in Ca channd availability (i.e.
alower Ice roeovery from inactivation). I, still
inctivated more rapidly than 1Io. With H489, Ilo

amplitude ws also less than I,, posibly for the
same reson, but in addition the fser inactivation
of Ic at I, was also lagdy supproneed.
Phosphorylaon seitIve to H-89 may contributeto
the more rapid inadvation of Ice after rat (during l 1,
ID). Phosp ylation seitive to both H49 and I///
KN-62 may contribute t the rapidity of Ice k .
recovery fom inactivation at E--90 mV. Cl /
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eM2
zVTh33cz FM DIE BLOCK O0 A Pt RUCTIOK PARICIPA!S IN0111
OAING OF TO SLOW L-TP CALCIM C=XZMT OF SKLETAL NUCLE.
((W. Welser, P. Z8llner, D. Feldmayer and S. Pohl)) Dept. Cell
Physiology, Ruhr-University Bochum, D-4630 Bochum, PRO

The slow L-type Ca2+ current of skeletal suscle attains a
fast gating mode once it is activated by a conditioning
depolarization indicating the participation of slow and fast
reactions in the gating of the channel. We studied the DHP
effect on thse- reactions by using flash photolysis of
nifedipine in voltage clamped cut muscle fibers of the frog.
The current activated by a light flash was the faster the
later the flash was applied after the onset of membrane
depolarization. Yet, the limiting speed of the flash-induced
activation (a) was still considerably lower than expected frcm
the photolysis reaction and almost identical with the fast
mode activation observed in a subsequent test depolarization
(b). We conclude that nifedipine selectively blocks a rapid
step of the channel gating.

me

5

nA/nF

ThPos44
A SIMPLE MODEL OF V- and Ca2+-DEPENDENT INACTIVATION
OF L-TYPE Ca2+ CHANNELS.

((R.Shlrokov, R.Levis & E.Rfos)) Rush Univ., Chicago, IL 60612

Two independent inactivation mechanisms are postulated, based on
observations on charge 2 (Shirokov et al., this meeting). The model assumes
diffusion limited binding of Ca2+ to a site near the channel mouth, which
controls a V-independent gate. The channel is largely inactivated by its own
current. The inactivation kinetics are determined by the ltency to first

opening. The model simulates many properties of the Ca2I channel

including, as shown in the figure: 1) fast current- o mV
dependent and slow V-dependent components in r +
current decay; 2) the availability of current _40 mV
measured in a double-pulse protocol has a minimum'

after conditioning at voltages of maximal current 0 mV
(Tillotson & Eckert); 3) the deactivation of the
channel is very fast at negative voltages, although ve6 mV
the mean open time at high voltages is large and

weakly V-dependent. The model is also consistent
with the high sensitivity of the closed channels to 2 nAL

inactivation by internal Ca2+, demonstrated o00 mg

experimentally, and reproduces the complex kinetics of recovery from
inactivation. Supported by NIH and AHA-Chicago.

Tu4oM406
BDM ENHANCES VOLTAGE DEPENDENT INACTIVATION OF L-

TYPE CALCIUM CHANNEL IN HEART. ((Ferreira, G., Maggi, M.,
Pizarro, G. and Brum, G.)) Depto. de Blofisica, Fac. de Medicina,
Montevideo, Uruguay. (Spon. by K. Barany)

The effect of the chemical phosphatase butanodione monoxime (BDM) on

LUtype Ca channel whole-cell currents in guinea pig cardiac myocytes was
studied. Extracellularly applied, 20 mM BDM increased the rate of current
inactivation both for Ca or Ba as charge carriers. The Ca current elicited by
clamp depolarizations from -40 to +20 mV was reduced 20.6% ± 4.2,
whereas the current at the end of the
pulse (100 ms) was reduced 85.1% ± e
3.8 (n= I0). The steady state inactivation \ -Al

curve was shifted to negative voltages 0I2L
and its slope slightly decreased by the 1.2 REF.
drug. Boltzmann fit parameters were in x ,.0
reference V I=-l1.7 mV, k=-3.9 mV; in ER

BDM VIA= -19.3 mV, k=-4.9 mV; O .'s BD \ REF.
n=3. We conclude that the drug CQ.4
enhanced voltage dependent inactivation, - 02

although it is unclear if this is due to its A) Q
phosphatase action. M-40-3o--o 2o

Partially funded by grants from Vm (mV)
PEDECIBA and the CSIC.

1sPo"03
Ce>-DEPENDENT POTENTIATION AND INACTIVATION OF
SINGLE CARDIAC L-type Cab CHANNEL CURRENTS UNDER
SIMULTANEOUS OPTICAL MONITORING OF INTRACELLULAR
CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS. ((Y. Hirano and M. Hfraoka))
Department of Cardiovascular Diseas, Medical Research Institute,
Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo, JAPAN

Activities of L-type Ca' channels In muscles and neurons are under
feedback controls by Intracellular Cae concentrations ([Ca]1), which
indude both Ca2"-dependent lnactivaton and potentdation. Uttle is
known, however, about interrelationships between these two opposite
functions, and the leels of [Ca2], required. With simultaneous optical
monitoring of [Ca21, using ftura2, we Investigate at the single-channel
level how tonic changes In [Ca2l, modulate cardiac L-type Cab channels.
When cytosolic CeaI concentration of myocytes under K-depolarlzation
is altered through changes In bath Cae concentration, activity of Cau
channels is reversibly potentiated as [Caull exceeds z2 times the resting
level, until It reaches the "Inactivation" level shortly below the threshold
for contraction. We also find that Cae-dependent potentiation is
equipped with short term "memory" which is resistant to transient Call-
induced inactivation. The present study provide analysis of Cab-
dependence of Cau channel activity for the first time In direct and
quantitative way.

TuPo*405
TWO KINDS OF L-TYPE CA2+ CURRENTS AND ENDPLATE
CURRENT IN CELL LINE H9c2 FROM RAT HEART.
Takeshi Nakamura, Wei Wang and Rikuo Ochi.
Department of Physiology, Juntendo University School
of Medicine, Hongo, Tokyo, Japan 113.

Until the recent reports describing the existence
of cardiac-type L type Ca2+ channel the H9c2 cell
line derived from rat heart had been regarded to
behave electrically as skeletal muscle (Kimes and
Brandt, 1976). We recorded single Ca2+ channel
currents from cell-attached patches on the H9c2 cells
cultured for 20-50 days. The pipettes contained 100
mM Ba2+ as the charge carrier and (+)202-791 (1 uM).
With patches containing more than two channels, clear
two different conductance levels, 12 pS and 22 pS,
were detected. We obtained mean currents for the two
defferent conductance levels from the idealized open-
shut transitions. The mean current of the low
conductance openings rised very slowly with the peak
time of about 200 ms and that of the high conductance
openings rised one order faster at the test pulse to
0 mV, suggesting that the former openings represented
not the subconductance but those of skeletal type L-
type channels. Also the appearance of endplate
current by acetylcholine indicates that the H9c2 has
characteristics of the skeletal muscle.

Tu-oP407
HIGH SOLUTION KINETICS OF L-TYPE Ca2+-CHANNEL-LIGAND
BINDING USING FLUORESCENT RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER. ((W.
Berger, J. Striessnig, H. Prinz, H.C. Kang, R. Haugland and H. Glossmann)) Inst.
f. Bioch. Pharmakologie, Univ. Innsbruck, Austria; Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR, USA; Max Planck Institut f. Ernhrungsphysiologie, Dortmund, Germany.
(Spon. by H. Glomann)
Fluorescent Ca2+-antagonists were synthesized, that allow the selective and
sterpecific labeling of the dihydropyridine (DHP) and phenylalkylamine binding
domain of Lype Ca2+-channels. The specific interaction of these fluorescent
dnsgs with the a,-subunits of the purified rabbit skeletal muscle channel was
drectiy quantitated by measuring fluorescent resonance energy transfer (RE),
which occurs between the bound drugs (energy acceptors) and tryptophan (W)
residues (energy donors) of the a, subunits. This method does not require the
separation of bound and free ligand and therefore allows on-line measurement of
drug binding. For FRET experiments, W-residues of the a,-subunit were excited
at 285 nm and emission of drug fluorescence was measured at 517 am. The FRET-
signal was proportional to the amount of receptor-bound drug and was modulated
by non-fluorescent Ca2+-channel drugs with the expected pharmacological profile.
This technique will not only allow the detection of conformational changes of the
al-subunit but also enabled us to study the association and dissociation kinetics of
drug binding at very high time resolution (< 1 data point/sec). FRET analysis
revealed complex binding kinetics of DHP Ca2+-antagonists that cannot be
detected using conventional binding techniques. These data will be discussed in
terms of a mathematical model which describes a complex interaction of DHPs
with their binding domain. 7his work was supported by grants (to H.G.) from the
FWF (S45-1), by the Bandesministerium ftr Wlssenscht wud Forschumg and by
the Dr. Legerlotz-Foundation (to J.S.).
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Tn-oMM0
IN G, REGULATORY PROTEN LEADS TO UP REGUIAION OF

CARDIACCa CURRERT ((LASorbraadMAMorad))e fPhyslogy,
Uniesiy ofP , Ph PA 19104V6085.
The cadiac Ca chels are thougt to be up ad down gulAed d G,
rqpbtmy protefib gcI_e51 of the m vcyte to

h~~~~~~~2- IL -bto b yCardiac m e sorep ortJma ~ ae

of the RS. Crc ReL 47:443, 190,

Ec.23:2A4, iidC RsR.>t734
199), derssd to alat (Scamps, F. LAaL Cim
Rea 67:199, 1990). We t n of the Ca Channel is aou

bypeaIve rats (SHR) whic delip ac lby lwis llfe

(Ow, GXL Hyptense 178, 1917). Isold myocytes frm SHE ad
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deniies weremsred. InSR myocytes ae c apcias we 250.3 t 25.0
pF (a-1l) ampard to 1SI6 17 pF (a-7 r L-type C+
carrot densiy so icread is SH 0A pA/pPFJ75 in
iamtnse rats to -1s3±1.4 pA/pF (a- SHRa f
to 1&M ore, e markely in mt my id to

potntiaeC n SHR myocyte Di of conetrol and SHR myocyt with

1-2mM prod g little or no effect is e myocyte,
markedy is (43 Li pA/pF, - ine SHE mocytes ladis Of
myocytes m ol 00mlpe td for 6 at roome ,

prduced Sittle or no SHR myocytes, but enhanced c desitie 0.A
(n-6) to -11.9 * 06 pA/pF (-6) in myote
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Co"aistet with a suppressd 0, Wuad sd byA
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Tu-Pos410
A HODGKIN-HUXLEY MODEL OF THE SLOW CALCIUM CURRENT

((D. Renald Lemieux, Jacques Beaumont and Fernand A. Roberge))
Institute of Biomedical Engineering, University of Montreal, Montreal,
Canada, H3C 3J7.

The slow Ca current ('Ca L) of the cardiac cell sarcolemma is
represented by an Hodgkin-Huxley model. The model parameters
are estimated from peak current values under voltage clamp,
assuming that such experimental measurements are reasonably
accurate. Two sets of data are used to estimate steady-state
activation (das) and inactivation (fas) and their degree: Figure 8A of
Hagiwara et al., J. Physiol., 1988, 395:233-253, and Figure 6 of
Isenberg & Kl6ckner, Pflugers Arch., 1982, 395:30-41. Parameter
values estimated by our general optimization procedure differ from
those obtained by normalization, particularly for d,,. Next, our
optimization procedure allows us to estimate the time constants of
activation and inactivation, as well as the maximum conductance.
The range of experimental voltage-clamp potentials used in these
studies is barely sufficient to carry out the optimization procedure with
a reasonable degree of confidence. The need for specific additional
data is indicated.

Tu-Peo12
PROTEIN KNANE C MODULATES G PROTEI Wifsmo OF NEURONAi.CcACIUM CHANNELS

((Kenton J. Swartz)) Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, MA 02115 (Spon. D.Goodenough)

In rat superior cevial ganglon, hjal CA3, and cerebral cortical nourons,
actiation d protein kInase C (PKC) wih phorbol-12-myrsbtae-13-acstate (PMA; 500
nM) enhanced whole-cell Ca channel current and dramaticady reduced G protein-
mediated inhbition of Ca channels by neurotransmitters (including those acting at
glutamate, GABAB, adenosine, muscarinic and a-adrenergic reocptors). Both
enhancement of Ca channel curent and knockout of transmitter inhibition by PMA
were bblcked when PKC was Inhibited with intemal PKCres. Receptor-ip
G protein-mediated inhibtion of Ca dchnel could be induoed by internal GTP-tS
(300 pM). The amount of G protein inhibition was measured by tmnsiently removing it

with depolarizIn pre-pulse to +80 mV (pre-pube facilitaton, figure, left). In these
cells the Ca channel current inhibited by G proteins, and subsequently facilitated by
voitage, was sensitive to c-CgTx-GVIA (N-type channels). PMA both qualitatively
and quantitatively mimicked the effects of pre-pulse facilitation and occluded
subsequent facilitation by voltage (see figure), suggesting that PKC can disrupt G
protein inhibition of N-channels when transmitter reocptors are bypassed. Tonic G
protein inhibition of N-channels could often be seen under control conditions (in the
absence of transmitters and with 300 pM intemal GTP). In these cells PMA
enhanced Ca channel current while removing facilitation, suggesting that
enhancement is at least partly due to disruption of tonic G protein inhibition.

control +80 after PMA +600
Charge carrier is 25 mM Ba.

Internal solution contains 300
... M GTPtS.

50 manc

TUo4)09
FFECT OF AOREALINE ON BARIUM CF9ENTS IN TONIC P(ELETAL
MLJSCE FIb OF TE FROG. ((M. Huerta, C. VAsquez and
X. Trujillo)) Centro Univrsitario de Investigaciones Biom6dicas
Univaridad de Colima, Apdo. Postal 199, 28000 Colima, Col. Mix.

In tonic fibers, the adrenaline potentiates K contractures
(Huerta, et al., 1991: Jpn J. Physiol. 41:851).ThiB potentiation
of tension could be due'tio adrenergic m-oulation of calcium
chamels. We have analyzed the effects of adrenaline on inward
barium currents. Experiments were done on cruralis m.scle of
Rena pipions, using three-microelectrode voltage-clamp technique
The solution contained CtmM): TEA(CH503), 120; Ba(C so503),, 10;
3,4-1AP, 5 and sucrose, 350. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 with
imidazole-Cl. Experiments were performed at room temperature
(20-22OC). Adrenaline was added from stock solutions (10-- M).
MuBcle fibers were identified according to their passive
electrical properties. The cell holding potential was mantained
at -100 mV and 1 s pulses of variable amplitude were delivered.
Application of adrenaline (1,,M) to the bath increases the
amplitude of barium current in approximately 232 (n=2);
adrernline (5 mM) produced an additional enhancement of about
44.6+10X (n=5)A.A learer increase of barium current was observec!
until 62.6±9.7% (n=3) with 10 M of adrenaline. These effects of
adrensline were observed after a 5 minutes exposure and they
were more cleerly observed when membrane was depolarized in the
range of -10 to 0 mV. The present results show that adrenaline
causes an increase of the inwerd barium current in tonic muscle
fibers of the frog.

a CONACyT fellowship
Supported by SEP C89-01-0150 and CONACyT d111-906366.

TU-Pos411
Ca-SENSrIE INAClTVATION OF L-ITI Ca CHANNES: KEY ROLE OF AN
ENDURING CLOSED STATE OUTSIDETE NORMlAL ACTIVATION PATHWAY
((J.P. Imredy and D.T. Yue)) Johas Hopkin University, Baltimore, MD 21205
An importat negative feedback eement in Ca+ slling is the Ca-sensitive
inactivation of many highthreshold Ca dcannels. From the ayaly of individual
cardiac -te Ca channels, we have recentiy elisd that this inactivation
mechanism involvesan unuualphenomenon (Science 250:1735, 1990): even if a
channel manages to open after a of Ca entry, it will subsequendybe closed with
a greater probability n would be found after opening withoutPrior Ca influx. Open
probabilities conditioned on first openings in a tetpulse (P in) illustrate the effect
explicidy: the P. following a chnnel-activating prepulsetAB case 2) is clearly
depressed relative to the analogous P without a prepulse (A , case 1) (5 pa
means). One e,tplanation is tha Ca en pemits the chel access to an alternae
openstate (0 2that communicates readily with a long4ived dosed state (C). We

now confirm this mechanism bydPmolstaig prepulse dependent slowing outie first
latency disribution function FIrobabiity of a 1st test pulse openigbefore t), which
is chaacteristic of 5rappin ins stable closed conformation aael 5 patch means
normalized for comparison . The pulse insensitivit of F en a carries charge
argues that access to C relates intimately to Ca-sensitive inactivation. Te culiar
form of the retardation of F, ce ofa slow exponential componentfolioi,un.a
brisk initial rise, argues strony that C resides along an activation scheme disnct
from the normal pathway (C inset, roi) Moreover,.the insenitivityof Ca channel
gating curyents to elevatod intrcl Car aPhy1iol444:27 1991) places C
nextt O in an activationseqencediferingfromthenormal pathway oldy inth
dimiih final opemng rate A 2 +20 mVtest puls
(C ist, a in lower row);
othe topologies entail Ca-d.. .0ev L
1endent charge immobiliza- ILC..

therefore propose B 0 C 4&C.
ihat Ca-sensitive inacivation 2
results from Ca-depend enti
redistribution of a chanPOO/
between two 'gatine modes'

F
2

distinguished primarily by an . as t m
endunng closed state. 0

TU-PoM413
ADENOSINE MODULATES VOLTAGE-GATED CALCIUM
CHANNELS IN ADULT RAT SYMPATHETIC NEURONS VIA A
GUANINE NUCLEOTIDE BINDING PROTEIN. ((Yu Zhu & Stephen
R. Ikeda))DepartmentofPharmacology & Toxicology, Medical College of
Georgia, Augusta, GA 30912.

Ca2+ channel modulation by adenosine was investigated in enzymati-
cally dispersed adult rat superior cervical ganglion (SCG) neurons using the
whole-cell variant of the patch-clamp technique. Adenosine produced a
concentradon-dependent decrease in the Ca24 current amplitude with an
EC5o of 170 nM and maximum inhibition of 40%. The adenosine-induced
CaW+current inhibition was mediated by A1 purinergic mceptor as the EC5o
value for an Al receptor selective agonist chloro-N-cyclopentyladenosine
was 1000 fold lower than that of an A2 receptor selective agonist CGS-
21680 (33 nM vs. 40 rM). G-protein appeared to be involved in the action
of adenosine as: 1) the adenosine-induced current inhibition could be largely
relieved by depolarizing voltage prepulses; 2) tail current analysis revealed
that adenosine shifted Ca2+ channel activation to more depolarized
potentials; 3) adenosine inhibition was abolished by 2 mM intracellular
GDP-,B-S or 500 ng/ml pertussis toxin treatment. Adenosine appeared to
affect "N" and possibly "P" type Ca2+channels as the prolonged tail current
component induced by the dihydropyridine "agonist" (+)202-791 (2 g1M)
was not reduced by adenosine and a portion of the Ca2+ current (20%)
which was resistant to 10 M coconotoxin GVLA was furher inhibited by
adenosine. Supported by NIH grant HIA3242 and a Biomedical Research
Support Grant from Medical College of Georgia.
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Tl-Po8414
L- AND T-TYPE CALCIUM CURRENTS IN CARDIAC MYOCYTES
FROM DWARF (DW4) RATS. ((E. S. Piedras-Renteria and P.
M. Best)) Dept. Physiology and Biophysics, University
of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

DW4 rats are mutants that show a selective reduction
in growth hormone synthesis and storage. They provide
an excellent model to study possible hormonal
regulation of ion channel expression. Cab currents in
atrial cells from S week-old, female DW4 and control
(Fischer, F344) rats were studied with whole-cell
patch clamp. Bath solution composition (mM) was: 2
CaC12 (or 5 BaCl), 100 N-methyl-D-glucamine
methanosulfonate, 1 igCl, 10 HEPES and 10 glucose,
pH- 7.4. The pipette solution contained (mM): 140 Cs-
Asp, 10 Cs-EGTA, 5 MgCl , 1 ATP, 0.3 GTP, pH-7.4.
Average capacity was smalier in DW4 cells (22.4 ±1.51
pF (n-9)) than in F344 cells (32.75 ±3.28 pF/pF (n-8))
(p<0.01). With Ca2+ as charge carrier, peak T and L
current densities were greater in DW4 rats than in
controls (p<0.05 and p<0.1, respectively). T current
density was -2.02 ±0.5 pA/pF (n-7) for DW4 and -0.76
±0.14 pA/pF (n=5) for F344. Similar values were also
recorded using Ba2+ as charge carrier. L-type peak
current density was -4.55 ±0.86 pA/pF (n-7) for DW4
and -2.63 ±0.5 pA/PF (n-6) for F344. L currents were
sensitive to dihydropyridines, Bay K 8644 and CdC12.
Supported by AHA, Illinois Affiliate.

lb-Poe416
DIMERCAPTO COMPOUNDS PREVENT ACUTE LEAD EFFECTS ON
NEURONAL L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNELS. Gutierrez,
Francisco and Bernal, Juan. Physiology Department,
University of Aguascalientes. 20100, AGS., Mexico.

Although Dimercapto compounds have been used to
treat lead poisoning in humans, the mechanism by
which these compounds act at the cellular level is
still unclear. Dimercapto compounds such as
Meso 2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and
2,3-dimercapto-l-propanesulfonic acid (DMPS) were
tested on Helix aspersa neurons previously
intoxicated with lead. The neurons were studied
under current and voltage clamp conditions while
sodium and potassium currents were blocked.
Thus, the Calcium Action Potentials (Ca2+-AP)
and the Calcium Currents (ICa2+) were monitored
in control conditions and when cells were exposed
to the compounds of interest. In all cells t_ted,
Pb2+-Ac at 50 uM reduced the duration of
Ca2+-AP and the magnitude of ICa+ by 38.7 + 4%
S.D. n = 6. Lead effects on calcium signals were
found to be reversible when cells were bathed
with a solution containing Pb2+-Ac 50 uM along
with DMSA (150 uM) or DMPS (150 uM).
These results suggest that Dimercapto compounds
may act at cellular membrane level to prevent
lead effects.

Tu-Pos418
NEUROPEPTIDE Y POTENTIATES CALCIUM CHANNEL
CURRENTS IN SINGLE VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
((Z.G. Xiong, B.J. Bolzon and D.W. Cheung))
University of Ottawa Heart Institute, Ottawa KlY
4E9. (Spon. by B. Huang)

The effect of neuropeptide Y (NPY) on Ca2+ channel
currents in isolated vascular smooth muscle cells
was studied with the perforated-patch recording
technique. Using Ba2* (10 mM) as the charge
carrier, inward currents sensitive to Cd2+ and
nifedipine were potentiated by NPY in a
concentration-dependent manner. The threshold
concentration for the potentiating effect of NPY
was 50 nM and reached a maximum at 150 nM. NPY
shifted the steady-state activation curve to less
positive membrane potentials by about 6 mV so that
the potentiating effect was most prominent near
the activation threshold of the current. It had no
effect on steady-state inactivation of the
current. These results suggest that NPY
potentiates vasoconstriction by promoting calcium
entry through L-type voltage-dependent Ca2+-
channels.

Tu-Pos415
MODULATION OF THIE C TRANSIENT AND THE CA CURRE IN CARDIAC
MYOCYTES ISOLATED FROM NORIAL MUSE. ((B.tl. Wolska, G.M. Wahler &
R.J. Solaro)). Dept. of Physiology & Biophysics, Univ. of Illinois,
Chitago, IL, 60680.

After establishing the procedure of isolation of souse
syocytes, we have measured the Ca transient in fura-2/AN loaded
cells and the Ca current in the whole-cell configuration. The an
intracellular diastolic Ca concentration was 110 ± 9 nt (SE) and it
increased to 132 ± 10 ni after adding 1 fN of isoproterenol (ISO)
to the perfusing solution. Under this condition the amplitude of
the Ca transient increasd from 265 ± 23 nM to 597 ± 64 nM. This
increase is statistically significant. ISO also caused an increase
in the rate of decline of the Ca transient. The Ca current
increased 177 ± 27 % after adding ISO. In addition to increasing
the Ca transient and the Ca current, ISO also enhanced the
contractions of cells and the rate of relaxation. Further
investigation of these effects of ISO are now in progress.
(Supported by HL 22231 (R.J.S.) & HL 42955 (G.N.W.)).
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TIJZPON17
CAICIUM CURRENT IN SINGLE SYNAPTIC TERMINALS: CALCIUM-DEPENDENT INPAClWION.
((G. Malthews end H. von Gersdorff) Dept. of Neurobiology, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY I

Type Mbl bipolar neurons from goldfish mina oe non-spiking. CNS interneurons with a
giant synaptic terminal (8-10 ism diamentr) that is advantogus for dudies of calcium
regulaton in Individual synaptic terminals, Prvious work has shown that thes wermnas
have a single type of susained. dihydropyridine-sensiflve Ca currnrd (Hldetbe er &
Matthews, 199Z J. Physiol. 447,235-256). In expedments using combined fuo-2 end
patch-clamp measurement from single twrminob, we have found that this Ca curnt is
subject to negative feeback regulation via Ca-dependent inactivation. During
ptngwd depolarization (, 2 sec* the Ca current was inilbaly consant and thon began
to inactivate. The delay to onet the speed. and dege of inoctivation depended on
thesi of the Ca current and on the Ca bufbeng conditions. Inactivation was reduced
when barium replaced calcium in the extemal solution. and additon of AA (05 -10
mM) to the pipete solution stowed the onset and reduced the magnitude of
inactivation, EGTA was less effective. The effectiveness d BAPTA In reducing inactivaWtn
implies that the Ca sensor for Inactivation is not directly on the channe. Inactivation
produced by a 20-ec depolarzing stp was greatt for step volages ranging from
-20 to .20 Wi, and dectned at more positive poletials. This volbge-dependence of
inactivation was similar to the relation between voltage and change In ICa AN of
the properties suggest that the Ca current in the prsynoptic terminal shows Ca-
dependent Inactivation. Following inactIvon. Ca current rcoverd slowly, akong an

appraiumately exponential time-coune with a time consdrd of about 30 sec. The time
constant for the rtum of [Ca& to baseline aftr an Inactivating stimulus was much
shorteL acveing about 5 sec. In the Intact reinai.Miuminaton produces a susained
depolarization d type Mbl bipolar nouons, and Ca-dependert inactivation of the Ca
cunent in the trminal might contribute to the conversion d this susained response Into
the transient response typical of the gongion celL (Supported by NIH grant EY0381.)

Th-Pos419
KINETIC DIVERSITY OF L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNELS IN RAT
H1PPOCAMPAL NEURONS. ((Ege T. Kavalals and Mark R. Phlmmer))
Biological Sciences, Rutgers Univ., Busch Campus, Piataway, NJ 08855

L-type calcium channels display diverse gating patters that can be modulated
by dihydropyridines and potentiating voltage protocols. We have used single-
chamnel recordings to eamine the re-opening of L-type channels following a
voltage pulse. Pyramidal neuons obtained from embryonic day 18 rat
hippocampi were placed in tissue culture in defined me& Nd used from 3 to
10 days after plafing. Recordings with 110 nM BaC2 as the dharge carsier in
a bath solution of 140 mM KGluconate, 5 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, and
0.5 pM (+)-(S)-202-791 revealed that L-type chanels show two vey diinct
forms of gating following a 160 msec voltage pulse to either +20 or +40 mV.
The channels either exhibited conventional tail curmt opening (the channel
was open previous to the termination of the voltage, and closed after a delay)
or showed re-openings that could occur up to 400 msec after the ion
of the pulse. These re-opengs occurred in busts that could continue for as
long as 0.5 sec. To date, we have found this to be a non-uniform ci
ofL-type channels: they either showed re-openings (30% of our redings),
or did not, for the entire duration of the experin. We are presently
investigating whether this dichotomy is due to diff l modulation ofL-type
channels, slow transitions between 'modes' that show re-opening and those
that do not, or the possibility that this reflectsdiffrences in te kineics of
distinct subtypes ofL-type calcium channels.
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Ti-PeM420
HIGH [Ca2-J IN THE CYTOSOL DOES NOT ABOLISH Ca2- INDUCED Ca2+
RELEASE ALTHOUGH IT INACTIVATES SARCOLEMMAL Ca2+ CJRRENT IN
CANINE VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES. (B. Szabo, T. Banyasz, R.Fugae, C.
Rajagopalan, and R. Lazzam, OU Health Sciences Center and VA Medical Center, Okla.
City, OK.)

In order to study the effects of high cytosolic W+ concntm tion ([Ca2+]J) on the action
potential (AP), IC.L, the release of Ca2+ from the saroplasmic reticulum (SR), and on
contraction, we measured these param in canine ventricular myocytes which exhibit
AP with 'spike and dome' configuration. To minimize inteollular dialysis and rundown,
ultmalin microelectrodes (3M KCI) were used for inrcellular atimulation and recording
Vm (R,=30-60 MD) and for discontinuous single electrode voltage clamping (R. 10-15
MO). Changes in systolic [Ca2+1J transients (CaT) wero expressed as normalixd valuos
of the uncalibrated fura-2(AM) sigpal. Contraction was measured with an edge detector.
Treatment with ouabain (0.5 uM) increased CaT to a maximum at 155% in 3 stage: (1)
Within the first 15 min CaT and contraction wero increased by 15% and 50%, rewpctively,
with no changes in AP. (2) Between 15-25 min CaT increased by 24% and contraction by
218%. During diastole slowly rising spontaneous Ca2+ release (SCR) occurred without
generating delayed afterdepolarizations (DAD). The 'dome' in the AP became deproeaed
and the duration of AP became shorter. (3) Between 25-30 min CaT reached a maximum
when DAD appeared in combination with more rapidly rising and larger SCR (up to 120%
of the control CaT). Individual CaT and contraction were reduced if 2rM22de by an SCR.
When AP were elicited durins large SCR, IC.L and the 'dome' were completey uppressed
and the AP was abbreviated from 250 msec to about 50 msec, yet the AP elicited a CaT
aj,i contraction. In conclusion: (1) Depolarization may trigger Ca release from an
ox trloaded SR in the absence of Ic, (2) However, diastolic SCR and DAD can deplete
Ca2' from the SR and reduce the releasable amount of Ca2+ for the forthcoming CaT.

TU-Pos422
GLYBUR1DE INDUCES TRANSIENT INWARD CURRENT BUT
DECREASES I6 IN VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES
((J.S. Pasnani and G.R. Ferrier)) Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. Canada

The ability of glyburide to induce transient inward current (,,) was examined
with discontinuous single electrode voltage clamp conditions in isolated guinea
pig ventricular myocytes. A holding potential of -8OmV was used. When 5-10
prepulses from -80 to +lOmV wae used, glyburide (3,10 and 30 gM)
induced I,on repolarisation following depolarsing stp to +10 or +SOmV
in 72% of the cells. This protocol did not inducel in the absence of drug or
in the presence of solvent (DMSO). The amplitude of 1E peaked at
approximately -5OmV and was greater after depolarising steps to +SOmV than
+ l0mV. 1d was not observed in the presence of glyburide if prepulses were
not used. I, is caused by intracellular Ca" overload which can occur either
through increased Ca++ influx or decsed Ca++ efflux. Glyburide
significantly (p < 0.05) decreased I activated from -40 mV, with
incremental steps of 5mV, to +30 mV. This suggests that calcium overload
is not due to increased Ca" influx through L-type Ca" channels. Glyburide
increased the magnitude of cell shortening (measured by a video edge
detector) elicited after 10 prepulses from a postconditioning potential of -40
mV with incremental steps to +30 mV. These results suggest that glyburide
increases intracelular Ca" by a mechanism other than L-tpe Ca"
channels, possibly by increased sequestraton ofCa" or decreased Na+-Ca++
exchange.

TuOs424
FACTORS WHICH MAY EXPLAIN DIFFERENT DEFIBRILLATION
THRESHOLDS FOR MONOPHASIC AND BIPHASIC SHOCKS.
((S.M. Dilbn, T. Wang)) Columbia Un rsity, New York, NY 10032.

Two sets of experiments used Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts. I)
Meaurements of defibrillaton (DF)threshold for 5 msec monophasic(5M), 2.5 msec monophash (25M)and 5 msec bphasic (56) shockwa rms ( hearts) us log ical regression analysis of DF success
rate. I) Op action potntials were recorded on theventricle (7hearts) while shocks were applied during 200/mhventicular pacing.Shock stength at th recording stewas setto 5, 10, 15 and 20 V/cm.The acion portentl prolngaton (APP) and a mogenickty were
measured. TeAPPfor shocks applledduring the pleau phasewas
the delay of phase 3 repobron following teshock with cttothe unshocked acon poteni. A shock exiited arrhythmogenicty If it
evoked extra beat(s) ingthe shock response. Shock atthe lee of 50% DF sucom rate were: 5M - 61% 2.5M and 5B=44%5M, i.e. DFthreshold vogesIn rank order were 2.5M > 5M > 5B. The
APP produced by feshocks inrankorderwere5M> 2.5M > 5B for all
shockCs befC r arzation (p<.05except for 5V/cm shocks). Thenumberof Ft hyMmi outcomesforall shockswas5B =44% 5Mand
5M = 93% 2.5M. Sinceall waveforms stimulated equally well (notShown) the DFtheshold may depend upon 'eability toprlong refractoiness, i.e. APP,or produoe arrfhthmias. 5M and 2.5M wavefrms
werealmost equally arrthmogenic butFte 5M produced more APP,

possibly explanithe grrDF eficac of Fe5M waveform. WhiletheSB waveform producedthe lest APP, itevoked far fewer arrhythFmsthante ohr wav 1s whichmay explain Itsgrearefficacy.

TloPes421
MEMBRANE CURRENTS DURING [CA2+1l, OSCILLATIONS IN THE
ABSENCE OF NA+.
((K.R.Sipido, G.Callewaert, J.Vereecke and E.Carmeliet)) Laboratory of
Physiology, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium.

Transient inward currents (Ij) during [Ca2+i oscillations have been
ascribed to the Na/Ca exchanger. We have investigated whether other
Ca2+-dependent membrane currents contribute to 1;.
Enzymatically isolated single ventricular myocytes from guinea pig were
studied under whole-cell voltage clamp. ICa2+li was measured with fura-
2. The pipette solution contained (in mM) CsCI 130, HEPES 10, MgCI2 1,
MgATP 4, fura-2 0.1, pH 7.20. The control external solution contained
(in mM) NaCI 130, CsCI 10, HEPES 10, dextrose 10, MgCI2 1, CaCI2 1.8,
pH 7.40. INaCII, was subtituted with either CsCI, UCI, or NMDGCI.
In the absence of Na+, the cell could be loaded with Ca2+ by repetitive
depolarizations to +1 OmV, inducing spontaneous [Ca2+l, oscillations.
During these oscillations, no inward currents were seen, but instead an
outward current shift was observed at potentials between -4OmV and
+ 60mV. This outward current shift was not sensitive to substitution of
either internal monovalent cations or external Cl. It was however,
sensitive to block of Ic, by verapamil.
In conclusion, during [Ca2+ji oscillations in the absence of Na+,
oscillations of the membrane current result from Ca2+-dependent,
transient, inactivation of Ic.. We could not identify a contribution of the
Ca2+-activated non-specific cation channel.

Tb-Poe4
COMPLEX AND CHAOTIC DYNAMICS OF EARLY
AFTERDEPOLARIZATIONS IN SIMULATFDPURKINJE FIBERS.
((V. KoReha, M. Boundir, E.B. Caref, N. EI-Sherif, M. Restlvo)) SUNYHealth
Science and Brooklyn VA Medical Centers, Brooklyn, NY 11209

Polymorphic venticular arhythm such a torsdea de pointo a be induced with agents
that prolmog the inatvation of the fast inward sodium currnt (IN). Cetain types of
thes arrhyuthmiar asociated with a bradycardia dependent prolonation of the action
potential which progresses until a econdry polon occurs prior to rpolarition
(oedy dpolaaon - EAD). combined rol of th action potn hning
and EAD geneaton remain unclear. We invesot d the generation of EADs in a model
of the cardiac Pudrinjo fiber (modified DiFranceaco-Noble) by dlaying inactivation of INa
(Ph)0 Ph was varied such that the inactivation tinm conot (trh) for INa wuprolonge 1-
25 times of control th which induced 1 or more EADs. Whon multiple EADl were
prest there was n ices in the amplitude of the depolaritons and a decrea in take-
off potential with time. Action potential durat (APD 90%) plotted ver Ph wuno
ic dsoed multiple disootinuities. In the voltae ran inwhich EADswer

induced, APD could double for a cheg in' hof only 2%. Changs APD wroalso
accompanid by a varying number of EADs during plateau. Rapid pcing shortned the

action potential duration ad suppressed EADs, but stady stae APD was reached only
after a sufficient numbrof bests. A critical reduction in calcium currnt or sodium
calcium excha rsultd in complex and chaotic EAD formation, dunng which the
aerepoaiatio varid inamplitudeadtaoffpotential. In summy, we found that
EADs can be induced by delayed INa imativaion that can result ftom a number of
pathological and macological coditions. Conduction of EADs to the srrounding
myocardium, combined with the extme sositivity of APD to small changes in inetic
proporties can renilt in marked heterogeneity in roeovery of excitability andmay
prdipose hoerb to complex reentrant ventricular arrhythmias.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC PROPERTIES OF SPONTANEOUSLY ACTIVE MYOCYTES
FROM RABBIT AV NODE. ((Y. Habuchi and W.R Gles)) Deparwmn d Medical
PhysIoogy, UnIversty of Cagary, Abtf,Canada T2N 4N1

Spontaneously active single cells having an average capaciance of 41±2 pF (n=58,
mean+SE) were enzymatically oled from the central region of the atrIoventricular
(AV) node of rabbit heart. Nystatin-permeabilkzed patch recordIngs made at 32'C
consistently gave spontaneous action potentials wlth a rate of 129±24 bpm, average
maximal dIastoc potentIa (MDP) of -58±1 mV (n=44) and ampitude of 86±2 mV
(n=44). The maorit of these cellshad large TTX-sensiive Na NJ, Ltype Ca2+ (b),
delayed rectIr K (.), and hyperpoaration-activated inward ( currents. A Ca2+-
insrenive, 4-aminopyrldne-senisitve tasIent outward currernt was also present
in most celk The delayed rectfier, k, was highly sectIve for K+, tumed on at
approxdmately -40 mV and had an inwardly-rectIfying I-V relaonshIp. 1,was activated
at approx. -70 mV, was blocked by Cs+ (3mM) and had a linear I-V reationship with
a reversal potential of -25 mV. The time- and voitag deperit propertiesof INand
c.were examined In detail using membrane-ruptured whol-cell recordings. INwas

blocked by TTX and Cdf+with K, of 1.5geM and 1.emM, rescely. Ic was blocked
by nifedipine (2x104M), and no T-ypeCa' current wasobserved even when lcwas
elicited from negatIve holding potentIls in Na+-free solution. The steady-state
Inactivation curve for INand l,zhad their midpoint at -88 mV and -30 mV with slpe
factors of 4.8 mVand 5.3 mV, spece. (upported by AHFMR, CHF and MRC)
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T04209
RESPONSES OF P-ADRENERGIC SYSTEM IN INTACT
CARDIOMYOCYTESTOSHORTTERMEEXPOSURETO(-AGONISTS. ((M.
Horakova ad Mary G. Murphy)), DepL ofPhyidogy and Bophycs, Faculy
of Medicin, Daihsde Univesity, Halifax, Nova Scoia, Canada B3H 4H7.
(Spon by AY.LK Won

In a recent sdy, we demonstaed that the bing of the hydrophilic ligand,

CGP-12177, to (-rceptr on Icesurce of he boload cardlomyoes was not
affcted by shrt-term expoaue to phys gca levels (10-9 1 M) of Fl-AR
aols, which label te high-affinity f(-adreacepeo (Horawk & Wilkins
1992). In fat, a 2-hr expoure to no ar quantities of isiPrloenenI (ISO)
or arepinephrne was requird to pduce a decra in the density of thes

receptos. As an cxtnon of thae studies of the desn in process, we
have anw exanind fth fct of shot-term, repetd exposue of fte
cardlomyoytes to low (nW of (-AR agonis on leves of

clar cytlicAMP (cAMP). IS and

iAMP formatin hae be examined in of thdr abilities Io modify the

responsivene of fl-AR tobse}qum reut of study

both ISO nd foraolin stmuae adenylat cycla as judged

by rapid dres in clar cAMP in ct prsce or absence of the
n fli P,ElM=( inhibitor, Ro 20-1724. Short-tm exposue to either

re inditi of the (-ARAC ineaon, and Xt proces appear to

be h ous in nsre. This study was suorted by Heart nd Strke
Foundaon of Nova Scotia M Horcka and ML Wiko; PSfter Arc

1992 - in prs.

TU-Po28
EFFECT OF PHORBOL ESTER ON RECOVERY FROM ACID LOAD IN ADULT
VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES. ((Rita L. Skolnick and Kenneth W.
Spitzer)) Nora Eccles Harrison CVRTI, University of Utah, Salt Lake
City, UT 84112.

Effects of the phorbol ester, PMA, on intracellular pH (pHi)
recovery from acid loading were examined in adult resting
myocytes (guinea pig) held at 370C (pHo-7.4). pHi was measured
with SNARF-1 AM after 10 min loading (05pM) and 30 min perfusion
with indicator-free solution containing (mM): NaCl 126, dextrose
11.0. KCI 4.4, MgCl2 1.0, CaCl2 1.0, Hepes 24.0, NaOH 13.0. pHi was
determined by the ratio of fluorescence emission (640nm/580nm)
during continuous excitation at 515nm. Acid load was imposed by
application and removal of 10 mM NH4CI. In the absence of

HC03-/C02, PMA (O.ltM) enhanced the initial rate of recovery from
acid load (dpHi/dt) by 82±63% (n-5) (Figure A). Figure B shows the
overlay of the recoveries. In the steady state, PMA (O.IlM) caused an
intracellular alkalosis of 0.06±0.01 pH units (n-3) after 4 min. This
effect was blocked by amiloride (ImM). This suggests that Na/H
exchange is stimulated directly or indirectly by PMA.
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pH i7.2 7.0~~~~~2,.0
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TuPoos0
EFFECT OF CAPTOPRIL TREATMENT ON NA+,K+-PUMPING IN
RABBIT HEART CELLS.

((L.C.Hool, B.G.Robinson, H.H.Rasmussen)) Dept. of Cardiology, Royal
North Shore Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia. 2065.

A variety of hormonal stimuli regulate the Na+,K+-pump by modifying gene
expression or by modifying pre-existing pumps. Since i is unknown if
interference with the renin-angiotensin system alters the pump long-term we
examined the effect of captopril treatment on the sarcolemmal Na+,K+-pump.
Oubaisensitive (50 uM) Na+,K+-pump current (I,) was recorded in single
right ventricular myocytes voltage-clamped at -4OmV with wide-tipped
patch-pipettes. When the Na+ concentration in the pipette (Na,) was 10 mM,
I, of myocytes from rabbits treated with captopril for 8 days (8mg/kg/24h)
was larger than I, in controls (0.56 ± 0.04 pA/pF, n=10 vs. 0.32 ± 0.03
pA/pF, n=9, mean ± SE, P<0.001). When Nap was 50 mM to near-saturate
the pump, there was no difference in I,, between cells from captopril treated
and control animals (1.16 ± 0.10 pA/pF, n=11 vs. 1.10 ± 0.04 pA/pF,
n=7). This suggests that captopril does not induce an increase in sarcolemmal
pump density. To support this conclusion we searched for evidence of
synthesis of new pump units by measuring mRNAs for the a,, q2 and ,
subunits of the Na ,Kl-pump in control rabbits (n=4) and in rabbits treated
with captopril for 1 (n=4) or 8 days (n=4). This was performed using
quantitative Northern blotting. There was no difference in subunit mRNAs
between controls and captopril treated animals at either of the time points.
The findings suggest that treatment with captopril causes an increase in

NaI,K+-pump current at 10 mM Nap due to an increase in the Na+affinity
of pre-existing pump units. This may have implications for understanding
clinical effects of captopril.

TU-POG2
NEURAL CONTROL OF ADULT RAT CARDIOMYOCYTES IN CO-
CULTURS WITH CARDIACNEURONS. ((M Horackva, M.H. Humgand J.A.
Armou)). DepL of Physolog ad Biophycs, Faat of Medicne, Dalbusie
University, Halifax, Nova Scoda, Canada. B3H 4H7
Ventricula myocye as wdl as selate and Intinsic cardiac neurns were
ezymatay dissociated fm adult male guinea pigs and plated together the
culure were maintned in an incubator for 2-10 weeks. The decric prpets
of culured myocyts and neurs were ivestigated by means of c nal
micrlectrode technque and th myocytes' spontaneou contactle actvity was
recorded by means of a video systm. The electical propertes of the culturd
myocytes and neurm were similar to those repoted in oter in vro sudies.
However, innervated verus non-innervated cardiomyocyte culres rwponded
diflrently to vadous p acolgical Intervio. Spoanous caos
wer attented by terootoxin (4x lq0- M), f-adrenergic blockade and nicoinic
blockade more in co-odu s than in cardiac myocyte cullture alode. Onfte oher
hand, the p-adreneglc agonist isopuenol inceased the beadtng in
both types of co-cultures mote a in myocytes alone. 'be effects of the
muscarinic agonist bethanechol and muscainic blocker atrpine were not
signifinly differet in imnervated and non-innvated cultures. Nicodne induced
either an incr or decre in conactile rates of both co-cultures while not
affectng rnninnervated myocyte cultures. These reult demo e a functional
inte in between both types of neumns and the myocytes and they idicate a
preec of adrenergicneuns in both - the extrnsic (staewU) ganglion and in the
intrisic cardiac gangFia. Tlis study was supported by Grans M 1248 and MT
10122 from Medical Reseach Council of Canada

Tu-Pos429
FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF PHOSPHOLAMBAN
AS A MODEL ION CHANNEL PROTEIN. Shy Arkin1, Edward G.
Moczydlowskid, Saburo Aimotot Steven 0. Smitht and Donald M. Engelmant.
Departments of Cell Biology#, Pharmacology', and Molecular Biophysics and
Biochemistry', Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven CT 06510.
Institute for Protein Research, Osaka 565, Japant.

Phospholamban is a non-covalent homopentameric membrane protein
believed to function in the reguladon of the Ca2+ pump in cardiac SR. It is
particulary usefull as a model for molecular mechanisms of ion permeation,
since its small size (52 residues) makes it amenable to spectroscopic methods
of structure determination.
A synthetic peptide corresponding to the transmembrane domain of
phospholamban readily incorporates into planar lipid bilayers and exhibits
reproducible single-channel fluctuations. The channel is cation specific and
selective towards Ca2t. It is predominandy in an open state and exhibits several
sub-conducting states. The channel forming property of phospholamban may
represent the underlying regulatory mechanism acting on the Ca2+pump.
In addition, we have expressed phospholamban in a chimeric construct in E.
coli. which is similar to the native molecule in its pentameric behavior. By
PCR mutagenesis we have shown that conservative changes in several residues
in the transmembrane domain abolish pentameric association.
Taken together the conductance measurements and mutagenesis data provide
an approach for correlating structure and function of this cardiac ion channel.

T.FPO431
THE EFFECT OF ,-STIMULATION ON NA/K PUMP CURRENT IN
GUINEA PIG VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES IS MEDIATED BY A
cAMP-DEPENDENT PKA PATHWAY. ((J. Gao, R.T. Mathias, I.S. Cohen
and G.J. Baldo)) HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY, 11794-8661.

The (3-agonist isoproterenol (ISO) increases Na/K pump current ( I) via 3-
adrenergic receptors when the intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca],) is
above 150nM in acutely isolated myocytes (Gao, Mathias, Cohen and Baldo,
1992). The cellular signaling pathway was characterized using the whole cell
patch clamp technique and fixing [Ca], at 1.4pM. The non-specific protein
kinase inhibitor H7 (100pM) eliminated the stimulatory effect of 0.5psM ISO,
suggesting a phosphorylation step is involved. Ipin the presence of 12nM ISO
was further increased by the protein phosphatase inhibitor calyculin A
(O.SpM). Neither H7 nor calyculin A had any effect on Ipin the absence of
ISO. These results indicate a low basal phosphorylation, making the effects
of H7 and calyculin A difficult to detect without increasing the phosphorylation
level. The stimulatory effect of ISO could be mimicked by bath application
of 0.5mM of the membrane-permeant cAMPanalog chlorophenylthio-cAMP,
the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX (IOOPM), or the adenylyl cyclase
activator forskolin (5OpM). The synthetic peptide inhibitor PKI (2pM) of
protein kinase A (PKA) prevented the effect of ISO or chlorophenylthio-
cAMP. These results suggest the effect of ISO is mediated via a
phosphorylation step induced by a classical cAMP-dependent PKA pathway.

Supported by the AHA and NIH grants HL20558, HL28958 and HL43731.
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Tu-PeO 2
SINGLE-ENDED FIBER OPIYC SYSTEMS FOR RECORDING FROM
MYOCARDIUMAND NERVEAXON. ((V. Kauthamer, HJ. Bryant, *C.C.
Davis)) Div Phys Sci (HFZ-133), FDA, Rockville, MD 20857, "Dept. Physiol,
USUHS, Bethesda, MD, Dept Elec Eng, U of MD, Coll Pk, MD

We developed three systems which use single optical fibers to both excite
fluorescence from tissue stained with a voltage-sensitive dye and detect the
action-potential-related signals. The first system features a single-mode, 4pm
core, fiber. light from a 633nm laser is passed through a dichroic reflector into
the fiber which is placed in immobilized frog heart stained with the oxonol dye
WW781. The emitted fluorescence is retuned through the fiber and reflected
by the dichroic into a photomultiplier tube. This system has the advantage of
high spatial resolution, but signal averaging is required. The second system has
improved signal/noise ratios and employs a larger (1001Am) core fiber, and a
543nm He-Ne laser with a photomultiplier tube that matches the spectral
characteristics of improved styryl dyes bound to cell membrane. The sults
were low-noise, single-trial, action potentials from myocardium stained with
RH237, and signal-averaged action potentials from lobster axon injected with
RH461. The third system substitutes couplers to simplify construction and
permit a dual channel system. The excitation light is first split (1:1), and each
of the two fibers tnmits part of the excitation light through a second fiber
coupler (93% loss) to the heart. The returning red fluoresnce is split in the
coupler (7% loss) and directed to the photomultiplier tube. With the two-fiber
system differences in action potential shape and timing were observed.

lb-Pos434
MOLECULAR CLONING OF A CYCLIC-NUCLEOTIDE
GATED CHANNEL FROM MOUSE HEART. ((MaaLuisa Ruiz,
Barry London, Diomedes Logothetis, and Bernardo Nadal-Ginard))
Harvard Medical School, Childrn's Hospital, Boston MA. 02115

Cyclic nucleotide-regulated channels mediate autonomic regulaton
of heart rate. We have found, by a combination of library screenmg
and reverse transcription-PCR, a sequence from mouse heart RNA
which is highly homologous to the rat olfactory channel cloned by
Dhallan, et al. (Nature 347: 184; 1990). The 3' two thirds of the clone
was isolated from mouse genomic, as well as fetal heart cDNA
libraries. The 5' end contains at least two introns, and we su t the
existence of more introns, as was shown for human retinal cyclic
nucleotide-gated channels (Dhallan, et al. J. Neuroscience, 12(8):
3248; 1992). We were able to amplify an overlapping 5' end from
reverse transcribed cDNA from mouse heart polyA+ RNA, with
primers based on homology to the rat olfactory channel. This -600
bp fragment starts at the putative methionine start codon of the
channel and spans at least two introns, which have been spliced
correctly in the message. We are presently expressing the putative
heart channel in oocytes, characterizing the genomic organization,
and surveying the tissue distribution of the transcript.

TU-Po9436
RESPONSE OF CARDIAC TISSUE TO ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
FROM A POINT SOURCE. ((B. J. Roth and J. P. Wikswo, Jr.)) NIH,
Bethesda, MD 20892 and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37232.

Numerical simulations were performed of the response of cardiac
muscle to a point source of current. The bidomain model with
unequal anisotropy ratios represented the 3-D tissue; leak and active
sodium channels represented the membrane conductance. The wave
front propagated faster parallel to the fibers (0.45 m/s) than
perpendicular to them (0.18 m/s). For cathodal stimulation well
above threshold (e.g., 15 mA, 0.5 ms), however, the wave front
originated farther from the cathode perpendicular to the fibers than
parallel to them, consistent with the dog bone-shaped virtual cathode
observed experimentally by Wikswo et al. (Circ Res, 68:513,1991). The
virtual cathode size and shape are dependent upon both membrane
and tissue conductivities. The tissue under the anode was hyper-
polarized during anodal stimulation, but activation originated from
two depolarized regions 1-2 mm from the anode along the fiber
direction (threshold: 0.67 mA, 0.5 ms). The virtual cathode arises
from differences in the electrical anisotropy in the intra- and extra-
cellular spaces that are difficult to determine using conventional
electrophysiological techniques. The virtual cathode's complexity at
high stimulus strengths, and the dependence of its size and shape on
stimulus and tissue parameters, suggest that these effects provide a
new approach to studying the electrical behavior of cardiac tissue.

ufte433
STEREOSELECTIVE USE-DEPENDENT BLOCKADE OF THE Ir
PACEMAKER CURRENT IN SHEEP CARDIAC PURKINJE FIBRES
((P.P. Van Bogeert & A. Raes)) Electrobiology, University of Antwerp,
B-2020 Antwerpen, Belgium.

The bradycardic agent DK-AH 3, a racemic compound, blocks the i,
pacemaker current in a use- and voltage dependent manner during
trains of voltage-clamp pulses from -30 to -120 mV, lasting 1 sec at
0.4 Hz with an apparent Kd of 7*109 M (Van Bogaert, P. P. and A.
Raes, 1991, Arch. Int. Pharmacod. 310: P191). If bradycardic drugs do
block the i, current by binding to a specific receptor site associated with
the i, channel, i, blockade by these drugs should be stereoselective. If
blocking potencies of the two isomers i.e. DK-AH 269 and DK-AH 268
were compared in short cardiac Purkinje fibres of sheep, using two
micro-electrodes voltage-clamp technique (Di Francesco D. et al., 1991,
Pfluegers Arch. 417:61 1). Both drugs caused an exponential decline of
the peak i, current during a pulse train. The rate constant of decline,A,
increased linearly as a function of concentration. The steady state
reduction in fully-activated it current amplitude (y) increased sigmoidally
as a function of the drug concentration (x), according to the expression
y= 11 + (Kd/x)'"' with n= 1 and Kd=8.9*10 ' M in the presence of DK-
AH 269. In similar conditions DK-AH 268 induced i, block with an
apparent Kd-=1.701 08 M. This significant difference in apparent Kd is of
the same order of magnitude as described in another ionic current in
cardiac myocytes (Clarckson, W., 1989, Circulation Res. 65: 1306).

Tu1Pod35
INFLUENCE OF STARETCH ON EXCITATION THRESHOLD OF
SINGLE FROG VENTRICULAR CELLS
((Shazhou Zou and Leslie Tung)) Dept. of Biomedical Eng., The
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, 21205.

The excitation threshold intensity (ETI) of enzymatically
dissociated single frog ventricular myocytes (n=6) was measured
as a function of cell length (CL) and sarcomere length (SL). Field
stimulation with constant current rectangular pulses (2-5ms)
was applied through two platinum wire electrodes parallel to the
long axis of the cell. ETI was measured as the amplitude of
applied current with an error of less than 1%. Single cells were
held isometrically by two glass pipettes and wrapped around an
optical fiber which served as a force transducer and also was
used to control cell length (Tung and Parikh, J Biomech Eng
113:492, 1991). SL was measured using video microscopy and a
phase-locked loop system. Changes in CL and SL were induced
by mechanical stretch of the whole cell. Bath solution was lmM
calcium Ringer. CL and SL initially were 343±41lum(±SD) and
2.11±0.10gm and increased following stretch to 364±45jm
(increase of 6.2±2.4%) and 2.24±0.09gm (increase of 6.3±3.1%)
respectively. This increase caused the ETI to decrease by
6.7±3.7% from the initial level (p<0.01, paired t-test). Stretch-
activated channels may underlie the stretch-dependent changes
in ETI although the influence of geometric changes in cell shape
has not yet been ruled out.

Tl-Pos437
ICI D7288 INHIBITS THE HYPERPOLARISATION ACTIVATED CURRENT IN
SINGLE SINOATRIAL NODE CELLS ISOLATED FROM THE GUINEA PIG.
((Nicholas C. Sturges, Robert E. BoSmith and Ian Briggs)) Bioscience II, ICI
Pharmaceuticals, Alderey Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK104TG. U.K. (Spon. by J^.M.
ffench-Mullen)

ICI D7288 (4-(tl.ethyl-tI-phenylamino)-1,2-dimethyl.6-(methylamino) pyrimidinium
chloride) is a sinoatrial node (SAN) modulating agent which produces a slowing of the
mammalian heart rate. The electrophysiological actions of ICI D7288 on the
hypepolarisadon activated cationic current (If) of single, freshly disocated SAN ceUs,
isolated from guinea pig, were investigated using the patch clamp technique in the whole-
cel configuration. Single SAN cells were isolated from guinea pig cardiac tissue. Whole-
cell If currents were evoked by hyperpolarising voltage clamp steps from a holding
potential of-40 mV, and were subsequendy recorded using standard patch clamp procedures
in HEPES buffered Tyrode solution. ICI D7288 inhibited If in a concentration dependent
manner, such that concentrations of 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 WM ICID7288 inhibited the If current
by44± 4% (n=15), 65± 4% (n=14) and 78± 4% (n=9) respectively. The reduction in If
resuted from both a shift in the If current activation curve in the negative direction on the
voltage axis, and also a reductdon in the activation curve amplitude. 0.1 pM ICI D7288
shifted the If half-maximal activation by -6.1 ± 1.1 mV (n=8) and reduced the activaton
curve maximum by 35± 3% (n=8). A concentration of 0.3 MM produced a greater shift of -
16.2 ± 1.8 mV (n=5) in the half-maximal activation and a reduction in the maximum of 52
± 6% (n=5). ICI D7288did not affect the If channel ion selectivity properties, since the
reversal potential remained unchanged in the presence of 0.1 - 0.3 pM of the drug (n=3).
Blockade of the If current by 0.3 - 1.0 pM ICI D7288 was not use-dependent (n=3). hes
results show that ICID7288reduces If by affecting the gating propties of the If channel,
and that this inhibition may account for this agent's bradycadic properties.
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fli-Pos43
THE PACEMAKER CURRENr i EXISTS IN ADULT MAMIANVENTRICULAR MYOCYTES ((H. Yu, F. Chang, and I.S. Cohen)) Dept.
of Physiology & Biophysics, HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 11794-8661.

Isolated guinea pig and canine ventricular myocytes were studied with the
whole cell patch clamp technique. In order to maximize our chances to
observe if, cAMP (0.2mM) was added to the pipette solution, and
isoproterenol (8uM) and Baa2 (8mM) were added to the bathing Tyrode.
In both preparations we found a time dependent inward current activated by
hyperpolarization, which is reversibly blocked by 4mM CsCI2. The
activation threshold for this current is extremely negative (-148mV, n= 12 in
the guinea pig ventricular myocyte, -129mV, n= 18 in the canine ventricular
myocyte). This current reversed at -41mV in 5.4mM [K]o and normal [Na)o
and the reversal potential showed selectivity to changes in either [K]o or
[Na] This negative activation threshold was unlikely to be entirely due to
the dl ssociation procedure since canine Purkinje myocytes had an activation
threshold of -89mV, n- 10 under the same recording conditions. As a final
control we also recorded the if current in the canine ventricular myocytes in
the absence of addedcAMP to the pipette solution, and in the absence of
isoproterenol in the perfusate. Although its activation threshold was 8mV
more negative, it was still present. We believe that the presence of if in
ventricular myocytes is an important clue to the differentiation of non-
pacing regions in the heart and might be arrhythmogenic under pathologic
conditions. Supported by grants HL20558, HIL28958 and HL43731.

u-Poe44O
ALPHA-2 ADRENERGIC-MEDIATED ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICEFFECTS IN ISOLATED CANINE PURKINJE FIBERS
((Ricardo A. Samson, Erwin F. Shibata, and Hon-Chi Lee)) University
of Iowa, IowaCity, IA 52242

Alpha-2 adrenergic effects on the electrophysiological properties of theheart have not been previously characterized. Usn standard
microelectrode techniques, we studied the effects of yohimbme (Yo, 0.1
,PM), a selective a antagonist on action potential duration (APD) in
isolated canine Pur f s superfused with Trrode's buffer at 37°C
and paced at2Hz. Inthepresenceofnorepinephrine (NE,0.5,pM) andpropranolol (P, 0.5 jM), APD50 and APD9O were lengthened from160.9±7.6 and 227.3t7.0 ms (meanSE, n=6) at baseline to 174.7±5.5
and 241.6t8.9 ms respectively (p <0.05). NE+P+Yo decreased APD50
and APD90 to 165.1±4.9 ancd 228.17.6 ms respectively (p<0.05 vsNE+P). Yo alone did not have significant effects on APD50 or APD90.Resting membrane potential was -91.6t2.2 mV and did not varysignificantly between interventions. Similar interventions in canineventricular myocardium produced no a specific electrophysiological
effects. After incubation of Purkinje tlbers with pertussis toxin (1g/ml) at 370C for 6 hours, Yo nolonger could reverse the effects ofNE+ on action potential duration, whie prazosin (0.1 p,M), a selective

antagonist, produced significant suppression of the NE+P effects.lhese results suggest that a receptors are present on canine Purkinje
fibers and are coupled to a pertussis toxin-sensitive G-protei.Stimulation ofa2 receptors results in significant prolongation ofPurkinje
fiber action potential and refractoriness.

TU-Pos442
TYPE I INTaRMffrECY IN TH RHYTHM OF A HUMAN HEART. ((DIF. Scollan,JJ.DoMing, Rizwan-uddin, JR. Morm)) University of Virginis, Carltsile, VA.

We are analyzing low di_mesional detetministic
dynamics in the rhythm ofa newborn infant who, afte
heart pa ntauon, was fund to have two in cng
atrial pcemangsMes. We her demonsae type I -
interminency , an archeypa form of haohs Asaslowly
varying parameter of the system changes (folowing an
inve angent bifurcation), epocha of a snady gnal I
(her, constntRR intervals) puctuate te appa ly
random behavior and becomemor fquent The time
betwoen the appW nty andom epochs, or laminarlengats. become longer. In a ei istic system, a
plot of maximum lamin lengths as a function of the
panmet has a power law relationp. A segment
of the data ws suggesve ofinemnitency, beceam
ars of noisy burstig ofRR intrvals became loss _______
frequent and were spaated by longer i lengths
unti constn RR inevals prevailed. lTh top figure *
is a log-log plot of maximum minar lengts of
contant RR inteval epochs within four non-
ov png 400sec windows as a fumcto of tme. tm - -
The ht e iskngth t meu, md fitsdte data
well. eittency can bechacerized using apot of RR,,, as a function of RR, (botton).
As sucoesve point aproach diagonal, they become almosttraed, ac rsacurisc of
type I ermittency. This evidc strongly suggsts that thedynamis are d ministicchoL

Ib-Pos9
NPY DECREASES AND VIP INCREASES THE PACEMAKER
CURRENT if IN CANINE PURKINJE FIBERS. ((F. Chang and I.S.
Cohen)) Dept. of Physiology & Biophysics, HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook,
NY 11794-8661. (Spon. by P. Brink)
We studied canine cardiac Purkinje fibers with the two microelectrode
voltage clamp techniq+ue. The bathing Tyrode contained 4mM BaCI to
block background K permeability and eliminate extracellular [K+]
fluctuations. We elicited the pacemaker current, if, by hyperpolarizations
from a holding potential of -SOmV to test potentials from -80 to -lOOmV.
NPY reversibly decreased i while VIP reversibly increased if with this
protocol. To determine w'hether these changes were alterations in
conductance or shifts in activation we employed a two pulse protocol
(Chang et al., Circ. Res., 1990, fi:633-637). The results of this protocol
suggest that NPY shifts if activation in the negative direction and VIP shifts
if activation in the posituve direction on the voltage axis with no change in
maximal if conductance. These actions of NPY and VIP on if activation
were reversibly blocked by their specific NPY and VIP receptor antagonists.VIP and NPY are colocalized in cardiac parasympathetic and sympathetic
nerve endings respectively. Given this localization these results suggest a
potential role for these neuropeptides in controlling cardiac pacemaker
current and consequently heart rate. Supported by grants HL20558,
HL28958 and HL43731.

Tu-Pos44l
A NEW TECHNIQUE TO MAP REFRACTORY PERIODS IN
HEART.((LREfimov, D.THuan& J.M.Rendt and G.Salama)) Department
of Physiology, Sch. of Med., University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261

Abrupt variations of refractory period (RP) across the myocardium have
been invoked as a mechanism to explain the genesis of most arrhythmias.
Yet surface electrode(s) combined extra-stimuli techniques have failed to
generate reproducible maps of RPs.
Guinea pigs hearts were stained with the voltage-sensitive dye di-4-

ANEPPS and imaged on a photodiode array to simultaneously record
optical action potentials (APs) from 124 sites. We developed a signal
processing technique to map the spread of activation and recovery from
fluorescence (F) APs. AP duration was taken as the time interval between
depolarization (dF/dt.,,) and the time-point when theAP returns to base-
line or some percent thereof But drifting base-lines and motion artifacts
often interfered with the detection of repolarization phases making this
approach unsuitable. We have found that the second derivatives of APs
contain easily-detectable, stable local maxima (d2V/dt2),am that correspond
to inflection time-points between the steepest portion of repolarization and
the base-line. With extra-stimuli techniques applied to simulation of
Beeler-Reuter model and experiments with guinea pig hearts, we can show
that (d2V/dt2).am corresponds to the end of the relative RP. Imaging
combined with signal detection of d2F/dt2e with voltage-sensitive dyes
provide a direct, convenient and accurate technique to study the dynamics
of RP & APD in normal and arrhythmic conditions.

Tu-Pos443
MUSCARINIC RECEPTOR MEDIATED STIMULATION OF TH HEARTBEAT IN
CULTURED HEART CEL . ((H. M. Colecraft, V. K. Shamna, D. J. Willifor, L J. Fied,
W. C. Claycomb,and S-S. Sheu)). Depament of Phamacology, University of Rochester. 601
Elmwood Avenue, Rochester, NY 14642.

It ha bome aapnt that aside fmthe pertussis oxin (TX)-sensiveinhibitorycffects
of cholinergic agons applcation and val stimultn on th heartbeat, thr is a PaX-
insensitive _timuoy pathway present which is ofien tanakd when the ihitory patwayis blockd. The cellur mid moecularmechanism for tee two antagonisticrespon e
sti uncar. The purpose of the pre study was to devdop a single cell mode ta would
alowu oDeidate the cniby whicbdngagonstsesvokepouivec opic
and r a To ti end we have ied e effect of cabachol (CCt) (50 nM -
300pM)on Ca tn sofaponnybeg culd non ratvku myopyts
(NRVMs),and thercentlydeamribedarl cardiomyocytecel line, AT-1 cels dveloped from
urngenic mice. Briefly, cells loaded with fura-2 were mounted in atissue chamber on the
stage ofaNion Diphotinveried minosopeequipped forepifluoeacenc. Cdls wer excited
at 380nm ad 340m wavelength light frm a Xnon-c UVlawM d he inedsignal at
510nm conted ina phooDmudplier tube. The reslting counts, afierdigitzation, woe plokted
on a computerscors in re tme to yiidd Ca2+ trnie. In NRVMs, CCh evoked a dos
dependent, reveible decre in heat rateseinhibitory effects of Cat were blced by
atrpine and te m2 an nst,me In celi peheated with IX (I pg/mt for 18-
24 hrs) to block the m2-mediated inhibitry pathway, CCh (300 p)dicied a reversible
postive chronotrapic esponse which was a blcked by apine. Similrly, in AT-1 cdls,CCh induced a do_e-depeet, remvsible decrease in heart rat which is bWocked by
methoctramine. However, in AT-IcIll p_ated with FIX, we have been unable to detect
any inrea in hea rate in ema to CCh. We conclude that tes two cultured heat
preparaons provide us with a dynamic in vitro ten that nabs he furt s n
of the medcanisms by which cholinergic agonists stimuate dt heartbat.
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Tu-Pos444
IS PENTOBARBITAL AN APPROPRIATE ANESTHETIC FOR
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES?
((B. Fermini, Z. Wang, C. Matthews, G. Nicol, S. Nattel)) Montreal Heart Institute,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H1T 1 C8.

Pentobarbital (PB) is widely used for in vivo studies of cardiac electrophysiology,
arrhythmia mechanisms and antiarrhythmic drug actions. Yet, PB has been shown
to suppress ventricular function, increase action potential duration (APD), and
reduce V,,., in various cardiac preparations. These actions suggest that PB may
have intrinsic electrophysiological effects. We used pharmacological as well as
microelectrode and patch clamp techniques to study the effects of PB on the
properties of dog and guinea pig ventricular muscle and isolated myocytes from
rabbit ventricle. We studied PB washout (by HPLC) from ventricle preparations
taken from dogs anesthetized with PB (30 mg/kg). PB concentrations (conc) in
myocardium averaged 43± 2 mg/kg initially (plasma conc 34* 1) and showed a
first order washout with a tx of 1.2 ±.1 hr. PB 15-25 mg/L) caused conc-related
decreases in resting potential (RP -97±3 mV, control; -75±5 mV PB 25 mg/L,
P<0.01), enhanced abnormal automaticity in canine Purkinjo fibers, and increased
APD in guinea pig ventricular muscle. In isolated rabbit ventricular myocytes, PB
produced a conc-dependent inhibition of the inward rectifier current (IK1) at all
voltages examined (-90 to -10 mV). When studied at -90 mV, the inhibition of
steady-state IK, by PB averaged 33±6 and 48t5% (P<0.05, n=5) for 25 and 50
mg/L, respectively. Conclusioni 1) Slow PB washout emphasizes caution for its use
as anesthetic agent for electrophysiologic studies, and for the interpretation of
studies using such compounds. 2) PB has significant intrinsic electrophysiological
actions at therapeutic concentrations. 31 PB actions appear to be mediated mainly
through inhibition of the inward rectifier current (IK1)

Tu-Pos446
ALPHA ADRENERGIC REGULATION OF BACKGROUND Cl-CURRENT IN
RABBIT ATRIAL MYOCYTES.
((D. Duan, B. Fermini, S. Nattel)) Montreal Heart Institute, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada HlT ICS.

We have shown that the sustined outward current after Io inactivation in rabbit
atrial myocytes is due to a backgroumd chloride current (a). Since ca-adrenoceptor
stimulation prolongs action potential duration in rabbit atrial cells, we examined the
posible role of a-adrenergic modulation of Cl-current. Whole-cell patch clmp
technique wasused to study rabbit atrial myocyta at 300C with Cs+ substituted for
KV, 100 1M Cd2+ to suppres Io., 500 #M Ba2+ to I - * PE
block Il,, and a holding potntal of-40 mV to inac- OPE+CEC
tivate IN. The current-voltage reltion for Ia was so v PE+N51(O1)
sdied by 300 ms stop to voltages between -100 and .PE+o 1Z
+80 mV. Propranolol (1 #M was used to block 0- R0

effect. The a-adrgic agonist phenyle- ,
phrine (PB) inhibited Io in a concentration-dependent 4o 4
fashion (figure), an action that was blocked by the al T
receptor antagonist, prazoin (PZ, 2 KM). The aol,X 20 -

reeptor antgnist chloroehylclonidine (CEC, 100 z

KM) did not alter the response to PE, but the calA
antagonist nigludipine(NIG) inhibited thePErponse o too 0s so0000
insacentration-dependent way. Thepotuey ofNIG CONCENTRATON (jai)
was of the same order as that of PZ. Io was observed in the absence of cell
swelling and agents that genera cyclic AMP, and was blocked by organic Cl-
transport blace (SITS and DIDS). Cgnchu: 1) Activationof alAadreCep-
ton inhibits I in rabbit atrial myocytes. 2) ai-adroceptr modulation of is a
novel and potentially important physiological mecnism.

Tb-Po445
DIVALENT CATIONS CAN INHIBIT ISOPROTERENOL (ISO) -INDUCED
CHLORIDE CURRENT (la) IN FELINE VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES
(WKe Zhang, Shin-ichi Koumi, J. A. Wasserstrom and R. E. Ten Eick))
Northwestern University, Chicago, IL 60611. (Spon. by A. Vites)

Divalent cations can modulate the conductance of a number of types of ion
channels in heart and other excitable membranes. We have examined the
hypothesis that divalent cations can alter the whole-cell-conductance for the
ISO-induced la in isolated feline ventricular myocytes. The findings indicate
that 1-2 mM Co2l, Zn2+, Mn2, Cd2+ and
even Mg2" can at least partially inhibit ISO-
or forskolin (FSK) -induced, 9-anthracene N__ X
carboxylic acid (9-AC) sensitive la. The u l Xid sc,I
current-voltage curve was shifted 10mV

by Co2+. Even when this shift was
/I\Iaccounted for, the current was reduced

reversibly in the presence of 1-2 mM Coll. U. l\/ \4
The findings suggest that Coll and other

divalents can block the ISO-induced la ando
that the block is not due to a shift in the T

voltage dependence of the activation
parameters for the current. Because solutions normally used for
electrophysiological studies on cardiac myocytes ordinarily contain Ca2 and
Mg2+ and occasionally may contain divalents (e.g. Cd2+ and Co2+) intended
to block lc, failure to find ISO-induced la should not be interpreted
necessarily to mean that Cl channels are absent or non-functional. The
molecular basis for this ion-channel interaction remains to be elucidated.

Tu-Pos447
PHARMACOLOGICAL INHIBMON OF THE SWELLING-INDUCED
CHLORIDE-SENSITIVE CURRENT IN DOG ATRIAL CELLS.
((S. Sorota)) Columbia University, New York, New York.

Cell swelling activates an outwardly rectifying chloride-sensitive current
(ICI-89i.L) in dog atrial cells (Sorota, Circ.Res. 70.679-687, 1992). This current
might become functionally significant under pathological conditions that are
associated with cell swelling, such as ischemia. Identifying effective and specific
blockers would aid in defining the consequences of Ia-s8fl activation.
Putative chloride channel blockers were examined for their ability to block IC,
8SLL indog atrial cells under whole cell patch clamp conditions. Niflumic acid
(100 pM), nitro phenylpropylamino benzoate (10 pM; NPPB), isomerically pure
indanyloxyacetic acid (100 pM; IAA-94), and racemic indanyloxysulfonic acid
(200 M; ISA-94/95) could all completely inhibit ICI_8flL.. The effects of ISA-
94/95 and IAA-94 were slow in onset and occurred with a variable time course
from cell to cell (9 to 20 minutes for complete inhibition). Anthracene-9-
carboxylic acid (I mM) inhibited ICt-swm.L by 67%. IO-=LL recovered on

washout of each compound. Diisothiocyanatostilbene-disulfonic acid (DIDS), at
100 #M blocked the current in a voltage-dependent manner. DIDS blocked
outward current more effectively than inward current. The complete blockers
had nonspecific actions. NPPB activated the ATP-inhibitable potassium current.
NPPB also depolarized the resting potential in the presence of 10 pM
glybenclamide. ISA-94/95 and IAA-94 depressed plateau amplitude but had no
effect on resting potential. Niflumic acid partially inhibited the L-type calcium
current but did not affect steady state currents. Niflumic acid, ISA-94/95 and
IAA-94 might be useful for functional studies on the effect of ICa-SWELL on
resting potential. None are specific enough for studies on the effects of Ics

onLLo action potential parameters.

RHODOPSIN AND BACTERIORHODOPSIN

TuPos448
CONTROLLING THE SCHIFF BASE pK, OF VISUAL

PIGMENTS BY SYNTHETIC RETINAL ANALOGS

((Jie Liang', Gali Steinberg2, Mordechai Sheves2and Thomas G. Ebreyl))
lDept. of Physiology and Biophysics, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801. 2Dept. of Organic Chemistry,
The Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, 76100, Israel

In visual pigments, meta II intermediate is responsible for activation of

transducin. Its formation is accompanied by the deprotonation of the Schiff

base linkage. Understanding of the Schiff base pK. is thus crucial to clarify
the mechanism of visual pigments function. In bacteriorhodopsin, it has been
demonstrated that the artificial pigment derived from 13CF3 retinal analog
reduces the Schiff base pK. from 13.3 to 8.0. 14F-9-cis retinal is another retinal

analog bearing a strong electron withdrawing group. In solution, the protonated
Schiff base pK. of this chromophore is reduced by 2.2 units relative to 9-cis
retinal protonated Schiff base. Recent studies using artificial bovine rhodopsin
pigments pointed to the possibility that the Schiff base pK. of bovine rhodopsin
is above 17. In this work we studied the octopus photoreceptor microvilliand
gecko cone pigment P521. Both native pigments show a blue shifted spectral
change when the pH is raised to 10.0. We found that the artificial octopus
pigment in microvilli derived from 14-F-9-cis retinal has a significant change in
pK, of such spectral change, indicating that the titration observed in the native
system is associated with Schiff base titration. Results with the artificial gecko
cone pigment P521. will also be discussed.

rUj-Poe449
EARLY RETINAL SCHIFFS BASE DEPROTONATION IN RHODOPSIN.
((T. E. Thorgeirsson, J. W. Lewis, S. E. Wallace-Williams, D. S.KIigs)
University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064.

Photolysis of sonicated disk membrane samples from bovine retinas was used to
study the photointermediates of rhodopsin. Metarhodopsin II is generally believed
to be the activated form of rhodopsin that interacts with transducin.
Metarhodopsin I is characterized by an unprotonated Schiffs base, and its
formation is accompanied by a large increase in volume and net proton uptake.
According to the traditional scheme, ... Lumi -> Meta I Z- Meta II, all
these changes take place in a single concerted reaction during the transition frm
MetaI to Meta I.

To study the formation kinetics of Metatiodopsin II in detail, trsient
absorbance measurements were made using multichannel detection with
microsecond time resolution following photolysis with a 7 ns (477 nm) laser pulse
Spectra were collected at 5 different temperatures between 15 and 35 °C, Nd
analyzed using singular value decomposition and multiexponential fltting.

The traditional mechanism cannot adequately account for le
observadons. To explain the results within the framework of first-order kinetdcs k
is necessary to modify the traditional scheme by including a new intenmediate dhX
has a similar absorption spectrum as does Metadwndopsin II, but is formed much
faster. This leads to the general kdnetic scheme:

Lumi -*.nI X380 Meta I] Meta fi
where the relative amount of the new intermediate, X380, increases with
temperature. Several kinetic schemes that include this new intennediate
(branched, sequential, etc.) are presented and discussed.
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W60
STERIC CONSTRAIM IN THE SENSORY RHODOPSIN-I RETINAL
BINDING Poa ((BmgY*n' AihuXieo, G . Shuoa Un3
& Jobn L Spudichl)) lUniv. of Teas Medical School, Hoston, TX 77030-, 2Univ.
of Illinois at Urbn-haumpaigs, Urbn, IL 61801;3Rice Univ., Houston, TX 77251.

Moclar interactions d staic constainta within the retinal biding pocket of
snoy hdopin-I (SR-I) were invesgted by low empraue fR photolysi of
SR-I and by sudies of SR-I pigments made by roplacing retil with retinal analos in
SR-L. SR-I K intdiae foration depends greaty an mpeaure. Below 220K, K
forman decreases and is totlly blocked at lOOK indicating a very tight retiml
pocket, while in BR K formation is not affected histemprature rane. K formai
u also bklocd at room tempeature in a analog SR-I pigmt formed with 13-
doemthyl rtnal. Anoer malog SR-I rconttued with 13-ethyl rtina exwhibits a
30-fold soww binding rate and an altered ph emical reaction. Thea rulte
indicat tht one of the tigh steic interactions is at the retinal 13-methyl, in accordanc
with the steic requirement for SR- activation identified previousy (Yan at al., PNAS
88:9412-9416, 1991).. This itrpreion is supported by a stmctual model of SR-I
cnsructed assuming homology with BR ad by enery miniion calculations.
Diffaeret from BR, the model predicts a deric intraction also near the -ionon ring
itroduced by His135 in SR-I at the homologous position for Metd45 in BR.
Consstent with this model, an analog SR-I formed by a retial anlog without the rin
lost both phohemical and physiological activities, while the correponding BR
analog waa prvioualy shown to be functional. Photoisomerzation of retinal within the
protein interior altea protein surface conformations as detected by the viscosity
dependene in thtter half of the SR-I photocycle.

FLUORESCENCE TRANSFER IN IRBP.
((E.S.Hazardl,R.K.Crouchl,B.Wiggert' and G. ChaderP))
'Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston SC
29425 and 2NEI, NIH, Bethesda MD 20892.

Fluorescence transfer from aromatic residues to
bound fluorescent ligands has been a powerful tool for
studies in various retinoid binding proteins. Adler et
al., J.BIOL.CHEM. 260:4850,1985 provided the first
comprehensive biophysical analysis of IRBP but
reported no detectable fluorescence energy transfer.
Recently, Wiggert (pers. comm.) has reported that
bound fluorescent-labeled fatty acids are excited via
energy transfer from the protein fluorophores. Hazard
et al., BIOPHYS. J. 59:329A, 1991 have presented
evidence for a competition between fatty acids and
all-trans retinol (ATR)for one class of binding sites
on IRBP. We report here that fluorescence transfer is
present for all levels of bound ATR. Excitation
spectra (emission Q 470nm) show peaks at 340nm AND
280nm. Emission spectra (excitation at 285nm) show
protein fluorescence at 334nm as well as at 470nm. The
peak at 334nm decreases with incremental addition of
ATR while the peak at 470nm increases. Protein
fluorescence CAN provide useful information about the
ATR binding site(s) of IRBP.Supported by an MUSC
Intramural Grant and NIH EY04939 and HL07260.

Tu-Po9454
A BACTERIORHODOPSIN ANALOGUE PIGMENT
FORMED WITH A PHOTOAFFINITY LABELED
ACYCLIC RETINAL. ( (J. Oatia, D. Knapp, R KLCZuch, R.
GovndJee and T. 0. Ebrey)) Medical Univenity ofSouth Carolina,
Chaeston, SC 29425 and Univerity oflllinol at UbsnaCapig,
Urbana, 11 61801.

Thedall-hta acyclicretnal3a wa synthesized from I and 2 viatwo
WadsworthEmmons coupling -DIBAHreducton cycles, followed by
removl oftheTBDMSgwupandeendficadonwth the 3,3,3-tuifluoro-2-
dlazoproplonylchloldde. Thestcrewas fully ch czedby400Hlli
NmRmandmasspectrometry. Upon photolyasin cyclohexne, the
crosslinedadduct3b was produed, as shown by liquid scondary ion ma
spectrometry,demonstatlngthatthecompoundcanbephotoawtvated. N,

1 b, R= cF3

A stable pigment was formed in good yield wlth the apoproteln of U
bactedorhodopsin with an Initial max of448nm. A slight shift to 4S0nm
occued on lightexpouewith a further, irreversible sift to 453nm on dark
adapton. Ileacyclic retld i in the native bindingsteas shown by ts slow
dlsplacementbyall-.tma rednal to form aS60nm pigment. The pigment
showssomephotochemistrywithablue-shiftedM intermediate (doublepeak
at 34S360nm). Protein coupling exerimentswlil be dIused. Supported
by NI gant EY04939 and EY08239 and Research to Prevent Blindnes.

TW4O51
REDUCED ACTIVITY OF 9-DESMETHYL RHODOPSIN IN LIGHT-
DEPENDENT PHOSPHORYIATION. ((D.F. Morison', T.D. Tlng2, Y.K.
Ho2, R.K. Crouch3, D.W. Corsonx & D.R. Pe perr')) Depts. of
'Ophthalmology & Visual Sen and 'Biochemistry, Univ. of Illinois,
Chicago, IL 60612; and Depts. of 'Ophthalmology & 'Pathology, Medical
University of South Carolina, Chaleston, SC 29425

The 11-cis isomer of 9-desmethylrednal combines with opsin to form a
bleachable pigment (9-desmethyl rhodopsin). Previous studies have shown
that the photoadvated form of this pigment (9-demethyl R*) exhibits low
ctivity in transducin ativation' and mediates a photocurrent response of
abnormally long lifetime2. We examined the ability of 9-desmethyl R* to
function as a substrate in the enzymatic phosphorylaton reaction that supports
visual pigment deactivation in wvo. Bleached bovine ROS membranes were
incubated with 11-cis rednal or 11-cis-9-desmethylretinal. light-dependent
phosphorylaton of regenerated rhodopsin and 9-desmethyl rhodopsin was
analyzed in asays employing ATP-y-'2P and bovine rhodopsin kinase.
Quantitadon (SDS-PAGE) of 3P-opsin product indicated phosphorylation of
the 9-desmethyl R to be less than half that of R*. The data suggest that the
electrophysiological finding reflects the sluggish ativity of 9-desmethyl R*
as a substrate for phosphoryation. 'Ganter et al. Biochem. 28:5954 (1989).
'Corson et al., Biophys. J. 61:A9 (1992).
Supported by Research to Prevent Blindness, Inc. and NIH Grants EY06368,
EY05494, EY01792, EY04939, EY07543 & EY05788.

TU-Pos453
PREPARATION. PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
RHODOPSIN CONTAINING A FLUORESCENT DERIVATIVE OF
PALNITATE ( (Susan J. Noench. David N. Stewart, Cristina
E. Tarry and T. Gregory Dewey) ) Departsent or Chemstry,
University of Denver. Denver, CO 80208

Two tandem cysteine residuas in the carboxyl
terainal region or rhodopain have been shown to be
palmitoylated (t). We have incorporated a fluorescent
analogue or palaitete into the protein in high yield
(t>40) through pr*-treateent or bovine rod outer segments
with hydrosylaaine and subsequent incubation with 16-(9-
anthroyloxy) hexadecanoyl coenzyme A *ster. Covalent
incorporation of probe into protein was deaonstrated by
SDS PAGE. Proteolytic digestion or labeled rhodopsin in
the disc membrane with papain and thermolysin veriried
the C-terainal location or the probe. Labeled unbleached
rhodopsin was puririe frrom excess probe by
chromatography over hydroxyapatite end Concanavalin-A
agarose and reconstituted into dilyristoyl phosphatidyl
choline vesicles. Preli inary fluorescence quenching.
polarization and energy transfer studies have revealed
tha- the fluorescence probe is rigidly held in close
prosxiity to the retinal and partially accessible to
lipophilic quenchers.
(1) Ovchinnikov. YTA. t ai, FEBS Lett. (1988) 230. 1-5.

TL-Po84S5
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF BACTE-

RIORHODOPSIN AT HIGH PRESSURE. (( L. Bradley II,
Y. Dai, A. Schulte, C. Williams)) Department of Physics and
Center for Research in Electro-Optics and Lasers, University
of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32817.

We have measured the effect of high pressure on
the Raman spectrum of bacteriorhodopsin in solution. Us-
ing excitation in the near infrared (840 nm), we monitor the
isomeric ratio between all-trans and 13-cis retinal in dark-
adapted bacteriorhodopsin. The relative intensity of the
ethylenic bands provides direct spectroscopic evidence that
the fraction of all-trans isomers decreases with increasing
pressure. We will also present Raman spectra of photocy-
cle intermediates as a function of pressure and temperature.
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Tu466 .
PROTON DIFFUSION STUDIED BY SOUD STATE 2D AND 3D
MAS 1H-NMR.
((L Zheng, K. W. Fishbein, R. G. Griffin and J. Herzfeld))
Department of Chemistry, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA
02254-91 10; Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory and
Department of Chemistry, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139-4307.

Two dimensional and three dimensional solid state MAS
proton NMR techniques are being developed to study proton diffusion
in bacteriorhodopsin. High resolution solid state 1H NMR spectra
were obtained by combining deuterium spin-dilution
(proton:deuterium 5:95) and high-speed magic angle spinning
(MAS 10kHz) ualnO a 400 MHz home-built spectrometer. Reverse
cross-polarization of protons from deuterons was used when
necessary to reduce the proton spin-lattice relaxation time In these
magnetically dilute samples. 2D 1H NOESY spectra and 3D 1H
NOESY-NOESY spectra were used to follow proton exchange.
Rapid proton exchange observed in model compounds by these
means was linked to the strength of hydrogen bonds. Proton
exchange was also observed in lyophiized purple membranes from
the Halobacterium halobium on similar time scales.

Th#Po458
THE ROLES OF ASP85 AND ARGB2 IN THE CATALYSIS OF CHROMOPHORE
ISOMERIZATION AND PROTON RELEASE IN BACTERIORHODOPSIN. ((S.
Babshov, R. GovWde, M. Kono, T. M Ebrey, Y. F.n, R. K. Crouch, end D. R.
MenckW)) Ceterfor Bbphys and Dept of Cal ad Struct. Biology, UIUC Ufbana,
L 61801, and * Medcal Univ. of S. CaroUna, Chwson, SC 29425.

The study of R82A nmtart eprssed hi H.habm led to the blbwig oncsions:
1) Dark adptaon (spontanous tn *13-cs i aton In bR) proceds
though th asint prooinaton of Asp8W (rmnaton of a blue #pedes). We hae
found that te srng pHden of the dak adaptation rate shed from the pH
range 3-6 hi the WT o pH>8 Inthe mutnt. In this rgion the raft decreas 10 lIms
perpH unkL Thi sW correlates with the s i the pK of th purple to bluektaion
(pK of AspS5) from 2.8 hI the WT to 7.5 hI R82A (in 150 mM KCI). This corelation
hIdicates t0 tanswiet protonaion of Asp85 catalyz the ta * cis Isomezation
In bR. 2) Arg2 Is assodated with the proton reesseproos hbi . Proon relem Is
delayed -30 imes In R82A meu*ranes as compared to that In the WT (-30 me
versus I mn, at pH 72, 2M NaC). while proton uptle is not affected. 3) Sub
Of posiIy dcaed Arg2 by nout Ab rmala abcts not onwt pK of
Asp85b also heldtts ofM rmtonandSchffbamed o a n
due to eosic hkitracton. The rie time of the formaon of the M hilermediate
drastLcallyderesedhI themunt (1 p InR2A vs 100 psin the wat pH7) and
does not depend on the pH (whle hI thewr it changesfrom 100 s to 6 p when pH
is icreased to 10). Thisuggsts that the ls of a posWe chr hI the actve sie of
bR is r b forthe change in knetics atake pH (fast M formaton, dwrease
In the rate of dark adaptaton and alraton of pron rebase pathway).

Th-Po 0.
SPECTRAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF Y57N MUTANT OF
BACTERIORHODOPSIN. ((R. Govind,be, M. Kono, E. Lukashev, S. Baashov, T.G.
Ebrey, J. SoppW, J. Ttor*, and D. Oesterhelt*)) Cariter for Biophysics and Dsp. of
Cell and Structural Bio , Unirsity of linhoi, Urbana-Chanpgn IL 61801, USA
and Max-Planck lnsti ffkr Biohmle, Martinared, Fera Reput of Germany.

Tyrosine 57 is conserved In the structure of bactorkhodpsin. ops and
sensory rhodopsh. In bR it is located near Asp2l2 and the Schiff base. In order to
clarfy the functional role of Tyr57, we have studied the Y57N mutant obutned in H.
haloiun cal. The main finings are: 1) Absorbnce changes in the near UV region
(240 nm) due to irse of pH indiate the tyrosine residue, tonat in
the WT with pK -9, is missing in the mutant. This suggs at Tyr57dr at
pH 9-10 in bR. 2) In contst to the WT, Mgt* adaptan induces oi zon in
both decons in Y57N; that is not only from 13-cs to oansbut aso from an to 13-
cis, producing a mbxure of these iomers. The raio depends on the wavelength of
iminalo The atsorption maxium of all-ra-bR of Y57N (582 rln) is bue shted
6 rwn as compared to the WT. 3) The flash Induced conctraton of M (atsorption
maxinumn i at 411±2 rn) is vwry sall at neutral pH (ls than 3%). It cease to 20%
that of the wr at highe pH valus and sat c atio. The pH dependence of
the light inuced bsorpon inorease at 410 n has a tirato Ie curve wkh pK 8.5
(in 2 M sat). This is simNar to the pHd of the fration of fast forming M in
the WT. One may aesstne that the amino acid controllin the rate of M foman In bR
is present in the mutant. 4) The rise tie of M Is much sower hi Y57N compared to
the WT (60 ps vs. 6 ps at pH 10). 5) The lfetirnes of L, M and apparently N
Intermediaes are unusualy ong In Y57N (- 500 ms). These data indicate t Tyr57 is
involved in cataWzing the formation of M hitermediate and sLfsequent steps of the
photocycle.

Te44PSW
SOLID STATE 13C NMR ROTATIONAL RESONANCE DISTANCE

MEASUREMENT IN THEM PHIOTOINTERMEDIATE OF
BACTERIORHODOPSIN: DETERMINATION OF THE CONFIGURATION

ABOUT THE SCHI"F BASE
((K.V.Lakshmi%#, M.Augei#, J.Ruap*, J.Lugtenburg*, R.G.Griffin#* and
J.Herzfeld%)) %Department of Chemistry, Brandeis University, Waltham,
MA 02254-9110, #Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory and
*Departmnt, of Chemistry, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, Department of
Chemistry, University of Leiden, The Netherlands.

Previous solid state 13C NMR studies of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) have used
the chemical shifts of [1413C1 retinal and [e-13C] lysine216 resonances to
deduce the C=N configuration of the retinal-lysie Schiff base (SB) linkage in
the photocycle intermediates of bR. The configuration about the Schiff base
lincage in the dark- and light-adapted states in the photocycle has been
confirmed by measuring the 14-13C-retinal to a-13C-lys216 distance using
rotaionally driven magnetzation exchange. In the pesent study, we apply the
same rotational resonance technique to the M photointermediate of
baceriorhodopsin.
TheM photointermediate was cryogenically trapped in 0.3M guanidine-HCl at
pH 10.0. The [e-13CJlys216 chemical shift ofM at 60.1 ppm is upfield from
the [14-13CI retinal chemical shift at 125.2 ppm and downfield from the 6 non-
Schiff based lysines (at 40.0 ppm). The distance between the [e-13CJ lys216
and [14-13C] retinal atoms in the M intermediate was detemined by simulating
the magnetization transfer and found to be 3.9 + 0.2 A. We conclude that the
M photointermediate contains a CN-anti Schiff base configuration.

TN)W91
PHOTOCONVERSION OF THE N INTERMEDIATE OF BACTERIOR4ODOPSIN AT
LOWTEMPERATURE. ((S. P. Balashov, ES. Inae and T. G. Eb)) CerWrfor
Biopics and Dep. of Cell and Skiacl Bil., Univ. of Ollino, Ubn. L 6101.

The N itemiate of the bacterdworhdopsin photocyce can be accumulated and
stabilized in aqueous sspensions of pure membrane by warning the M
Inermndlatefrom-70Cto -30C (pH 10, 0.2 M KCI) orby lllurnirdon of d
Purple mernbrane at > 630 nmduwcoeoon. Ung the tr pcedure i is pob
to convert about 70% d bR Into N. PhotI_ein of N: 1) The N initm_da
rsorms into a bathop KN with maxi bea a60-0 nm upon

Serlratlon at 77K at 510 nm KN can be photrevrdwh Mu1nmaton at > 650 nm.
luminion at bnw ve ( 680 n) inte at KN Is a mixtre ofat le
two species, KI and KNn. 2) With high lg inteniytrradlaton at 500-650 nm, N IS
btansmed into a produc, d ed a P, with an absorptIon naxium at 610 nm.
Ouantum ybld of PN is at bast 2 order of mwgniude lm tan tt of KN. hI contra
to KN. pN IS not photoreversb. Only a facton of N (-50%) can be converted it
p", which indicates that there are two pools of N, or two N Intermediates In the
pholcyc, N1 and N2. 3) Attmperatures higherthan -100°C KN in the
dark kito a sit bLe shifted irtermedlate (absorpton maximum at 565 nm), which
can be cosdred as an L product of N, LM. Phocmically LN is very much Ike N.
Undr bw llght Iteity kradton d 510 nm i tranorm i ab p (KN
whichis simarto KN, but unwke KN it is sable at 40°C. Under high iy ratin
LN conerts int a nonphctactive photoproduct PLN, slmni lo P. No sinficant
amount Of M or hitl all-rans-bR was formed upon lmin of N at -60C. Light
apparenty isomerizes the 13-cis chromophore of N into trans-configuration.
However ds not cas drasc accelraion of ial bRfomtion, which indcates
that conformational changes of the protein are the limiti steps In the N to bR
conversion.

Tu-PoS6l
REVERSAL OF PROTON RELEASE AND UPTAKE IN THE MUTANT R82A OF
BACTERIORHODOPSIN
((U.Alexiev, P.Scherrer, H.Otto, M.P.Heyn, T.Marti ,M.P.Krebs,
R.Mollaghababa , H.G.Khorana .)Biophys. Group,Freie Univ.Berlin
D-1000 Berlin 33, Germny , Dept. of Biology and Chemistry,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. USA

The rates of proton release and uptake in the R82A mutant of
bacteriorhodopsin were measured in a) micelles of R82A
(expressed in E.coli) with the pH-indicator fluorescein
attached to G72C on the extracellular surface and with the
bulk pH-indicator pyranine, b) patches of R82A
(expressed in H.halobium ) with pyranine at pH 7.6 and with
the pH-indicator xylenol blue at pH 8.5 In all samples
proton uptake preceded release, confirming the results of Otto
et. al. ( PNAS 87 (1990),1018-1022). The time constants for
release and uptake measured with pyranine were close together.
In patches the release and the uptake times of approximately 7
and 4 ma may be correlated with the decay of 0 and the N to 0
transition respectively. The reversed order of release and
uptake and the values of the time constants suggest a role for
R82 in the proton release mechanism. The rime constants
measured with the surface dye were more widely separated
(8000s/40ps). At pH 8.5 R82A is fully in its purple form and
the times for release and uptake detected with xylenol blue
were lOnms and 150 ps, clearly separated. For R82A/G72C-AF in
the pH range 6.7-7.6 (purple-blue transition) the amplitude of
the proton signal was proportional to the amount of M.
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TUPos2
CHROMOPHORE MOVEMENT IN THE TRANSITION BETWEEN THE GROUND-
STATE AND THE M-INTERMEDIATE OF BACTERIORHODOPSIN.
((T. HauB, M.P. Heyn, G. Buldt and N.A. Dencher)) Freie Uni-
versitat Berlin, D-1000 Berlin 33, Germany.
Chromophore movement in the transition between the light-adap-

ted ground-state and the M-intermediate was studied by neutron
diffraction of purple membranes regenerated with selectively
deuterated retinals. In-plane neutron diffraction data were col-
lected at 85 K in both states. The photocycle was slowed down
by the addition of guanidine hydrochloride at alkaline pH. With-
in experimental error the position of the cyclohexene ring is
the same in both states. With 5 deuteriums near the Schiff base
(C(20) methyl, C(14), C(15)), the in-plane position of the label
moves in the direction of the ring by about 1.4 2. The apparent
length of the projected chromophore is thus shorter in M. This
change in position cannot be explained by an isomerization at
the end of the polyene chain with the C(5) to C(13) part of the
chain staying fixed, since this would leave the label position
unchanged. The data are consistent with an increase in tilt
angle of the polyene chain by about 11,, leading to a displace-
ment of the C(20) methylgroup towards the cytoplasm. Whether
this movement is due to isomerization alone or to isomerization
followed by a protein conformational change is at present un-
clear.

TUPoOM
CHROMOPHORE-PROTEIN INTERACTION STUDIES ON
BACTERIORHODOPSIN BY MUTATIONS.
(V. Feng,' R.K. Crouch,2 B. Katz,2 and D.R. Menick'5)) Dept of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,' Dept. of Ophthalmology,2 and
Division of Cardiology,3 Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston,
SC 29425. (Spon. by G. Cooper, IV)

Bacteriorhodopain (bR) has been studied by sitedIrected mutagenesis and
reconstitution with synthetic retinal analogues. Mutant bRs containing the
following single replacements R82A, R134A, R134K, and R1340 have been
expressed in L33, a bR strain of H. halobiun. Their recombinant genomic
bacterio-opsin genes with individual single substuon have been confirmed by
PCR and dideoxylnucleotide DNA sequencing. The regenerated R82A pigment
by allfans retinal has a Amax of 582 nm with a recovery rate of 66%, non-
responsive to the light/dark adaptation. The R82A apoprotein forms pigment
with 1 3-desmethyl retinal and 4-hydroxyl retinal with absorption maximized at
578 nm and 547 nm, respectively. The R82A/1 3-desmethyl pigment red shifts
6 nm under illumination. No change is found with R82A14-hydroxyl retinal.
Interestingly, the R134A and R134Q b4cterio-opsins do not form pigments in
host 133, while the R134K bacterio-opsile partially forms a functional pigment
In vivo and could regenerate an extra pigment at 628 nm with all-trans retinal in
vitro. Therefore, it appears that Arg134 might play an important role in pigment
formation along the chromophore binding site. These data demonstrate the
power of coupling the reconstitution of retinal derivatives with site-specific bR
mutants and underscore the importance of homologous expression of bR.
(Supported by NIH grants EY04939 and HL44202, and Research to Prevent
Blindness).

Tho
CLASSIFICATION AND CHARATERIZATION OF Ca2+ BINDING

SITES IN BACTERIORHODOPSIN
((Y. N. Zhang, M. A. Elayed)) Dept. of Chem. & Biochem., Univ. of Cali., Ls Angeles;
((ML L. Bonet, J. K Lanyi)) Dept. of Physiol. and Biophys., Univ. of Call, Irvine; ((ML
Chang, B. Ni and R Needeman)) Dept. of Biochem.. Wayne State Univ.

The binding constants and stoichiometry of Ca2+ ions in recombinant bR (1) (D8SN,
D212N and R82Q/D85N) as weil as in papse-eraed bR (2) are detemined by means of
potentiometrcal titration using Ca2+ sensitive electrods. Ihe results are compared with
those of wild type bR, which was found (3) to have two high affiity Ca2 binding dses and
4-6 low affinty ones. he effects of rmoving metal cations on the reinal abpdon of the
differentrombiant bR wee also inveatgated.
The importt res are: 1) Removing metal cation from the recombinant proteins shifts
dte retia abarption to blue, opposite to the effect on wild type bR; 2) Resdu replacemet
is found to reduce the biding affinity of the but does not affct the
values of bindig constants of the four low affinity ones; 3) The D212N protein has the
largest reduction in the association constants of the two high affinity sites (by a factor of
-1/15); 4) The removal of the C-erminus in bR by papain-estre et eliminate mot of lX
lgsbiffiayt Jinl i and eaves the two high affity ste unaffected. The above
reasts suggst that the two high affinity sits are cls to one another and to the einal
pocket,Wh _eas theweaky bound sites ae away from it, e.g. on the membrane surface. While
none of D85, D212 or R82 is indiidually directly involved in the binding of Ca2+ in these
two sites, they might all partcpate in it Together with the proated Schiff base, they
seem to form an electosacly coepled system which forms pat of the cavity that controls
the color and fuion of bR.
1. Y. N. Zhang, M. A. El-Sayed, M. L. Bonet, J. K. Lanyi, M. Chang, B. Ni and R.
Needlan. Submined to Proc. Natl Aad. Sci. USA for publicadon.
2. Y. N. Zhang and KL A. El-Sayed. Subminied to FEBS LeA for publication.
3. Y. N. Zhang, LI. Sweetman, E. A. Awad and M. A. El-Sayed. Biophys. J. 61,1201-
1206.

PHOTOSYNTEIS3

PICOSECOND IR SPECTROSCOPY OF REACTION CENTERS:
EFFECT OF HYDRATION ON BACKBONE DYNAMICS AND
ELECTRON TRANSFER RATES ((S. Maiti, G.C. Walker, B.R. Cowen,
C.C. Moser, P.L. Dutton and R.M. Hochstrasser)) Department of Chemistry
and Johnson Research Foundation, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA 19104.

Protein and chromophore dynamics following visible excitation of the
photosynthetic reaction center have been investigated as a function of
humidity by picosecond infrared spectroscopy. IR spectral changes
observed in reaction centers in solution and in partially dehydrated films
(<15% relative humidity) appear distinctly different. The most notable
difference is the presence of a pronounced negative band at 1665 cm-1
observed only in the hydrated protein. Visible transient spectroscopy
reveals markedly different electron transfer kinetics in these two
preparations. The rate of Bph -> QA electron transfer in the hydrated
preparations is 235 ps, while in the films it is biphasic with time constants
of 200 ps (40%) and 900 ps (60%). Furthermore, the 1665 cm-1 band in the
amide I region of the hydrated protein appears to develop faster (r-165 ps)
than the rate of electron transfer, suggesting this is a backbone relaxation
associated with the formation of BChl2+BPh-QA state that is inhibited at
lower humidity. We are investigating the effect of chemical modifications
of QA on this relaxation.
Sponsored by NIH grants to R.M.H. and P.L.D.

PROTEIN MOTIONS AND ELECTRON TRANSFER IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTION CENTERS STUDIED BY
ULTRAFAST INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
((B. R. Cowen, 0. C. Walker, S. Maiti, C. C. Moser, P. L. Dutton, and
R. M. Hochstraser)) Department of Chemistry and Johnson Research
Foundation, University of PennslIvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104

The ultrfast transient infrared (IR) absorption following optical excitation
of Rb. spharoides R-26 ration ceners in the amide and carbonyl spectal
region, 1550-1750 cm-l was measured. To plish this a transient IR
spectrometer bbasd on¶iLapphire with 300 fs me resolution, tunable from
15502000 cm-1 and having 10-5 OD sensitivity was developed. Electron
transfer knetics diffeing from those eblished by optical spectroscopy are
evident from our observations of the special pair ketone carbonyls (e.g. at
1702 cm,l). Besides the expected 3.5 ps component we observed a
comparably intense component at ca. 12 ps. Tbe transient IR method is
ideally suited to studies of the protein relaxation induced by the primary
charge separton and a full study of this region explores both chromophore
and anide transitions of the proteiL The electron transfer rate measured on
our solution samples with optical probes was conventional. The IR
transient absorption is also being measured in regions where BChl/BChl-
shows static absorption differences in model systems, in search of clear
spectral evidence for the chlorophyll monomer in the electron transfer
process.
Sponsored by NIH grants to R.M.H. and P.LD.
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T-POS487
TIME-RESOLVED IR SPECTROSCOPY OF PROTON TRANSFER
IN NATIVE AND MUTANT REACTION CENTERS OF
RB. SPHAEROIDES.* ((R. Hienerwadel)) Inst. fur Biophysik, Universitit
Freiburg, 7800 Freiburg, Gemany; ((M.Y. Okamura, M.L. Paddock, SM.
Rongey, G. Feher)) Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Calif., San Diego, La Jolla,
CA 92093, USA; ((. Breton and E. Nabedryk)) SBE/DBCM, C.E.N.
Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Codex, France; ((W. Mintele)) Inst. fir
Biophysik, Universitait Freiburg, 7800 Freiburg, Germany.

Time-resolved IR signals associated with QB reduction in Rb. sphaeroides
RC were measured in the region of protonated carboxyl group absorption
(1700 cm'- to 1760 cmth) for native and EQ L212 (Glu L212 -+ Gln) or
DN L213 (Asp L213 -e Asn) mutants. Two signals corresponding to pro-
tonation reactions could be identified at around 1725 cm1- and 1735 c&i-
and two corresponding to deprotonation at around 1702 cmul and 1715
cmtl. These signals exhibit different Idnedc components with half dmes of
1-2 msec, but, at least in the case of the 1735 cm'1 signal, with an addi-
tional 120-150 psec kinetics of QA -+ QB electron transfer. Matching
kinetics of protonation and deprotonation suggests either the involvement in
a proton pathway, or indicates that the groups experience the same change
of environment. The variation of the maxima of these signals points to a
large range of environments, from solvated (1702 cnf') to more buried
(1735 cif-) COOH groups. The signals from native, EQ L212, and DN
1213 mutants are analyzed in tenns of a model for a proton pathway to QB.
*Work supported by NSF, NIH and EEC (SCI *0335-C) grants.

TUPoe469
FTIR SPECTROSCOPY OF BACTERIAL REACTION CENTERS:
EFFECT OF MUTATIONS NEAR THE PRIMARY DONOR.
E. Nabodrykl J. Afle2, H. MurchlSoR2, A. Taguchj2, J. Willlams2,
N. WoodburZ& J. Bretonl
1SBE/DBCM, C.E.N. Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France
2Dept of Chemistry and Biochemistry and Center for the Study of Early Events
in Photosynthesis, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1604 USA

Light-induced P+QA-/PQA F1IR difference spectra of RCs have been
obtained from chromatophores of Rb. sphaeroides wild type (Wt) and for
mutants designed either to introduce a hydrogen bond to the nng V keto group
of one of the bacteriochlorophylls of the primary donor P (Leu to His at L131 or
Lcu to His at M160) or to cause the loss of the hydrogen bond to the ring I
acetyl C=O of PL (His to Phe at L168). For these mutants, the largest changes
are observed in the 1720-1660 cm-1 region, indicating a strong perturbation of
the environment of the keto C=O of P or of the charge density on ring V in P
and P+. In the mutant LH(M160), two large differential signals are observed at
1718/1696 cm-1 and 1678/1664cm-1. They are assigned to the free and
hydrogen-bonded keto C-O of PL and PMK respectively, although a protein
contribution can also be present at 1664 cm-1. The frequencies of PL and PL+
in LH(M160) are comparable to those of the heterodimer HL(M200)[Nabedryk
et al., 1992, Biochemistry, in press) sugesting that the spin density distribution
in P+ is more asymmetric in LH(M160) than m Wt. In the LH(L131), the much
reduced amplitude of the 1684 cm-1 signal compared to the large negative
signal (occurring at 1683 cm-1) in Wt is presumably due to the formation of a
strong hydrogen bond between HisL131 and the keto C=O of PL. While a small
Signal at 1620 cm-1 is present in Wt, it is absent in HF(L168). In Wt, this band
could correspond to the 2a acetyl of PL hydrogen-bonded to HisL168. This
interaction would be lost in HL(L168). Supported in part by NSF and NIH.

Tu-Pos471
FLASH-INDUCED PROTON UPTAKE IN NATIVE AND MUTANT
REACTION CENTERS FROM RHODOBACTER SPHAEROIDES,
MEASURED BY GLASS ELECTRODE.
((V.Shinkarev, E.Takahashi and C.Wraight)) Dep of
Physiol and Biophysics UICU, Urbana, IL 61801

In the presence of exogenous electron donor,
actinic flashes induced binary oscillations in
proton uptake y photosynthetic reaction centers.
The extent of H uptake was dependent on the pH of
the medium and salt concentrations. Increasing salt
concentrations led to 7-fold decrease in the
relative amplitude of first compared to the second
flash-induced proton uptake, at neutral pH. The
dependence of first flash-induced proton uptake on
salt concentration is explained by a salt screening
effect of the QB semiquinone electric potential,
leading to diminution of the pK shifts of amino acid
residues. The observed dependence may partially
explain the discrepancies in earlier measurements of
the stoichiometry of protons taken up after the
first flash in the presence of donor. The evidence
to date supports the major involvement of a small
number of residues in the H -binding stoichiometry
of Qi at alkaline (pH > 9.5) and acid (pH <6.5) and
a distributed response over many residues at neutral
conditions (6.5 < pH < 8.5).

TU-P0o468
LIGHT-INDUCED F1IR DIFFERENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF PRO-
TON TRANSFER MUTANTS OF RB. SPHAEROIDES.* ((E. Nabedryk,
J. Breton)) SBE/DBCM, CE.N. Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex,
France; ((R. Hienerwadel, W. Mintele)) Institut Biophysik, Universitat
Freiburg, 7800 Freiburg, Gennany; ((M.L. Paddock, S. H. Rongey, G. Feher
and M.Y. Okamura)) Department of Physics, Univ. of Calif., San Diego, La
Jolla, CA 92093-0319, USA

Light-induced FM absorption changes associated with the photoreduction
of QB were measured at pH 5.8 - 9.4 in native R26 reaction centers (RCs)
and RCs from mutants EQ L212 (Glu L212 to Gln) and DN L213 (Asp
L213 to Asn) which display reduced proton transport to QB. In the region
of protonated carboxyl groups (1700-1760 cnlf), the QI/QB IR difference
spectrum of native RCs is characterized by a main positive band at 1728
cmi1 (at all pH values), with negative lobes at 1740 and 1712 cmth (which
disappear at pH 9.4). All the absorption changes were normalized to the
1480 cnfl semiquinone anion band. Compared to native RCs, the band at
1728 cmtr is larger in DN L213 and is strongly diminished in EQ L212
indicating that it is due to Glu L212. The bands at 1740 and 1712 cmt1 are
still present at pH 7.2 in both mutants and therefore cannot be due to AS
L213 or Glu L212. These results suggest that the 1740 and 1712 cm
bands are due to either changes of protonation states or to absorption shifts
of residue(s) other than Asp 1213 and Glu L212. For native RCs and the
DN L213 mutant, the carboxyl absorption change at 1728 cm1- is inter-
preted in terms of the protonation of Glu L212 upon QB formation. *Work
supported by NSF, NIH and EEC (SCI *0335-C) grants.

TU-Poa47O
LIGHT-INDUCED FTIR DIFFERENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF
BACTERIAL REACTION CENTERS RECONSTITUTED WITH
CHEMICALLY MODIFIED QUINONES: THE QA VIBRATIONS
J. Breton, J.-R. Burie, C. Berthomieu, G. Berger and E. Nabedryk
SBE/DBCM, C.E.N. Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

Photoreduction of the primary electron acceptor QA in Rp. viridis and Rb.
sphaeroides RCs has been characterized by FITR spectroscopy (1). However,
these spectra cannot be directly interpreted in terms of the quinone vibrations
inasmuch as any bond (e.g. of the protein) affected by the photoinduced change
of state of QA will also contribute to the spectrum. We have thus characterized
the QA-/QA vibrations of Rb. sphaeroides RCs reconstituted with a series of
1,4-naphtoquinones (NO). The QA-/QA FTIR spectra of QA-depleted Rb.
sphaeroides RCs reconstituted with the native ubiquinone (UQlo) and of
untreated RCs are identical. Upon reconstitution with vitamin Ki (2-Methyl-
3-phytyl-NQ), the QA-/QA spectrum is practically identical to that of native
RCa in the region where protem contributions dominate (e.g. -1550 cm-1). It
exhibits a triplet of positive bands at 1478, 1444 and 1388cm-1 in the region of
absorption of the C0--Oand C--C vibrations of the quinone anion, instead of a
broad structured band at -1466 cm-1 for native RCs. This triplet of bands
compares remarkably well with that reported for the QA-/QA FIIR spectrum
of native Rp. virids RCs (1) which contain menaquinone 9 (2-Methyl-3-
isoprenyl-NQ). Comparison of these QA-/QA FTIR spectra, together with the
absorption spectra ofpthe isolated quinones leads to assign the in vivo neutral
C=C vibrations of QA at 1585 and 1601 cm-1 for Rp. viridis and Rb.
sphaeroides, respectively. Additional comparison with spectra of Rb.
sphaeroides RCs reconstituted with NQ, 2-Methyl-NQ and 2-3 Dimethyl-NQ
allows for a tentative assignment of a band at 1636 cm-1 to a C--O mode of QA
inRp. viridis. [(1) J. Breton et al. 1991, FEBS Lctt., 278, 257]

T4Pos472
AN ANALYSIS OF PHOTOSYSTEM II BEHAVIOR, BASED ON
MISSES, ESTIMATED FROM QUASI-EQUILIBRIA ON THE
DONOR AND ACCEPTOR SIDES OF REACTION CENTER.
((V.Shinkarev and C.Wraight)), Dep. of Physiol. and
Biophys., UIUC, Urbana, IL 61801

Flash-induced oxygen evolution in the thylakoids
of plants and algae exhibits damped oscillations
with period four. These are well described by the
S-state model of Kok et al. (1970), with damping
provided by empirical misses and double hits in the
reaction center (RC) of Photosystem II. Here we
apply a mechanistic interpretation of misses as
arising from two sources. (1) Reaction centers that
are inactive at the tXme of the flash due to the
presence of either P or QA, according to the
electron transfer equilibria on the donor and
acceptor sides of the RC and (2) charge recombina-
tion before equilibrium reached. The calculated
misses are different for each flash-induced RC
transition. Identification of these mechanisms
underlying the miss factor for each transition
leads to the recognition of tvo different reaction
sequence cycles of Photosystem II, with different
transition probabilities, producing an intrinsic
heterogeneity of Photosystem II activity.
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TU4Po0473
Qy-EXCITATION RESONANCE RAMAN STUDIES OF BACTERIAL
PHOTOSYNTIHETIC REACTION CENTERS.

((V. Paliappan and David F. Bocian)) Deatment ofChemissy, University
ofCalifornia, Riverside, CA 92521.

Qy4xciatn resonance Raman (RR) spectra in die 30-1800 cml rgion are
reprd for chemicallyreducedand oxidied po hc rtoncen (RCa)
frm Rb. sphaerodes 2.4.1. at 201 and 25 K. The RR spectra were acquird using a
nwiber of excitation wa h m the 675-925-m range t spans dt Qy-bands
of the specia ar (P), accosy MCs and baterio-
pleophytins (BPhs). Analyisof the RR spectra in 4301800cm7 rgin icates
thtthe chmia (or photo) oxido of P efbta specific stuctur rermnnt
mar BPhs and acceory BCs, di nmn near BPhL being dhe laes
Evdenc also icae ta BPhL is sically sabilized utwrd sin formation.
There soem to be seval structural motifs preset on and around the L-branch
chooophore that foaili dt char separation down th 1-rc rather than M-
bnrach. Qualttve excitation profilescnstructed for the low-fiuncy modes of P
ndicate that the itsities of thes modes folow the absorptin conu of dte P

band. RR intensities of dt low-fiquency modes of P are -5-15 times
stog ta thos of the analogous modes of di accsory BChls. Th reut
indicates ta a number of low-fiequency modes are sogly coupled to de Qy
electronic tansi of P. Hower, it remams to be demined wheher dnse low-
fiequency modes ofP are coupled tothe charge sparation process as wel.

TU-Pos475
SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF PURIFIED PHOTOSYSTEM II FROM A
PHOTOSYSTEM I INACTIVATED STRAIN OF SYNECHOCYSTIS 6803
((M.P. Espe, N.R. Bowlby, M. Mac, J.L McCracken, L. McIntosh and G.T.
Babcock)) Dept of Chemistry and USDOE Plant Research Lab, Michigan State
University, East LaIsing, MI 48824.

For spectroscopic analysis of Photosystem II (PSII) particles, a preparation
virually free of Photosystem I (PSI) is prefened. In order to bypass rigorous
biochemical purificadon of PSI, which can reduce or eliminate enzymatic
activity, we have geneticaUy inacdvated PSI. The new strain was generated by
inactivating the psaA gene. The purification of PSI from this strain results in
the high yield of protein recovery and high rates of oxygen evolution. Magnetic
ronance techniques have been applied to characterizeth-es PSII samples
EPR signals from the dark stable tyrosine, YD!' and cyt b559 are identical to that
detected in the PSI containing strain. In addition the multiline signal arming
from the manganese ensemble of PSI is also detected and is the same as that
observed for the PSI containing strain as well as from spinach. Application of
pulsed EPR techniques to YD yield results identical between the PS1- system
and spinach PSII. The spectra show a set of low frequency peaks which appear
to come from an interaction between YD* and a nearby nitrogen. Previous
models have proposed the source of the hydrogen bond to YD to be a histidine
side chain. From the spectropic similaity as well as the normal oxygen
evolution rates we propose that a normal PSII is assembled in the PS1- strain.

TU-Pos477
A NOVEL MEMBRANE-ASSOCIATED C-TYPE CYrOCHROME INVOLVED IN CYT
Q-INDEPENDENT PHOTOSYNTHETIC GROWTH IN RHODOBACIER CAPSULA47VS
((Francis E. Jenney Jr., Roger C. Prince* and Fevzi Daldal)) Department of
Biology, Plant Science Insdtute, University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA
19104. *Exxon Research and Engineering, Annandale, NJ 08801.

The bacterium Rhodobacter capsulatus utilizes cyclic electron transport during
photosynthetic growth. The soluble cytochrome c2 (cyt c2) was believed to be
the sole donor of electrons to the photooxidized reacdon center (RC).
However, R. capsulatus strains in which the cycA gene encoding cyt c2 was
inacdvated by mutagenesis are still able to grow photosynthedcally (Ps+),
unlike the closely related R. sphaeroides which is Ps- in the absence of cyt c2.
A genetic screen was used to clone the gene required for cyt c2-independent
growth in R. capsulatus by complementing a cyt c2- Ps- R sphaeroldes strain to
Ps+ growth with a R. capsulatus chromosomal library. The complementing 1.2
Kb fragment encodes a novel, membrane-associated c-type cytochrome cyt cy
based on DNA sequence, difference spectra and SDS-PAGE analysis. The cyt
cy- R. capsulatus strain is Ps+ under conditions tested, however the double
mutant cyt cy- c2- is Ps- and complemented to Ps+ growth by either cyt c2 or
cyt cy in trans, demonstrating that cyt cy is necessary for cyt c2-independent
Ps+ growth in R. capsulatus. Preliminary spectroscopy experiments with these
mutants indicated that unlike the cyt c2- or cyt cy- single mutants, there is no
flash-oxidizable c-type cytochrome in the double mutant cyt cy- C2, in
agreement with their Ps growth phenotypes. The predicted amino acid
sequence of cyt cy is unusual in that the NH3-terminus is hydrophobic and the
COOH-terminus has strong homology to soluble cyt c mainly from plant and
animal mitochondria rather than prokaryotic cyt Q-. This work was supported
by DOE grant DE-FG02-91ER20052.

1l-Pes474
SPBCMOSCOPIC, KINETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPRTES OFTHE
MUTA`ION L121(PHE->HIS) INREACION CENTERS OFRHODOBACTER
SPEAROIDES ((X. Wse, Y. riat .Y. Zh g4, M. Thernuerij. R.Nomst, G.RFlaigt
ad C. A. WraiShtW )) University of Iolioms*, University of Chicagot, Argume Natiuonalab
Spectroscpic, kiic and trodynamiC propes ofRCs from Rb.sphaeroids have boee
compared forwildtype (Wt) and a mutant, L121FH (Phe -->His). Te mutation is locaed
nriapgsmand V ofhe active bactriophephytin (BphA). (l)Opticalabsorptionspecta:
a snall shift from 802 to 803 am in te Qy bond of the monomer bacieriochloo- phyll
spectrum. (2)Transient kineics of stimulated emission: fte fast components of the P*
lifedme wre simlar (c - 2.5 ps and 3.0 ps for wildtype and L121FH, respcvely), but the
dow components wer distinctly different (c-15.8 ps and 38.8 ps for wildtype and L121FH
msulant, respectively). (3) The light induced P4 radical EPR signal and di light-induced
tripletsignal in QA-reducedRCs the linewidth of P1 cabon radial showed a sminc
(-5%) in mutant RCs; the trplet sgnal in dte mutant (p2.00211, IDI- 201A5 and El.
39.18) showed a small increae in rhombicity compared to wildtpe (g=2.0022, IDI=2t295
nd EJ-36.75). (4)1hcrae of recovery of the flash-oxidized primary elecmn donor,P+,
from the state P+QA-: at 295K, in 100mM Kaand in the presence of o-phenantrolin,
therates of rcombination forL121FH were 13 s-l atpH 7 and 16sr1 atpH 10: wildtype
raes were 9 rl and 13 rl, respecively. Between 310K and 275K, the razes ofrecovery
were lemperature-independent for both wildtypeand L121FH. (5)Extraction ofQAand
reconstitudon with anthraq : in L121FH mutant RCs, PQA- decay was still
pturP independt while wildtpe RCa showed mtu ntbehavior.MIn

actvation energy. indicating the enhalpy betwoen P+I- and P+QA-. was esimated to be
about 0.15 to 0.2 eV lager than for wildtype. (6)he P/P+ redox midpoint potential
Em(P+/P) forL121FH was 450 mV, compared to wildtype value of about 490 mV. Thes
m uents indicate a signifcant change in the energy gsp between P+I- and P+QA-. in
L121FH mutant RCs. Supported by NSF/

TU-Pes476
ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECTS ON THE INITIAL CHARGE SEPARATION
IN ORIENTED FILMS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTION CENTERS
((C. C. Moser, R. J. Sension, A. Z. Szarka, S. T. Repinec, R. M.
Hochstrasser, and P. L. Dutton)) Johnson Research Foundation and
Dept. Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104

A Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer of reaction centers from Rb.
sphaeroides is repeatedly deposited on a transparent electrode,
building up an oriented multilayer. Evaporation of polyethylene and
platinum creates a multilayer capacitor in which applied fields are
parallel to the direction of transmembrane fields in vivo. Even at field
strengths sufficient to result in 5% quantum yield failure of light
induced primary quinone reduction, the kinetics of initial charge
separation, followed by examining the approximately 3 psec decay of
stimulated emission at 940 nm of the excited BChl2* state, are nearly
unchanged, with rate changes of less than 25% acceleration and/or
deceleration. This is reasonable for a two step mechanism involving
electron transfer from BChI2 to BChl monomer. Larger rate changes
are expected in a single step mechanism from BChI2 to BPh which
has a larger transmembrane dipole. We provide evidence that the
msec quantum yield failure, which cannot be explained by these minor
rate changes, can be affected by a substantial field sensitivity of the
1BChl2+BPh- charge recombination reaction. The large free energy
of this reaction appears to access the Marcus inverted region.
Supported by NIH Grants GM 41048 (PLD) and GM 12592 (RMH).

Tu-Pos478
CYUNDRICAL AGGREGATES OF PYROCHLOROPHYLL-A COMPARED WITH
AGGREGATES OF BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL-C: MODELS FOR ANTENNA
CHLOROPHYLL IN CHLOROFLEXUS & CHLOROBIUM. ((D.L. Worcester*,T.J.
Michalski and J.J. Katz))Bbology Div., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO,
65211 and Chemistry Division, Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL, 60439.

Neutron scattering data were obtained for hydrated aggregates of
pyrochlorophyll-A and bacterlochlorophyll-C In deuterated octane/toluene
solvents. The data show that the main aggregates are hollow cylinders. The
bacterlochlorophyll-C cylinders were determined to be 11-12nm diameter,
as reported in earlier work (PNAS fAl 3791, 1986). Data for aggregates of
pyrochlorophyll-A demonstrate cylinders that are smaller by about a factor
of two (5-6nm diameter) and are less distinctly hollow. These two cylinder
sizes are of interest since they have been reported in electron microsoopy
studies of chlorosomes in Chloroblum and Chioroflexus respectively, and
recent work shows that the interior of chlorosomes in Chioroflexus does not
contain protein (Holzwarth et. al., Z. Naturforsch. 45, 203, 1990), as had
been previously reported by other researchers. Pyrochlorophyll-A and
bacterlochlorophyll-C lack the ring V carbomethoxy group present in other
chlorophylls, but bacteriochlorophyll-C contains a ring I hydroxyethyl
group which appears to be invoived in the formation of the 11-12nm
diameter cylinders. Molecular arrangements in the hydrated chlorophyll
aggregates are proposed, whereby the absence of the hydroxyl group in
pyrochlorophyll-A results in the smaller diameter cylinders. Similar
chlorophyll interactions are examined for aggregates found In chborosomes.
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TU4-0s479
LIGHT-HARVESTING BY CAROTENOIDS HAVING DIPFERENT
EXTENTS OF t-ELECTRON CONJUGATION. ((Harry A. Prank,
Roya Farhoosh, Ronald L. Christensen, Beverly DeCoster, Ronald
Gebhard and Johan Lugtenburg)) Dqearmentof Chemistry, University of
Connecticut, 215 Glenbrook Road, Storrs, Cr 06269; De t of
Chemistry, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011; and Godiaeus
Laboratories, University of Lciden, Leiden, The Netherlands.

Several carotenoids having vanous extents of x-clectron conjugation
have been incorporated into the B850 light-harvesting complex of the
carotenoidless mutant, photosynthetic bacterium, Rhodobacter
sphaeroides R-26.1. Carotenoid-to-bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) singlet
state energy transfer efficiencies were measured for the complexes using
steady-state fluorescence excitation spectroscopy. The results suggest that
the position of the caroteoid and BChl energy levels, the magnitude of
spectral overlap between the carotenoid SI (2'Ag) state emission and the
BChl absorption of the native complex, and the dynamics of internal
conversion are important in controlling singlet energy transfer. These
studies provide a systematic approach to exploring the effect of these
factors on the efficiencies of carotenoid-to-bacteriochlorophyll energy
transfer in photosynthetic systems. This work is supported in part by a
grant from the National Insdtutes of Health (GM-30353).

TPos481
ELECTRON SPIN POLARIZATION IN IRON-CONTAINING BACTERIAL
REACTION CENTERS. ((S. Snyder, A. Morris, S. Bondeson, Y. Zhang, P.L.
Dutton*, M. Gunner**, J.R. Norris and M.C. Thurnauer)) Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, *U. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 and
"eCity College of New York, New York, NY 10031

Stable charge separation in the purple
photosynthetic bacterial reaction center (RC)
occurs by sequential electron ttansfer: PHQFe
i- P+H-QFe - P+H(QFe)-, where P is a

pair of bacteriochlorophylls, H is
bacteriopheophytin, and Q is ubiquinone. We
have observed electron spin polarized (ESP)
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals
from P+H(QFe)- in native (Fig. 1) and quinone-
replaced RCs. The observations can be described
by a model for ESP in sequential electron
transfer that includes ESP development on both
P+H-QFe and P+H(QFe)-.

I V-

g-factor
Fig. 1. ESP EPR signals of P+ in
the state P+H(QFe)- from native
(a) protonated (b) deuteated RCs.

This work was supported by the U.S. Deparmnt of enerny, Office of Basic Eney Sciencee,
Division of Chemical Science under co c w-3-109i Eng-38.

TWNhOM
PLASTOQUINONE MOBILTY INTHYLAKOIDS AND SUBTHYLAKOIDS.
((M.F. Blackwell, C. Gibas, SF. Gyax. DJ. Roman and B.L Wagner)) Depatment of
Chemistry, Lawrence University, Appleton, WI 54911.

Lavergne, Joliot and their coworers hav recentdy prponed a doman model of thylakoid
membrane m r that accounts for a diversity of phenomena. such as the existnce of
Yast and 'slo' PQ pools, the ineffciency of equilibration betweo the redox sas of bound
and mobile PQ during elecmn transport, and the obsevaton of 'ctive' d inactive' PS II
reaction centrs [P. Joliot, J. Lav gand D. Beal (1992) BBA 1101:1,12; J. Lavergne, J.-P.
Bouchaud and P. Joliot (1992) BBA 1101: 13-32.1. They prpose ta thes phenomena be
raonalized in tm of a percoladon model in which PQ mobility is rsticted by thylkoid
membrane protins: the fas pool coespods to PQ cnfined to isohted membre domains
in granal regions, whereas e slow pool caresponds to PQ in stromal regions. Here, we
provide ind xendet experimental support for the forgolng proposals. We preent evidence
from pyrne fluorscec quenching stdies that the lateral mobility ofPQ is bighly rstie
in hylalkoids and subthylskoids, in compason to its mobility in pure lipid vesicis, and
ratioalize the decrease in mobility from a puely physiohmal point of view in terms ofa
percoltion model. We propose that integra proteins affect lipid mobility prmarily by
modifying the nature of lipid/lipid hard body inteaction; this modifon is reprsented
theorically by changes in the site occupation probability on the lipid percola lattice.
The percolation model presented here is motivated by experimental studies of probe
fluoresce kinetis in liposomes [L. Huang, Y.X. Chen, M. Ge, B.D. Zion and M.F.
Blackwell, this meeting], which have yielded results consistent with saling behavior of
diffusion in liposomes and therefore with spatial heterogeneity on the measurement distance
scale. Our finding means that PQ is able to move only ten of nanometers on the msec
timescale of rapid eectron transport from granal PS II to stomal PS I. We conclude that PQ
cannot function in long-range, rapid electo transport and prenume that plastocyanin must
fulfill this role, in agreement with the proposal of Joliot, Lavergne and their coworkers
(Supported by ACS-PRF 24266-B4, HHMI 711911-529201 and a Research Corporation
Coureil Coliege Science Grant for the William and Flora HewlettFoundation).

TUPoa482
MUTAGENESIS OF THE MN-STABILIZING PROTEIN OF
PHOTOSYSTEM II. ((Robert L. Burnapl J.-R. Shen2, Yorinao
Inoue2, and Louis A. Sherman3)) Dept. of Microbiol., Oklahoma State
Univl., Stillwater, OK 74078, U.S.A., Solar Energy Group, Inst. for
Physical and Chemical Research2 (RIKEN), Wako, Saitama, 351-01; Japan,
Dept. Biological. Sci., Purdue Univ.3, West Lafayette, IN, 47907 U.SA.

Site-directed mutations are being produced at highly conserved amino
acid positions of the manganese-stabilizing protein (MSP) of the photosystem
II (P§ff) 'action center in the cyanobacterium Synechocysds PCC6803. The
Synechocystis strains expressing the mutant MSPs have been characterized
with respect to the accumulation of the mutant protein and the impact of these
mutations upon the H20-spltting enzyme. Disruption of the disulfide bridge
(C2OS)lTanaka & Wada, 1988 Photosynth. Res. 17:255] results in the
absence of accumulation of MSP despite normal levels ofmRNA transcripts.
Like the psbO deletion strain, the C20S mutant exhibits impaired 02
evolution activity and greater stability of the S2 state [Burnap et al, 1992
Biochemistry 31, 7404]. The mutation D9K, within the proposed N-terminal
binding region [Eaton-Rye & Murata, 1989 BBA 977:219] does not affect the
accumulation of the protein and only slightly affects the properties of the
'H20-splitting enzyme. The mutation D159N also did not effect MSP
abundance, but resulted 02 evolution properties intermediate between the
deletion mutant and the wild-type. The implications of these results relative to
the function and binding of MSP to the PSII will be discussed.

Tu-PO48
RESIDUES OF THE Dl POLYPEPTIDE THAT INFLUENCE THE ASSEMBLY OR
STABILITY OF THE MANGANESE CLUSTER OR THE BINDING OF CALCIUM IN
PHOTOSYSTEM II ((H. -A. Chu, A. P. Nguyen and R. J. Debus))
Dept. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Calif., Riverside CA 92521-0129

We have identified seven carboxylate and two histidine
residues of the Dl polypeptide that influence the assembly,
stability or operation of the Mn cluster in PSII. These
residues, identified on the basis of site-directed mutagenesis
studies in the cyanobacteriua, Synechocystls 6803, are Asp-59,
Asp-61, Glu-65, Asp-170, Glu-189, Glu-333, Asp-342, His-332 and
His-337. The perturbed Mn complexes have been characterized In
vivo by measuring the fluorescence changes that follow (i) each
of a series of closely spaced saturating flashes, (ii) a single
flash given in the presence of DCMU, or (iii) continuous
illumination in the presence of DCMU. Most of the mutants
appear to contain significant proportions of PSII centers that
lack even partially assembled Mn complexes. The balance of the
PSII centers in these mutants contain wholly or partially
assembled Mn complexes that, in terms of oxygen evolution, are
impaired to varying degrees or are nonfunctional. By examining
mutants that had been propagated in media having other cations
substituted for Ca , we have concluded that Asp-59, Asp-61,
His-332, Glu-333, His-337, a2nd Asp-342 directly or indirectly
influence the binding of Ca + to PSII. Mutations at His-190
appear to interfere with electron transfer from Y to P60+, as
was reported earlier [Diner et al. (1991) Curr. Opin. 3truct.
Blol. 1, 546-554]. *Work supported by the NIH (GM-43496).
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TU-Pos484
FACILITATION OF RESPONSES TO METABOLICALLY STABLEANALOGUES
OFINOSITOLTRISPHOSPHATEINLIMULUSLPHOTORECEPTORS.((. Lcvitan1,
R. Payne, B.V.L Potter3, C. LiU3 and P. Hillman')). The Hebrew University, Jcrualem1,
IaraeL The Dept. of Zoology, University of Maryland, College Park, USA. The Dept.
Pharmacy and Pharmacology, University of Bath3, U.K (Spon. by S.F. Wood)

Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP3) releases Ca from intracellular stores
in Limulus photoreceptors. The released Ca activates an inward current.
We find that small intracellular pressure injections of metabolically
stable InsP3 analogues, which by themselves induce little or no inward
current, facilitate the response to subsequent injections of InsP3
analogues and InsP3. This facilitation is in contrast to the desensitization
we have previously observed following injections of InsP3. We also
analyzed the kinetics of the response to InsP3 analogues. Stable
analogues were either rapidly injected into a non-sensitive region of a
cell or slowly injected into a sensitive region, creating a slowly-rising
ramp of analogue concentration. Either injection method elicited a fast
pulse of inward current after a latency of several seconds. The ratio
between the latency and duration of the response was greater than 10.
Models of InsP3-induced Ca release and of the Ca-sensitive process that
generates inward current cannot reproduce this ratio unless they include
positive feedback. Partial depletion of Ca stores by saturating light
flashes reversibly increased the latency of the response to injection of
2,3,5-l-chiro-InsP3. Released Ca may initially promote further Ca release
from neighbouring InsP3 receptors before eventually desensitizing them.

Ib-Poa4S6
Changes in Membrane Protein Phosphorylation in Bovine
Retinal ROS as a Function of Disk Age. IK. BoeRze-Battaglia. 2A.,
D. Alber 2p L. Yeagle. Department of Cell Biology, University of
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, School of Osteopathic Medicine,
Stratford, NJ 08084.and Department of Biochemistry, University at Buffalo
School of Medicine, Buffalo, NY 14214

Rod outer segment (ROS) disk membranes differ in their membrane
cholesterol content. This difference reflects the age and position of these
membranes in the ROS. Light induced phosphorylation of ROS disk
membrane proteins as a function of disk age was investigated using 31p
NMR, SDS-gel electrophoresis and western blotting. 31p NMR studies
showed that the extent of rhodopsin phosphorylation by rhodopsin kinase did
not change as a function of disk membrane age, under the bleaching
conditions used. Subsequently 31p NMR magic angle spinning studies
showed that when intactROS were bleached in the presence of endogenously
available kinases, membrane proteins were more heavily phosphorylated in
disk membranes located at the base of the ROS versus those at the tip.
Stains-All, coomasie and silver staining of SDS gels of fractions of the
phosphorylated disk membranes revealed a phosphorylated species with a
molecular weight of approximately 68-72 kD that was more heavily
phosphorylated in disks with a high cholesterol to phospholipid ratio, that is
newly formed disk membranes. This particular protein was found to be
present along the length of the entire outer segment. Western blot analysis
using the 2B6 antibody (generously donated by Dr. R. Molday), revealed
this phosphorylated protein to be bovine peripherin. (Supported by
EY03328 and EY06241)

Tu-Pos486
A SECOND PATHWAY OF CYCLIC GMP SYNTHESIS IN
BOVINE PHOTORECEPTOR CELLS INVOLVES NiRIC
OXIDE(NO).
(K-W. Koch and H.-G. Lambrecht)) IBL Forschungszentrum Jillich,
Postfach 1913, W-5170 Julich, FRG
Bovine photoreceptor cells contain aparticulate guanylate cyclase (GC)
that is regulated by the intracellular calcium concentration via the
calcium-binding protein recoverin. We here report the existence of a
second guanylate cyclase that is soluble and sensitive to 1-100 pM
sodium nitroprusside (SNP) confrming the results of Margulis et al.
(1992) BBRC X 909-914. Adding SNP the GC activity increased over
tenfold with manganese and over twentyfold with magnesium as
cofactor. Furthermore we show that this soluble GC can be stimulated
in the presence of L-arginine and NADPH in an extract of soluble
bovine photoreceptor proteins. The effect is not obsejved by using D-
arguiine instead of L-arinine and is inhibited by N -monomehtyl-L-
arginine and hemoglobm. This indicates that an endogenous NO
synthase produces mitric oxde from L-arg nne which in turn activates
the soluble retinal GC. The synthesis o ylic GMP depends on the
concentration of L-arginine and is halfmaximal below 10 AM. The
amount of cGMP produced by activation of the NO synthase is 35-
100% compared to the cGMP synthesis after stimulation by SNP.
Neither the basal nor the calcium/recoverin regulated activity of the
pan*ulweGC is directly influenced by SNP or the L-arginine pathway.
Interestingly the NO synthase activity seems to be dependent on
calcium/c odulin, since the effect is abolished by calmodulin
antagonists.

Tb-PoS485
EFFECT OF THE LEVEL OF RHODOPSIN PHOSPHORYIATION
ON METARHODOPSIN II FORMATION AND GT BINDING.
((Julia Kibelbek and Burton J. Litman)) Department of Biochemistry,
University of Virginia Health Sciences Center, Charlottesville, VA 22908

Rhodopsin phosphorylation leads to desensitization in the visual signalling
system, as is observed in other G-protein-coupled receptor pathways. ROS
kinases, including rhodopsin kinase, catalyze the addition of up to 9
phosphate groups per rhodopsin molecule (P/R) to the C-terminus and
possibly other sites on the cytoplasmic surface of rhodopsin, in response to
light stimulation. The effect of phosphorylation on receptor conformation
was studied using purified pools of rhodopsin containing 0, 4-6, and 8-9 P/R,
reconstituted into unilamellar POPC vesicles. K., for the metarhodopsin I
metarhodopsin II equilibrium was obtained spectrophotometrically and used
to quantify meta II, the G,-activating conformation of the photoactivated
receptor. In the absence of added G. phosphorylation at the level of 4-6 P/R
had little or no effect on K., when compared to a KV, of 0.30 * .04 for 0 P/R
rhodopsin, while 8-9 P/R rhodopsin yielded a K,. of 0.56 ± .05. Apparent
K.,.s, measured in the presence of added G,, were used to measure G, binding
to meta II. This data suggests a graded reduction in G, binding with
increasing degree of rhodopsin phosphorylation, with about an order of
magnitude difference in KD for the meta II-G, complex of 0 P/R rhodopsin
relative to 8-9 P/R rhodopsin. (Supported by NIH grant EY00548).

Tu-Po487
DIACYLGLYCEROL ANALOGS SUPPRESS THE CYCLIC
GMP-ACTIVATED CONDUCTANCE IN ROD OUTER
SEGMENT PATCHES IN THE ABSENCE OF ATI. ((Sharona E.
Gordon and Anita L. Zimmerman)) Section of Physiology, Brown
University, Providence, RI 02912.

Although cGMP appears to be the primary second mesenger
mediating the rod's light response, the inositol phosphate system
has also been implicated. We now show that, in the absence of
ATP, diacylglycerol (DAG) analogs reversibly suppress the cGMP-
activated conductance of multi-channel excised patches from rod
outer segments. In the presence of a saturating concentration of
the agonist a-Br-cGMP, the DAG analogs 1,2-dioctanoyl glycerol
(1,2-DiC8) and 1,3-dioctanoylglycerol (1,3-DiCS) reduced the
agonist-induced current with K's of about 20 pM. Another CS
analog was much less potent 100 pM dioctanoyl ethylene glycol
(DiCS-EG) reduced the agonist-induced current by about 30%.
Similar single-channel currents were recorded before and after
treatment with 100 pM 1,2-DiCg. Thus, the large reduction in
macroscopic current appeared to reflect a complete block or
inhibition of most of the channels, with the remaining channels
conducting approximately normally. These fidings raise the
question of whether light-induced changes in diacylglycerol
modulate the cGMP-activated channels in vivo.

Supported by NIH EY07774 & NSF RCD-9054722.

Tu-Pos489
Intracellular Ca2" Sequestration and Release in Intact Bovine Retinal
Rod Outer Segments: A Comparison between Fluo-3 and 'Ca Flux
Expenments Paul P.M. Schnetkamp, Xue-Bin Li and Robert T.
Szerencsei, Departnent of Medical Biochemistry, University of Calgary,
CANADA

Intracellular Ca" sequestration and release was analyzed in intact
rod outer segments purified from bovine retinas (ROS). Call influx in
Ca'-depleted and fully bleached ROS was mediated exclusively by the
Na-Ca+K exchanger and was measured both as a rise in cytosolic free
Ca"+ with fluo-3 and as a total transmembrane Ca" flux with 'Ca. Ca2l
fluxes across the ROS plasma membrane were not completely reversible,
in small part due to inactivation of the Ca3' extrusion mode of the Na-
Ca+K exchanger but mostly due to sequestration of cytosolic Ca2' into
the intradiskal space. Ca2 release from the intradiskal space into the
cytosol could be induced by low concentrations of the Ca2" ionophore
A23187 or by addition of ammonium acetate; this intracellular Ca2+
release gave rise to increases in cytosolic free Ca2+ by several hundred
nanomolar. We conclude that disks within intact ROS contain both a
Ca2e uptake and a Ca2" release mechanism. We discuss possible
physiological roles for Ca2' sequestration and release from ROS disks.
Supported by MRC and RPERF.
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TUPoUSO
LIGHT-INDUCED STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN SQUID
PHOTORECEPTOR CELLS. ((Michinori Ichikawa and Gen Matsumoto))
Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, JAPAN

We have studied squid photoreceptr cclls by cryofixation method for
electron microscopy. Stwctural change in squid photoreceptor microvilli
accompanied by long period of light illumination has been studied by Tsukita
et al. (J. Cell Biol. 1f, 1151-1160, 1988), resulting that there are two states
of the mnicrovillar cytoskeletal structure under dark- agd light-adapted
conditions. In this report we have observed the struotural changes as a func-
tion of tidm after the light pulse application. For this experiment, we have
developed a new cryofixation device which can combine rapid freezing with
electrophysiological measurement. The device cryofixes biological specimen
at precisely specified dme after the light illumination by driving a small silver
block cooled down to IO'K with a computer-controlled actuator, that is, the
specimen can quietly be put on an experimental bench while the cooled sliver
block is rapidly pushed onto it for cryofixation, for letting the physiological
manipulation easier and measurement better controlled. As a result, structural
change of the microvilli is observed to take place over 50 msec after the light
illumination is initiated. The conspicuous change is that the diameter of 70 nm
under the dark-adapted condition increases to 120 nm after the light illumina-
tdon for 5-7% microvilli. The change accompanies the breakdown of the
microvillar action filament complex, and is not observed for 20-30 msec light-
illuminated photoreceptors. A simple analysis indicates that the photon num-
ber of the light is just equal to the number of the structurally-changed
microvilli suggesting each microvillus changes its structure when it is exposed
by a single photon. This leads us to an idea that the microvillus works as a
single photon detector, together with its cell body as an accumulator for the
light-converted signal.

TUos491
THE LIGHT RESPONSE OF DROSOPHII PHOTORECEPTORS IS
ACCOMPANIED BY AN INCREASE IN INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM ((E.
Suss-Toby', A. Rom-Glas', R. Payne2 and B. Minkel)). Department of
Physiologe, The Hebrew University-Hadasah Medical School, Jersalem, Iael
Department of Zoology', University of Maryland, Coliege Park, MD 20742, USA.

Photoreceptors of dissociated Dsphila retinae were loaded usin
the whole cell perfusion technique with 500 MM of a fluorescent Ca
indicator (fiuo-3 or Ca green 5N with Kd of 0.3 pM and 25 gM
respectively). Simultaneous recordings were made of light-evoked
inward current (LIC) and changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration
for the first time in this preparation. Following the onset of
illumination, the LIC accompanied a rapid increase in indicator
fluorescence (latency < lOms). This increase was not observed in cells
lacking an electrical response to light or in cells bathed for > 50 mins
in an extracellular medium containing no added Ca2' and 200 ,uM
EGTA. We have, however, observed a rapid, smaller, light-induced
increase in fluorescence in cells bathed for shorter periods (5-50 min)
in a medium containing no added Ca2? + 200 MM EGTA. A rapid
light-induced increase in fluorescence was also observed in
photoreceptors of the transient receptor potential (UR) mutant bathed
in normal extracellular Cea2. Xrp photoreceptors lack a large fraction of
the Ca2+ permeability underlying the LIC. These results suggest that
the light response is accompanied by light-induced Ca2' release from a
labile intracellular store, in addition to Ca2e influx.

OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY

Tu-Pos492
FLUORESCENCE CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY UTILIZ-
ING TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION. ((P. T. C. So, C. Dong, K.
Berland, E. Gratton)) University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics,
Department of Physics, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801.

Traditionally, fluorescence correlation techniques (FCS) have
mainly been limited to two dimensional geometries. The limita-
tion is due to the difficulty of exciting a sufficiently small sample
region to obtain measurable fluorescence intensity fluctuations.
The recent development of two-photon fluorescence microscope
by Webb's group has demonstrated that fluorescence emission
from -a sub-micron sample volume can be measured. In addi-
tion, the availability of high peak power, femtosecond Ti-
Sapphire laser has greatly improved the efficiency of two-photon
fluorescence excitation and has made it a practical experimen-
tal technique. We have developed two-photon FCS technique to
measure diffusion and aggregation of large molecules in bulk
solution. This work was supported jointly by the National
Institutes of Health (RR03155) and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.

TUPo94
DISSOCIATION OF LARGE OLIGOMERIC PROTEINS BY HIGH
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE: DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING STUDIES.
((Gregory Reinhart*, Enrico Gratton and William W. Mantulin)) *University of
Oklahoma, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Norman, OK 73019;
and Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Dept of Physics, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.

In the study of oligomeric protein association, the combined approach of high
hydrostatic pressure perturbation with optical spectroscopic detection has
provided great insight into structure and dynamics of these complex systems.
Various spectroscopic methods offer advantages in specific cases. For example,
a decrease in the light scattering intensity tracks the pressure induced
dissociation of oligomeric proteins. However, optical artifacts complicate the
interpretation of light scattering experiments under pressure. Dynamic light
scattering offers the possibility of directly detecting changes in the transla-
tional diffusion coefficient, which change with oligomer dissociation, rather
than the total scattered intensity associated with oligomer dissociation.
Dynamic light scattering offers greater sensitivity for the study of very large
oligomers, that are not readily accessible using other spectroscopic methods. In
addition, dynamic light scattering is conveniently used in conjunction with
high hydrostatic pressure perturbation. We have performed dynamic light
scattering experiments on the pressure dissociation of hemocyanin (gastropod),
a very large molecular assembly (approximately 8x106). Under ambient
pressure conditions, dynamic light scattering measurements show a
heterogeneous oligomer population. The application of about 2 kbar ofpressure
strongly changes the dynamic light scattering spectrum by depleting most of
the low frequency spectral components (large molecular weight oligomers).
Supported by NIH RRO3155.

Tuh-Poe3
A MILLISECOND STOPPED-FLOW INSTRUMENT WITH
FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME DETECTION CAPABILITIES.
((S. Erikssonl, S. Tetin2, E. Voss2, E. Gratton1 and W.
Mantulin1)) Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1Laboratory
for Fluorescence Dynamics, Dept. of Physics, & i'Dept. of Micro-
biology & Urbana, IL 61801.

Many rapid reactions in biology, and especially in protein fold-
ing, have been studied with stopped-flow (or concentration jump)
techniques. We have developed an instrument that combines the
millisecond stopped-flow mixing capabilities of a commercial
unit (Biologic) with the picosecond resolution of fluorescence
from a laser-based, frequency-domain fluorometer. The advan-
tages of frequency domain fluorescence lifetime detection of mil-
lisecond reaction kinetics include: 1) utilization of the full fluo-
rescence signal (sensitivity equivalent to steady-state measure-
ments); 2) a frequency range suitable for resolution of complex
lifetime schemes; 3) at a given frequency, two independent mea-
surements of the lifetime (phase and modulation) are obtained.
Our hybrid mixing instrument offers a variable time base,
single or multiple shot averaging, facile frequency selection, a
variety of detection modalities (transmission; fluorescence
intensity, polarization, lifetime or anisotropy). To test its opera-
tion in the millisecond regime, we examined the ligand binding
of ANS to albumin and fluorescein to IgG 4-4-20. This work was
performed at the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics (LFD) at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The
LFD is supported by the NIH (RR03155) and by UIUC.

Tu-POs5
SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF TIME-RESOLVED LASER IMAGING.
((A. Gandjbakhche, R. Bonner and R. Nossal)) NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892.

Several research groups have proposed using time-gated optical detection
to determine the existence of tumors whose optical properties differ from
those of normal tissue. By detecting early-arriving photons which emerge
from a target tissue after irradiation by brief pulses, only very short paths
would be selected, which theoretically would dramatically increase reso-
lution. We use photon migration theory to study the resolution of objects
imaged in this way, and also to calculate the intensity of detected light.
The spread function in the mid-plane of a slab of thickness N is derived
from the joint probability r(p, An) that a photon crosses the midplane at a
radial point p units away from the point of insertion, and that it has a total
path on emerging which is n = N + An steps. We find r(p, An) to be ap-
proximately Gaussian distributed, with a width given as 2or szt 1.6(An)1/2.
This quantity, which defines the resolution, may be expressed in terms of
gating time At and real distance r as 2¢ = 1.6(cE.At/(1 g))1/2, where c
is the speed of light in tissue, E. is the bulk scattering cross-section, and
g is the expected value of the cosine of the scattering angle. Although it
thus appears that any given resolution can be achieved by changing At, in
practice the detected intensity falls precipitously if At is much less than
the mean transit time of photons detected in dc measurements. We exam-
ine these two competing factors to assess the practicality of time-resolved
imaging in thick tissues.
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Tu-P0o496
FIBER OPTIC-BASEDBIOSENSOR: APPLICATIONS FORENVIRONMENTAL
MONrTORING. ((George P. Anderon', Days C. Wijesuriya2, Robert A. Oget,
Lisa C. Shriver-Lake, Joel P. Golden, and Frances S. Ligler)) Centr for
Bio/Molecalar Science and Engineing, Code 6900,
Naval Reearch Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

ITe fiber optic biosensor is currenty being developed to detec toxins, explosives,
and pathogens in enviro_nental samples. Essentially, the biosensor is a fluorimeter
which utilizes long clad optical fiber with a short secton of core expoed near the
distal end to form the sning region. The seming region is tapered to improve
coupling of the evanecent wave geneated fluorecce. Antibodie or odtr
binding proteins immobilized on the core to provide the mechnism for

recognizing an analyte of interest and holding the fluorescent complexes on the fiber
surface. Antibodies coated on the fiber are stable for up to two years of lyophilized
storage prior to use. A laboratory version of the device is being used for asay
development and performance chaizaon while a portable version is under
development. The fiber optic biosensor has been used to measure concentrations of
toxins in the pans per billion (ng/ml) range in under a minute. Imn says for
small molecules and whole bacteria are under development. The fiber can be placed
in a flow chamber for rapid measurement of multiple samples. While the probe is
disposable, antigen can be washed from the antibody to permit probe reuse. Thes

features yield a device that is fast, sensitive, and permits analysis of hazardous
material remote from the instrumention.

'NRL-National Research Council Associate
2Georgetoyn University Postdoctoral Fellow

Tu-Pos4S8
MEASUREMENT OF ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS OF PROTEINS BY THE
NON-UiNEAR ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL AND EPR DATA ((E.J. Hustedt, J.M.
Beechem, and A.H. Beth)) Department of Moiecular Physiology and Biophysics,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37232.

An acyl spin-label derivative of 5-aminoeosin, which allows the measurement of
rotional dynamics using both time-resolved optical anisotropy and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques, has recentiy been reported (Cobb et al.,
Biophys. J. in press). This new probe has motivated the deveopment of new
methods for the simultaneous analysis of optical and EPR data. RigId-llmit and
rotational diffusion models for the simulation of nitroxlde EPR spectra have been
Inoated Into a general non-linear east-squares procedure baed on the
Marquardt-Lovenberg algorthm. These methods have proven useful forthe analysis
of EPR data from a variety of biological systems. Furtherrnore, lt has been
demonstrated, using a spin-labeled eosin / bovine serum albumin complex as a
model system, that optical anlsotrpy and EPR data can be combined and globally
fit to an isotropic rotational diffusion model with intemally consistent rotational
correlation times over a wide range of solution viscosities (Hustedt et al., Bkbphys.
J. in press). These methods are now being extend to the analysis of the dynamics of
band 3 protein in the human erythrocyte. Preliminary studies have Indicated that
saturation transfer (ST-EPR) data from spin-labeled band 3 can be reaonabiy fit to
an uniaxial model with a characteristic rotation time of approximately 20
microseconds at 37'C. The ultimate goal of this work Is to simultaneousiy fit ST-EPR
and phosphorescence anisotropy decay data to a single motional model in order to
define the rotation times and mole fracions of the motional species of band 3
present under a variety of condHitons. Supported by N.I.H. grants HL34737,
CA43720, RR04075, GM45990, RR05823, and T32 DK07186.

TU-Po9500
TRACKING OF SINGLE FLUORESCENT PARTICLES IN THREE
DIMENSIONS BY A POINT-SPREAD FUNCTION BASED AUTOFO-
CUS METHOD. ((H. Pin Kao and AS. Verkman)) U.CS.F., San Francisco.

In order to track the motion of fluorescently-labeled subcellular
components and microinjected fluorospheres, a single particle tracking
(SPI) technique was developed to determine in real-time the x,y,z position
of a < 500 nm fluorescent particle. The cell sample was fixed on the stage
of an epifluorescence microscope having paraxial-confocal optics. The
fluorescence image was detected by a cooled CCD camera. The axial (z)
position was tracked using closed loop feedback-control of a microstepper
motor which moved the stage vertically. The control algorithm utilized the
asymmetric point-spread-function of the objective lens. The system re-

sponse time was minimized by collection of a rectangular subset of the
CCD array and 1-dimensional binning. The planar (x,y) position was
determined by image analysis. The x,y,z spatial resolution of the instru-
ment was 50 x 50 x 100 nm and the tracking time was < 0.5 s. This SPT
method was applied to measure particle motion in intact cells: (a) Meas-
urement of water permeability in adherent cultured cells by SPT of a
fluorosphere bound to the cell surface, (b) Study of intracellular organiza-
tion by SPT of fluorospheres microinjected into the cytoplasmic or nuclear
compartments, and (c) Analysis of endosomal trafficking by SPT of fluo-
rescently-labeled endocytic vesicles. The SPT method should be useful for
analysis of diffusive and directed motions of individual fluorescent parti-
cles in living cells.

Tt-Poe497
Functional Locization of Cognitive Responses in the Adult Human Brain. Z.
Zhuang, B. Cohen, Che. Amit. B. Chance. Univ. Pennsylvania. Dept. Biophys/
Biochem., Phila., PA 19104

The need for a fast, simple, economical detector of blood volume (or
concentration) changes in the frontal region of the human brain is satisfied by
a dual wavelength tissue spectrometer (1.2). This device employs two
wavelengths that 'straddle' the isosbestic or crossover point in the Hb/HbO2
absorption spectrum. The sum of the two absorbances gives the changes of
effective hemoglobin concentration at about 2 cm beneath the surface of the
left frontal region of the forehead when the light input/output separation is 4
or more centimeters. Responses to visual presentation of abstractions over a
10 minute interval evokes changes of blood concentration in the frontal
region over and above those present in a subsequent rest interval of 10 min.
These changes are detected by their recurrence frequencies using a fast Fourier
transforn display in the 0-3 Hz region (as limited by the electronic circuitry).
The most prominent activity responses are in the 0.5 - 2.5 Hz region.
Similar patterns are evoked in a large population of young individuals who
are stimulated by the SAT abstractions. One population was reported last
year (1).. Another population (150 tests) last winter has used noun-verbs. This
summer's study of 120 tests used abstractions, the responders are over 85% of
three groups studied over 18 months, totaling over 300 tests. A small portion
of individuals rejected the abstractions and showed diminished activity.
Indifferent individuals show no change. Thus the simple optical probe appears
useful in the objective evaluation of localized cognitive function.
1. Chance. B. et al (1992) Biophys. J. Abstr 2985
2. Gopinath. S.P., Robertson, C.S. et al (1992) Near-Infrared Spectroscopic
Localization of Intracranial Hematomas. J. Neuro. Sci. in press.
This work was supported in part by NSF Grant # RR 03365.

TWO
EVALUATION OF TYROSINE TO TRYPTOPHAN RATIOS IN
PROTEINS BY UNEAR COMBINATIONS OF SPECTRA
((E. Waxnan, E Rusinova, G.P. Schwartz, J.BA Ross, W.R. Laws, and
CA. Hasselbacher)) Department of Biochemistry, Mount Sinai School of
Medicine of CUNY, New York, NY 10029.

Estimation of tyrosine (Tyr) and tryptophan (Trp) content in a protein is
often done by measuring the absorbance of the protein at two wavelengths
[Edelhoch (1967) Bochmiy 6, 1948-1954]. We show that the Tyr to Trp
ratio can be more accurately determined from the absorption spectrum of
denatured protein (buffer + 6 M Gdm*CI) using a linear combination of
the spectra (LINCS) of model compounds (same solvent). That is, the
absorbance as a function of wavelength (A), A(A), can be fit to
A(A) = E a, A,(A), where At(A) are the basis absorption spectra of the
model compounds, and a, are the relative molar amounts of each basis
spectra The basis spectra are verified and properly scaled (relative
extnctions) based on LINCS analyses of polpeptides with known Trp and
Tyr content. The method works for binary N-acetyltyrosinamide and N-
acetyltryptophanamide mixtures over a 0.01 to 100 Tyr/Trp ratio, and for
a set of proteins of known composition. The potential problems of light
scatter and disulfides will be discussed. LINCS is an excellent way to
quickly screen mutants, establish purity, and estimate Trp content. LINCS
can also be used to quantitate the number of Trp residues replaced in a
spectrally enhanced protein. Supported by NIH grant GM-39750.

TU-Pos501
THEORY OF TWO-PHOTON INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
ANISOTROPY DECAY IN MACROSCOPICALLY ISOTRO-
PIC OR ORIENTED MEMBRANE SYSTEMS ((Sun-Yung Chen
and B. Wieb Van Der Meer)) Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101.

We report the first theoretical description for the time-
dependent fluorescence anisotropy decay, r(t), resulted from two-
photon excitation for fluorophores in isotropic or oriented
membranes. In case of two-photon excitation, the initial value of
fluorescence anisotropy, r(0), is a function of the components of
two-photon transition tensor (S) and the projections of the emission
dipole to the principal axes of S. The components of S are
dependent upon the symmetry of all molecular states relevant to the
two-photon absorption process. The maximal value of r(0) for two-
photon excitation is proven to be 4/7 in contrast to 2/5 for one-
photon excitation. It is shown that for an extreme case the ratio of
the two-photon r(t) over the conventional one-photon r(t) may
equal 10/7 at all times. The advantages of measuring r(t) by two-
photon excitation for the study of orientational dynamics in
membrane systems are discussed from the theoretical point of view.
This work is supported by the National Science Foundation
EPSCoR program (EHR-9108764).
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

TU-Pos502
MULTIPLE SEQUEZNCE ALIGNMENT METHODS. ((L.S. Yeh, G.Y.
Srinivasarao, and W.C. Barker)) National Biomedical Research
Foundation, Washington, DC 20007.

Many methods for automatically constructing multiple
alignments of nucleic acid or protein sequences have been
described in the recent literature (Higgins et al., 1992 and
references therein). As the initial phase of our systematic
study, we will compare selected methods such as AMPS, CLUSTAL
V, and TR.EEALIGN for their usefulness in handling different
types of protein alignments. Representative sets having
fragments, long sequences, and sequences more than 50%
different will be studied using each of these alignment
programs with varying parameters. For each of the methods,
there should be an optimal set of parameters for each
sequence set. These results will be tabulated as functions of
the pairwise similarity scores among sequences represented in
the alignments. In this study, the running times of these
methods as a function of sequence similarity, alignment
length, and number of sequences will be evaluated.
(Supported by NLM grant P41 LM05206 and NSF grant BIR-
9107540)

ThPos604
COUPLING POISSON-BOLTZMANN FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHODS
WITH MOLECULAR MECHANICS AND MOLECULAR DYNAMICS.
((Jefry D. Madura and Michael K. Gilson)) Department of Chemistry, Uni-
versity of South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688 and Department of Chemistry,
University of Houston, Houston, TX 77204

Finite-Difference solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation have been
used in the computation of electrostatic energies of small organic molecules
and large biological macromolecules. Along with accurate electrostatic ener-
gies, it is now possible to compute accurate atomic forces associated with the
Poisson-Boltzmann Equation. The ability to compute these forces make it
possible to consider performing energy miunizsations and molecular dynam-
ics using continuum electrostatic methods. Continuum methods now have
the potential of providing a computationally efficient means of incorporating
electrostatic effects of a solvent containing dissolved ions into calculations
involving peptides and proteins. To demonstrate the validity and utility of
continuum models in molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics we will
present results from energy minimizations and molecular dynamics of 1,2-
dichloroethane in vacuo, in 1,2-dichloroethane, and in water. We also outline
the procedures for performing these types of calculations. 1,2-Dichlorethane
is a particularly good model because it has profound solvent effects in going
from the gas phase to pure liquid or when solvated in an aqueous environ-
ment.

b-Pos506
SARCOMERE DYNAMICS IN SMALL REGIONS OF CARDIAC
CELLS MEASURED BY IMAGE ANALYSIS
((M.H.P. Wussling)) J. Bernstein Institute of Physiology,
University of Halle-Wittenberg, DO - 4020 Halle/Saale

Laser diffractometry has been often used to measure dynamical changes
of the sarcomere structure. The number of sarcomeres that generate the
diffraction pattern is dependent on the diameter of a commonly focussed
laser beam in the region illuminated. In practice, the spot size of a He-Ne
laser beam in the focal plane is 100 gtm or more. This is in the order of an
intact rodlike cardiac myocyte. Thus, it is unqustified to investigate local
changes of sarcomere length by laser diffractometry in that preparation.
Spontaneous contractile waves of isolated rat heart cells were analyzed

using Fast Fourier Transform (MFF). The data of a CCD camera mounted
to an inverting microscope was captured in a Macintosh Hci computer
directly or via an image processor in order to freeze the contractile wave
in a distinct portion of the cardiac ceL. A VCR was used to store data for
dynamical measurements. The "diffraction pattern" obtained by the FFT
of the cell's active region clearly differs from that of the relaxed portion
even if the number of sarcomeres is less than 10 (ie. the region of interest
is less than 20 gm). Our results demonstrate that image analysis is an
appropriate tool to show local inhomogeinities of the sarcomere structure
in cardiac myocytes. (Supported by DFG, Wu 194/1-1)

TuW0)O3
HYBRID FINITE DIFFERENCE-BOUNDARY INTEGRAL
METHOD FOR CALCULATING SOLVATION ENERGIES.*
((P. Beroza, D.R. Fredkin, and G. Feher)) Department of Physics, 0319,
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA.

We employed a hybrid finite difference-boundary integral method to cal-
culate solvation self-energies from the Poison-Boltzmant equation. In
continuum electrostatic models the solvation self-energy of a charge in a

molecule is calculated from its energy in the reaction field, whose sources
are the counterions in solution and the polarization induced in the solvent
surrounding the molecule.
We calculated the reaction field potential at the charge from a single finite

difference calculation by integrating an expression containing the potential
and its normal derivative over the surface of a cube containing the charge.
This method avoids the subtraction of large (actually infinite were it not for
the discrete grid) quantities from two separate finite difference calculations,
as is often done.12 Although the two methods give similar results, the
subtraction method, in contrast to ours, lacks mathematical justification.
We confirmed the accuracy of our method on spherical molecules for which

exact results are available.3 We shall discuss the accuracy of the method
and its application to the calculation of pKs of amino acids in proteins.

IGilson, M.K. and Honig, B. (1988) Proteins 4, 7-18.
2Bashford, D. and Karplus M. (1990) Biochenistry 29, 10219-10226.
3TInford, C. and Kirkwood, J.G. (1957) JACS 79, 5333-5339.
'Supported by NSF, NIH, and NIH training grant 1T32 GM08326-01.

TUPos5M
COMPUTER TOOLKIT FOR FIBER & MEMBRANE DIFFRACTION

((T.T. Tibbitts)) Physics Dept, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
A toolkit of general, easy to use computer programs will be described for

processing diffraction patterns from oriented biomolecular filaments and mem-
branes, in order to refine structural models of these assemblies to the highest
possible resolution. These applications have been written in C for workstations
with MOTIF/Xwindows support; the component functions also run standalone
using terminal i/o or no display. By dynamically allocating all data arrays at
run time, the programs are limited only by the machine resources. All use the
madnes image file format (M.Stanton) for autodocumentation of the analysis and
easy data exchange across computer platforms. The display package scope pro-
vides an event-driven interface for finding the pattern origin, refining the specimen
tilt angle, correcting for film response, cutting out sections of the pattern, rescal-
ing, rotating, examining pixel values, averaging patterns together, adjusting the
color table, editing the file header, and creating postscript output. Additional
programs determine background scatter, and correct the patterns for curvature of
the Ewald sphere. Using the package gen, the processed pattern can be indexed
for any repeat distance and/or helical selection rule and an initial deconvolution
obtained for a trial coherence length and disorientation. Models based on this
deconvolution and/or independent information can then be refined using itera-
tive angular convolution and local regression, which accounts for the effects of
cylindrical averaging, specimen disorder, imperfect orientation, and finite beam
collimation (Tibbitte & Caspar, Acta Cryst. A, in press). Deconvolutions of data
from oriented purple membranes containing bacteriorhodopsin (A.Blaurock), and
fibers of adhesion pili from E. coli (M.Gong & L.Makowski) will be presented.

Th-Po507
ANALYSIS OF NOESY SPECTRA OF POLYPEPTIDES DY MEANS OF GLOBAL
OPTIMIZATION
Yuan Xu and Istvan P. Sugar
Departments of Biomathematical Sciences and
Physiology/Biophysics, The Mount Sinai Medical center, New
York, N.Y. 10029

We recently developed an automated structure refinement
method for the analysis of NOESY spectra of polypeptides
(Sugar and Xu, Computer Simulation of 2D-NMR-NOESY Spectra and
Polypeptide Structure Determination. Prog.Biophys .tfo.Zec .Biol.
a, 61-84). This new method - an adaptation of the method of
variable target function - is a successful attempt to overcome
the multiple minima problem arising in most of the structure
refinemnt methods.

In this work, the limitations of our structure refinement
method for NOESY spectrum analysis is tested. The effects of
two parameters, constraint density (CD) and relative fragment
length (RFL), on the performance of the method are investigat-
ed. CD is the average number of resolved cross-peaks per
residue. RFL is the length of the analyzed polypeptide
fragment relative to the total length of the polypeptide
molecule.

The first set of tests was performed at constant RFL(-l)
and different CD values. The structure refinement method
resulted in correct polypeptide structures as long as CD was
greater than 6. In the second set of tests CD was kept
constant (CD15) and RFL has been varied. In this case we got
the correct backbone structure of the polypeptide fragment at
1 > RFL>0.33.

For the purpose of these tests experimental NOESY data
have been simulated by using the crystal structure of BPTI.
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Tu-PoO5O
A GENERALLY USEFUL METHOD TO SPECIFICALLY LABEL
PHOSPHORYLATABLE AMINO ACIDS WITH EXTRINSIC PROBES.
((Kevin C. Facemyer, Mark R. Tibeau and Christine R. Cremo)), Dept. of
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Washington State University, Pullman, WA
99164-4660.

We have developed a method to attach extrinsic probes to amino acids that
can be specifically phosphorylated by protein kinases (Facemyer and Cremo
(1992) Bioconjugate Chemistry 3, 408-413). We have shown that the
phosphorylatable ser-19 of the regulatory light chain (RLC20) of smooth
muscle myosin can be specifically and stoichiometrically labeled with
haloacetyl derivatives. The method involves blocking of the thiols of isolated
myosin light chains by reversible or irreversible methods. Following thiol
blockdng, the protein is specifically thiophosphorylated at ser-19 with myosin
light chain kinase. The thiophosphate is then reacted with haloacetyl
derivatives to form the stable phosphorothioate ester. If appropriate the
oxidized sulfhydryls are then returned to the native reduced forn by
treatment with reductant. Here we have shown that the rate of reaction of a
haloacetate toward the thiophosphate is independent of pH in the pH 6-9
range. We have extended the approach to deternine the reactivity of the
thiophosphate toward maleimide derivatives. We also show that the
phosphorothioate ester can be efficiently cleaved by mercuric acetate, which
provides a new technique for photocrosslinking experiments that does not
require use of a radioactive photocrosslning reagent.

b-Po"510
AVERSATIESPECRO-PLUOROM ERFORKINEICSTUDIESOPSINGIE
WHOLE-CElL CAMPE CELlS. L Cleemans T. C. L Tra and M. Morad.

of Phys , Usive of hadelphia, PA.
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TU-Po9512
ANALYSIS OF TECHNIQUES USED FOR MEASURING
MEMBRANE CAPACITANCE (C,) AS A SINGLE CEU ASSAY OF
EXOCYTOSIS. ((KD. Gillis)) The Jewish Hospital of St Louis, St.
Louis, MO 63110. (Spon. by C.C. Hunt)

The measurement of C,, permits high resolution monitoring of
exocytosis and endocytosis in single cells. Techniques for estimating
C. involve applying a sinusoidal voltage and then using a "phase
sensitive detector" (PSD) to analyze the resulting sinusoidal current
The "phase trackdng" technique adjusts the phase (a) of the PSD to
output a signal insensitive to an induced change in series resistance
(AR,). Quantifiable limitations of this technique indude an enror in
a due to stray capacitance between the bath and ground, variance
of a ("phase jitter") resulting from measurement noise, and artifacts
accompanying each update of a. Another technique uses complex
impedance analysis, together with dc information to estimate Cm,.
The dynamic range of this approach is extended if automatic
capacitance compensation (e.g. EPC-9) is available. An alternative
hardware technique to determine a without the need for AR, is from
the phase of the complex admittance(p): a = 2* --xc/ Calibration
of C, with the gain relation: w/(1+tanNp)) does not require
adjustment of capacitance compensation circuitry. (Support: NIH
DK37380).

TU-Pos5O9
Spatial Localization ofAbsorbing or Fluorescent Objects Inside Tissue:

Progress Using New Photon Density Wave Interference Techniques

A. Knuettel* J.M. Schmitt*, R.L Barnes+ and J.R. Knutson+
*(BEIP.NCRR) and +(LCB,NHLBI):NIH, 10/5D10, Bethesda, MD 20892

Near-infraed tisue maging developed In recent years by adapting
either time-resolved or frequency domain fluorescence instruments to the
recovery of scattered light arrival profils. Most of the devices operate In
trnsmlssion ony. andtheir moderate resolutionwas obtained by laborious
and slow mechanical scanning of source/detector or object.

After we introduced the (destructive) intererence of diffusive
photon densitywaves as a powerful tool for locallzation (particularlydepthl).
we extended the method by employing acousto-optic scanning and the
eectronic control of ource power and phase (creating a 'phased array'
source, in analogy to radar, buthavng the advantage ofamplitude steering
in the dipersive medium). Further, we recovered 2D maps of phase and
amplitude from a gated. intensified CCD camera modulated at typical
frequencies of250MHz-lGHz. Our reflection-mode instrument can loalize
either a fluorescent or absorbing probe to better than 1 mm when It Is
buried 1 cm inksie tissue. Our measurements were extensively modeled
and verified by both numerical and analytcal solutions of the diffusion
equation. Recently, we have begun to extend the technique wtth two
overdeterminatlon methods - multifrequency (stretched wiper) and
multicolor (FM laser) acquisitio. The Improved resolution and prospects
will be discussed in light of theoretcal limits.

U0Pos511
NEW APPLICATIONS AND ADVANTAGES OF DETECTOR ARRAYS
IN MULTIFREQUENCY PHASE AND MODULATION FLUOROMETRY
((M.vandeVen,B.Barbieri and E.Gratton+))ISS Inc,P.O.
Box 6122,Champaign,IL 61826 and +Laboratory for Fluo-
rescence Dynamics, Physics Dept., Univ. of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL
61801.

Array detectors enable rapid wavelength-resolved
accumulation of steady-state and time-resolved fluo-
rescence/phosphorescence emission data. An initial
report by Gratton et al. on the technique applied to
multi-frequency phase and modulation fluorometry ap-
peared in SPIE 1204, 21-25 (1990). For various in-
strument implementations we will present the charac-
teristics of most interest to-the spectroscopist like
attainable frequency-range, signal-to-noise ratio,de-
tection limits and the reduction in measurement time
as compared to standard scanning emission monochro-
mator techniques, optical coupling efficiencies and
remote sensing. We will show time-, wavelength-, and
phase and modulation resolved spectra of some stan-
dard fluorophores and several biological samples.

T 0Pos513
IMPROVED METHODS FOR LABELLING CELLULAR AQUEOUS

COMPARTMENTS WITH FLUORESCENT POLAR DYES S. Yoshikami,
Sudhir Sahu, & W.A. Hagins. Lab. of Chemical Physics, NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, MD
20892.
The usual method for transferring chelating fluorescent indicator dyes to cells is as
acetoxymethyl esters (R.Y.Tsien, Nature,290,527,1981). Where there is intracellular
esterase activity, the dye cleaves to form the free metallochromic indicator, trapped
where it is hydrolyzed. Intensified video microscopy shows that some cells, including
most vertebrate retinal rods and cones lack the esterase needed to free significant cyto-
plasmic amounts of FURA- 2 or FLO-3. Yet the same cells load quickly with mM levels
of 6- carboxyfluorescein from its diacetate ester. This is mainly due to non-enzymatic
transacetylation of free -NH2 and -SH groups and is not useful for staining cells with
Tsien's dyes.

We find that t-butyl dimethylsilyl (TBDMS) esters of a variety of fluorochromic
indicator dyes uniformly label the cytosols of many cell types by traversing the cell
membrane lipids and spontaneously hydrolysing by non-enzymic reaction with H20 to
yield >10 isM of free dyes. At 50 pM leveis, the silylated dyes and the silanols produced
are non-hemolytic and do not affect electroretinograms of frog retinas. TBDMS esters
of iminodiacetic acids hydrolyze with half-times of 40 m, allowing good equilibration of
cellular compartments before hydrolysis and permitting theoretical estimation of free
dye concentrations in them. The wide range of hydrolysis rates among available types
of silyl groups permits a range of tissue thicknesses to be stained by this method. HPLC
and fluorescence micrographic studies of the dyes in lymphocytes, protozoa, fibroblasts,
and retinas will be shown. The method seems to be generally useful in transferring
extracellular polat molecules to the cytosol.
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Tu-Pos514
RESOLUTION OF ABSORBING SPHERES IN A HIGHLY
SCATTERING MEDIUM: FREQUENCY-DOMAIN STUDIES
AND A TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION SCHEME.
((John Maier and Enrico Gratton)) University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics,
Department of Physics, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801.

We performed frequency-domain studies of the diffraction of a
photon density wave, traveling in a homogeneous, highly
scatterin medium, by spherical and disk shaped absorbing
objects. Measurements were made with light intensity
modulation frequencies in the 10 to 120 MHz range. The source
was a diode laser emitting at 810 nm. Skim miIk was used as
the scattering medium. The effect of the object's size, position,
and shape were studied in the transillumination geometry.
Spheres as small as 0.8 mm radius were detected with a source-
detector separation of 5 cm. A collection of small absorbing
spheres was also studied. The spatial characteristics of the
bundle of photon migration paths were mapped, in the
frequency domain, from source to detector on the surface of the
scattering medium (backscattering geometry). The results lead
to a model for tomographic reconstruction of objects deep in a
scattering mediium, made from measurements taken at the
surface. This model involves constructing a 3-dimensional
density histogram, based on a model bundle and measurements
of amplitude, phase, and modulation made at the surface.
Supported by National Institutes ofHealth (RR03155) and UIUC.

Tu-Pos516
INERT GLUE IN THE SURFACE FORCE APPARATUS?
WHERE ARE THE CONTROLS? ((V.A.Parsegian, N.LGershfeld)),

N1AMS/NIDDK/DCRT, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892

During the past several years, the 'surface force apparatus'
(SFA) has been widely regarded as a means to study intractions
between mica and coated-mica surfaces. Some observations, e.,
electrostatic double layer decay lengths, have been consonant with
earlier expectation. Others, e.g., the "long-range hydrophobic
force", have many elicited frustrating attempts at explanation.
Seeking a simpler explanation for unexpcted results, we noted fcw
reports in the SFA literature of the kind of control measurement
that invariably accompany more conventional surface chemical
studies. We therefore began control measurements for the SPA with
an examination of the adhesive commonly used to fasten mica to the
optical glass - the commercial Epon or Epikote 1004 - using four
glue samples from three different SPA laboratories
Our observations indicate that the glue as not inert but rather

creates a measurabl amount of water-soluble material that is also
surface activ
* Grains of glue send out a fibn onto the air/water nface.
a Glue dissoves in distUled water.
* Glue from solution adsorbs to freshly ckaved mica

Any consideration of the consequences of glue contamination in the
interpretation of SFA results should probably be deferred until the
actual magnitude of neglected contamination is adequately
determ

Tb0Po8518
TRANSMEMDRANE VOLTAGE CONTROL IN LIPOSOMS: THE
USE OF BACTERIORHODOPSIN AS A LIGHT-DRIVEN CURRENT
SOURCE ((duardo Perozo and WayneL. Hubbell)) Jules Stein Eye Inst. and Dept
Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCLA Los Angeles CA 90024.

Wepresent a new general medhod for thedevelopment and control oftranemrane
potials (at) in reconstituted vesicles. At were measured using two independent
techniques. Electron Paamagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectacopy was used to
monitor the distribution and binding of spin-labeled phosphonium ions. Additionally,
the distribution of teraphonylphosphonium (rPP+) was followed using eletrodes
with a PVC-based ion exchange resin. The light-driven proton pump,
Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) from Halobacteriwn haloblum was uswed as the currenT source
of the system, where the intensity of light controls the magnitude of the A? at any
given time. A stable, steady state bias or holding potemial was generaed using
gradients of anions of limited permeability, in the preence of a highly impermeable
cation. Using the polymer Polyethylenimide (PEI) or N-Methyl Glucamine (NMG)
as the impermeable cation, the sequence ofpermeabilities for egg phosphaddylcholine
vesicles was (from the least permeable): SO, < Br < FI < NO, < SCN. NO,
and SCN were most effective in producing large (>-60 mV) negative potentials. in
the presence of a NO,-based negative holding potential (-70 mV), BR is capable of
depolarizing the membrane to at least the 0 mV level within a few seconds. Effective
and fast depolarizations can be achieved by the application of a brief intense
illumination preceding the preset illumination level (Supercharging). The technique
can be applied to study most voltag-dependent processes by fusion of reconstituted
systems with BR-containing liposomes. We report voltage activation of unmodified,reconsttuted eelNa+channels using this technique. wosuppbydk aw c.,abaTmae

Th-Pos515
BREAKDOWN OF THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION IN
DESCRIBING PHOTON MIGRATION THROUGH RANDOM
MEDIA. ((Joshua B. Fishkin, Peter T. C. So, and Enrico
Gratton)) University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Department of Physics,
1110 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801.

The diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann transport
equation is valid only in the multiple scattering regime. We
determined at what scatterer concentration and distance from a
light source that light propagation through random media is
described by this approximation. We performed frequency-
domain measurements in the MHz to GHz range in which we
studied the properties of intensity-modulated light propagating
through media containing different concentrations of light
scatterers and absorbers. The experimental data are compared
to the predictions of the diffusion approximation to the
Boltzmann transport equation. The scattering and absorption
conditions under which the diffusion approximation fails are
compared with typical scattering and absorption conditions
found in animal tissues. This work was performed at the
Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics (LFD) at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The LFD is supported
jointly by the National Institutes of Health (RR03155) and by
UIUC.

TU-Pos517
TWO NEW INSTRUMENTS FOR MONOLAYER STUDIES: A PIEZOCERAMIC FORCE
TRANSDUCER FOR SURFACE TENSION MEASUREMENTS AND A LEAK-FREE
TROUGH FOR SURFACE PRESSURE-AREA ISOTHERMS. ((R. Olu and FtC.
MacDonal) Deptmet d Bichemisty, Molecu Biobgy and Cal Bology,
Nortwestern Unversy, Evano, IL (Sponm by L Lorud.

With te approp e c circuit, an in ($10) pleec ceramic
bender (2. x 0.1) is a sensitive force traducer for accurate surface tenson
measurements. These devces ere not suiable as steady-s tru r;
how r, this is no obsacle when the Wlhelyn metod is used I the detacment
mode. Undersuch conditlorns the voltage output dthe taducer is early relted
to the appled force at mvols or more per dyne. Tension ms he a
precision id <1 dyne/cm. Because of the low cost, dozens of s
_mesurents can be done simltaneously usingconcompuer muIpl
interace boardL
The problem dbarrwrlakage In pressure-area has been overcome
wkh a trough In which the sample iscpsd wIin an Iially circular band of
tao-coveredafn se stp. Acomputer-controlled tepping motor drhe apple
force to one side of the ring, and it deforms from a circle to aV shape. Becaus
theband undergoes an unusual distoron cabration is mostc donewkh
a computer-nterfaced video imaging system. Swprisily, the change In area is
vewy dose to a Inear fncon Omthe-ipl adeid the band. The ares
change can be up to 4:1 and is rpea to 2%. The doin greatly slmpes the
desgn d surface troughe and completely obvates the poesblty of bakage at high
surface prmureL

TU-Pos519
AFM OF DNA, MEMBRANE AND MEMBRANE PROTEINS
((Jie Yang*, Lukas K Tamm*, Thomas W. Tilkackt, Kunio Takeyasut and
Zhifeng Shao*)) Departments of *Physiology and *Pathology, University of
Virginia, Box 449, Charlottesville, VA 22908; tDepL of Med. Biochem and
Biotech. ctr, Ohio State University, Coulombus, OH 43210.

We have successfully applied atomic force micr py (AFM on a range of
biological specmens. With DNAcochrome C complexeson carbon-coated
mica direcdy imagd by AFM in air, a resolution 4-6 nm was routinely
obtained for a force of 3 - 10 nN, and a resolution better than 3 nm was
achieved when the force was below 3nN (mostly in an organic solvent).
Synthetic lipid bilayers (DAPC, DSPC, DPPC,DMPC, DPPE, DMPE and
POPE) transdrto freshly cleaved mica sufaces in aLangmuir trough wer
imaged by AFM in aqueous solutions. For polynmrized bilayers of the
diacetylene lipid DAPC a ridge structure of 1.1 nm periodicity was readily
observed. For teotherbilayers, good patches of flat bilayers wereobserved
only occasionally. When cholera toxin (complete and B-subunit oligomr)
was bound to mixed bilayers of DAPC and the receptor glycolipid GMI, the
pentameric subunit structure was well resolved by AFM m buffer, without
crystallization. The resolution is better than 2 nm with excelent
reproducibility for a probe force of 0.3 - 0.5 nN. These results indicate that
AFM can indeed be used to study mrmolecular smture atphysiological
conditons, if suitable specimen preparation techniques can be found. Work
supported by grants from the Whitaker Foundation, the US Army Research
Office, NIH, and the Jeffress Trust.
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TU4Pos520
DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION OF OPTICAL HETEROGENEITIES OBSCURED BY
TISSUE-LIXE SATTERING FROM FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MEASUREMNTS OF
PHASE-SHIFT DIFFERENCE AND REDUCFD MODULATION. (q(.M. Sevick,
J.K. Frisoli, C.L. Burch,* and J.R. Lakowicz )) Department of
Chmical Engineering, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37235;
'Center for Fluorescence Spectroscopy University of Maryland,
Baltimore, MD 21201.

Previously, we have demonstrated the capacity to "image" a
3 m dim. absorber obscured by tissue-like scattering from maps
of phase-shift difference, AO (p | c - adawnc) and reduced
modulation, r(M,,, K./ m) reconstructed from 2-D, multi-
pixel e and N ro=qu-ncyomain measurements in the absence
(mbenc and M b) and in the presence (Opr6ose and MWN,,4*) of
the absorber (Sevick, ot &l., Photocho".Photobiof., 1992).
These 2-D images suggested a physical model for photon migration
imaging (PMI) which to date has been untested. In this study,
single-pixel measurements and Monte Carlo predictions of AO and
N,. are presented to provide verification of the frequency-domain
PHI model in reflectance geomtry. Measurements and simulations
demonstrate that e and M display significant changes due to the-
presence of perfect light absorbing and transparent volumes that
are predictable from the physical model of frequency-domain PMI.
Results furthermore illustrate that the changes in 6 and M are
dependent upon modulation frequency and may provide unique three
dimensional localization information from two dimensional
reflectance measurements. The frequency-dependence of previous
multi-pixel measurements compare well with the single-pixel
experimental and simulated values of AS(f) and Mr (f). Supported
in part by NIH-BSRa 2 807 RRO1201-12 (EMS).

Tl-PPOBs
A NOVEL If VITRO TRANSLATION SYSTEM FOR PREPARATIVE SCALE
CUSTOM PROTEIN SYNTHESIS. ((B.R. MOZAYENI12, E.S. NAJEM' 3, J.A.
FERRETTI', and F.M. RICHARDS2)l 1) Structural Biophysics Section, LBC, NHLBI,
NIH, Bethesda, MD; 2) Dep't of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT; 3) Dep't of Radiology, Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

A high expression rate (1 7mg/mil lysate/6hrs) for globin mRNA endogenous to
reticulocyte lysate was achieved by dialysis-ultrafiltration of the lysate with a
modified substrate feed solution in a novel bioreactor. To reproduce optimized
conditions and to modify reaction parameters in real-time response to the
transation rate for any given mRNA consuct, a flexible computerized process
control systen was designed and implemented. Metabolic parameters which
govem preparative scale in viro translation of globin were controlled to optimize
its expression. Our control of the reaction conditions was sufficiently robust to
permit globin production even with micrococcal nuclease-treated lysate. These
result suggest that exogenous mRNA for a protein of choice can be expressed
at a rate comparable to that achieved for globin. Since mRNA may be
transcribed from PCR-derived linear cDNA and because artificial codons can be
introduced by sitedirected mutagenesis, this system will permit production in
xilm of site-specifically labelled recombinant proteins in sufficient quantities for
conformational determinations by high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy.

Tu-Pos524
A PROTOTYPE ON-LINE RAYLEIGH INTEREROMEZTER FOR
THE XILA ANALYTICAL ULTRACENTRIFUGE.
((T.M. Lauc, A.L. Anderson and P.D. Demaine)) Dept. of
Biochemistry, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.

A Rayleigh interference optical system has been developed for the
Beckman XLA analytical ultracentrifuge. The interference optics have
been arranged so that absorbance and refractive data may be acquired
simultaneously. The pulsed laser diode light source fits in the chamber
and is modulated to allow data acquisition from multiple cells. A solid-
state television camera serves as the detector. The intervening optics are
arranged to provide a 1.4-fold magnified image of the cell at the camera,
yielding a radial data spacing of about 9 jsm in the cell coordinate
system. Fringe displacements are measured using a discrete, single-
frequency Fourier analysis, providing a precision better than ±0.005
fringe. Less than 20 seconds are required to acquire a scan spanning an
entire cell (-2000 data points), save the data to a disk file and present
the graph. All operations are controlled from a Windows-based program
operating on a PC.
Supported by NSF DIR 9002027.

Tu-sP5
ELECTROROTATION OF COMPLEX STRUCTURES.
(( M. Egger and E. Donath )) Physiologisehes Institut, Universitilt
ZUrich, Winterthurerstr. 190, CH - 8057 ZUrich, Switzerland;
e Institut fOr Blophysik, FB Biologle, Humboldt-Universtltt zu Berlin,
invalidenstr. 42,D-0-1040 Berlin, Germany.

Electrorotatlon Is a convenient method to measure the polarizability
of single particles as a function of the frequency of the applied
rotating electric field. It provides Information about the membrane
capacity, the membrane conductivity and the Internal conductivity.
Since up to now there were only theoretical models describing
the electrorotation behavior of spherically or cylindrically symme-
trical particles, the interpretatlon of some experimental results
with biological particles was difficult. Therefore we calculated:
the electrorotation behavior of (1) particle doublets In the dipole
approximation as a function of an Interaction parameter, and (2)
a large number of aggregated particles agaln as a function of the
Intensity of aggregation expressed by the dielectric parameters
of the gap between the particles.
The first model was experimentally verified with pollen and human
erythrocytes. The second, theoretical model was used to Interpret
the behavior of an exocytotic cell, an aggregate of cells, and an
aggregate of droplets, either water In oil or oil In water.

Tu-Poe523
FLUCTUATING MEMBRANE POTENTIAL, RECORDED BY THE
WHOLE CELL PATCH CLAMP TECHNIQUE, OF HUMAN T LYM-
PHOCYTE CELL LINES; EVIDENCE THAT IT IS A FRACTAL
OF THE KIND PRODUCED BY FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION.
((W.A.Gottschalk,S.Yeandle,A.M.Churillal,
L.S.Liebovitch,L.Y.Selector2))
Naval Medical Research Institute 2Columbia Univ.

Recently, Maltsev has reported that the T
lymphocyte membrane potential oscillates (Immunology
Letters, 26 (1990) 277-287). We have seen fluctua-
tions in the membrane potential of 3 T lymphocyte
cell lines. The appearance of these fluctuations,
both in the time and the frequency domains, differ
greatly from cell to cell. The result of Rescaled
Range Analysis for a number of experiments yield
values of the Hurst parameter H in the range of .86
to .95. In this method the difference R between the
maximum and the minimum of a record within a time
window T divided by the standard deviation S of the
record in that window gives R/S which for a fractal
process is proportional to T^H (See Fractals by J.
Feder). We have also observed that for frequencies f
above 1 Hz that the power is about proportional to
f^(-b) where b ranges between 1.5 and 3.5. These
results suggest that the fluctuations in the T lym-
phocyte membrane potential have the statistical
properties of fractional brownian motion.

Tu-Poe525
CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF LIVING CELLS.
((S.M. Doglia,L.Bianchi,and A.M.Villa))Physics Department of
University and Consorzio Bioricerche,Milano(Italy) (Spon.by
F. Bruni)

New insights in the distribution of fluorescent drugs and dyes
in single living cells can be achieved through confocal fluore-
scence microscopy. Results obtained by the laser scanning con-
focal microscope MRC-600 (Bio-Rad,Microscience Ldt. ,U.K.) with
laser argon excitation and photon counting detection mode will
be presented. The high level of confocality employed in the
optics has allowed to image the cell within a narrow depth of
focus ( 0.5 micron) and to obtain optical sectioning in the z-
direction. Under these conditions high quality images from low
drug concentrations of pharmacological significance can be
obtained. As an example we will present the study of doxorubicin
a fluorescent- anthracycline with excitation at 480 nm and
emission ranging from 500 to 650 nm, in different cell types
(K562,L1210,3T3). The following results will be discussed: 1)
the drug accumulates in the nucleus only at high concentrations
(10-6 M); at low concentrations (10-9 M) is mainly concentrated
in the cytoplasm; 2) the nuclear fluorescence at high drug
concentration is confined in the perinuclear region and in
condensed chromatin zones around nucleolar structures.
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